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12 Research- 

Based Benefits of Fasting 
With Dr. David Jockers, DNM, DC, MS 

 
 

Interview Summaries:        
● Definition of fasting:  simply going without food. It’s just restricting yourself without food for a period of 

time 12 hours or beyond.  In terms of calories, fasting is when you get 25% or less of the calories that 
your body needs.  Versus a 50-75% less calorie load, that’s more of what we call a calorie restricted diet, 
but not technically fasting.  25% or less of our calorie needs would roughly be about 400-600 calories.  
Fasting allows your body to take out the cellular trash or debris that has accumulated in the cells and 
organs which is called apoptosis.  This enables the body to rebuild new, healthy cells and stimulates 
genetic healing mechanisms, resets and optimizes hormones which govern how the body works overall.  
All of this creates more efficiency for energy production.  Without apoptosis, cellular debris remains and 
chronic disease has the opportunity to set in.  

● Our body is made up of 100 trillion cells. 

● There are many types of Fasts.  A water only fast: gives the highest levels of benefits.  Fasting allows 

your body to take out the cellular trash or debris that has accumulated in the cells and organs.    

● Bone broth fast: to help rebuild the gut.  Bone broth provides collagen, amino acids and electrolytes.    

● Intermittent fasting: eating a clean meal prior to starting the fast and ending with a clean meal.   

● Time restricted feeding: using intermittent fasting over a 1 to 2 day period and only eating during the 

“eating or feeding window referred to as the building time.  The time in between is the cleansing window.   

● Extended fasting:  over 48 hrs 

● Simple intermittent fasting: 12 hr fast.  Finish dinner at 6pm and no calories until 6am the next morning.  

This is a great strategy to begin with and move up to 14, 16 and even 18 hr fast.  

● Brunch fast: extend the simple fast an extra 2 hrs for a total of a 14 hr fast.   

● Strong fast: a fasting window of 16-18 hrs.  Powerful intracellular cleansing.  16/8, 18/6 or even 20/4.   

● OMAD: eating one meal a day.  Best to do at the same time each day for success.      

● Ghrelin is the hunger hormone that is excreted when our stomach is empty.  This is known as a hunger 

wave and it will pass.  You can suppress this by drinking 8-16 oz of water.  Your stomach expands and 

the ghrelin secretion stops. Hormone optimization starts to take place.  Wait about 5 minutes and see if 

you are still hungry.  The highest point of ghrelin excretion is at 8pm at night.  

● The hunger center and thirst center are right next to each other in the hypothalamus and therefore we can 

interpret the signal as hunger when most people are actually thirsty, even on the verge of dehydration.  

Taste buds take 2-4 weeks to become conditioned.  You will begin to develop a natural desire for water.   

● We don’t eat for energy.  We eat for adaptation and recovery.  You drink and take in electrolytes for 

energy.   
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● Energy efficiency naturally occurs when our body adapts to a fasting lifestyle by metabolic 

flexibility.  This is the body’s ability to meet all of our metabolic needs by shifting from 

burning sugar for fuel to burning fat.  The first law of thermodynamics talks about energy efficiency.  

Digestion itself is extremely energy  

demanding and when we free this up, it allows extra energy for healing.  This surplus of energy is then 

used for healing and repairing cells.   

12 Research-Based Benefits of Fasting 
With Dr. David Jockers, DNM, DC, MS 

 

Interview Summaries Con’t:  
We get cellular damage from stress, our environment, and our exposure to different things such as the air 

we breathe, the water we drink, and the food that we eat. Our cells are going to get damaged: DNA 

damage,  mitochondrial damage, and cell membrane damage.  Fasting allows energy to be focused on 

showering off this metabolic damage and rebuilding new healthy stronger cells. 

● Gluconeogenesis is the biochemical process of creating energy with electrolytes and minerals.  We are 

made of 75% water and 4% minerals.  Minerals are the spark plugs of life.  Electric conduction is made 

through trace minerals.  The sodium potassium balance in important in this area.   

● Fasting produces bioenergetic molecules called ketones which produce 14 to 18 times more energy than 

1 molecule of glucose which is sugar.   

● Human Growth Hormone HGH is the master hormone from the pituitary and is considered the behind the 

scenes conductor of the symphony.  Within a 24 hr period, HGH production increases up to 500% of what 

is normally produced.   

Twelve Benefits of Fasting: 
1. Fasting Enhances Fat Burning:  if you are looking to lose weight, using a type of fasting strategies is 

one of the best and most affordable ways.  When a patient has a goal of weight loss, I like for them to do 

an alternative day fasting strategy where they consume food every other day.  There are a lot of people 

that have lost over 100 lbs and been able to keep it off from doing a one meal a day strategy.  Even if 

weight loss is not a goal, the body becomes a fat burner and stimulates anabolic pathways that preserve 

lean body tissue.   

2. Fasting Increases Energy Levels: When fasting, our body produces ketones which produce more 

energy which increases energy efficiency and we feel more energetic throughout the day.  You get a 

balanced rise in the excitatory neurotransmitter norepinephrine which is a stress hormone that increases 

mental sharpness, memory and cognitive function.  Your day becomes more efficient overall with better 

performance. 

3. Fasting Decreases Inflammation: In a normal healthy immune response, inflammation prevents 

systemic infections, breaks down decaying matter and assist in wound healing and tissue repair. This is 

typically a 72 hr response with a rush of white blood cells and cytokines to rescue the body.  When we 

have long term chronic inflammation in a repeated cycle, this cycle breaks down and causes 

degeneration in the body.  After 72 hrs, cellular damage, breakdown of tissue, and pain receptor sites 

increase. begins to occur.  Eating itself also produces inflammation which is why anti-inflammatory foods 

are recommended.  Fasting helps to regulate and balance the inflammatory response and helps to break 

this negative inflammatory response right away.  

4. Fasting Decreases Stress from the Digestive System: Our gut lining is only one cellular wall.  

Constant eating damages the tight junctions between the intestinal cells and opens them up creating 

intestinal permeability where open gaps are created. The term you hear a lot leaky gut syndrome and this 

is when these gaps allow passage of large food particles, bacteria and different pathogens to seep into 
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the bloodstream and this increases the inflammatory process.  The old saying is that you 

are what you eat and that is not true anymore.  You are what you digest, absorb and 

assimilate at the cellular level.  Being under more stress also means we do not produce enough stomach 

acid to break down protein and sterilize the food that is coming in and the less we are able to produce bile 

and pancreatic enzymes.  Constant eating also causes excessive fermentation in our gut allowing an 

overgrowth of bacteria, yeast  

12 Research-Based Benefits of Fasting 
With Dr. David Jockers, DNM, DC, MS 

organisms, and parasites.  Fasting regenerates the intestinal lining, closes up these gaps, keeps the gut 
microbiome strong, hardy and balanced and begins to optimize the digestive system overall because the 

digestion is at rest.   

 

5. Fasting Stimulates Cellular Autophagy: Autophagy means our body’s ability to destroy its own cells, 

recycle or break down decaying cells and the organelles within the cells.  If there is dysfunctional 

mitochondria within a cell, we cannot produce good energy and this causes the cell to become toxic and 

deficient as well as increasing genetic or DNA damage.  Many cells are even infected with viruses which 

cannot be killed and only go into a state of dormancy instead of leaving the body.  Research is showing 

cancer is multifactorial and linking viruses to the disease.  When fasting, the body rebuilds these 

intracellular organelles and will rid itself of cells containing viruses.  This means the virus doesn’t have a 

home and will eliminate itself.  Healthy new cells will then be regenerated in this fasting state.     

6. Fasting Increases Genetic Repair Mechanisms: More energy conservative for the body to repair a cell 

than to form a new cell.  Epigenetics means how our environment impacts our genes.  When we fast, the 

epigenetic expression of the cells is to go in and repair the organelles and regenerate them and make 

stronger, healthier cells.  A common question is “if I fast, will I lose muscle?”  If you lose muscle, it is 

damaged tissue and cells that you don’t want and you will actually build healthier, more stress resistant 

muscle cells.  Then when you eat and go back to training your body properly, you will be stronger.  These 

are the muscle cells you want in your body and is  what we mean by genetic expression and repair.   

7. Fasting Stimulates Stem Cells:  Stem cells are like baby cells that can differentiate into forming new 

healthy cells and they are versatile meaning they can produce a wide range of cells.  We are born with 

billions of stem cells which is why young children heal so quickly.  As we age, we start to lose stem cells 

and someone in their 60’s or 70’s probably have less than 1000 stem cells.  Research has shown that 

after 24 hrs of fasting, we stimulate stem cells in our gut.  Leaky gut can be regenerated and I 

recommend 24 hr and depending on severity, even 36 hr fasts every week to rebuild the gut lining.  After 

48 hrs, you start ramping up stem cells and a 4 to 5 day water fast will give the greatest gain in stem cell 

production.   

8. Fasting Improves Insulin Sensitivity: The insulin hormone is a fat storage hormone and has an 

important role in removing sugar from the bloodstream and putting them into cells.  High blood sugar is 

neurotoxic and an untreated diabetes patient will have very high blood sugar.  These sugar molecules 

bind to proteins, creating advanced glycolytic enzymes that damage the kidneys, the endothelial lining of 

the blood vessels, damaging the heart, or the circulatory system, and also damaging the nerves, causing 

peripheral neuropathy, and retinopathy.  The body has insulin to protect the bloodstream and produce 

energy within the cells.  If insulin is elevated, once it reaches a certain threshold and it goes above that, 

and stays above that for a period of time, it’s also going to amplify the inflammasome.  This means 

inflammatory gene pathways will be turned on in the body and inflammation will increase.  If we are 

consistently eating lots of meals that are higher in carbohydrates, we’re going to be consistently causing 

these surges in insulin, which continually tells the body to create inflammation. We also start to get a 

blunting of the insulin receptor. Meaning that the receptors on every cell that listen to the signal of insulin, 

and let sugar in, they start to become blunted and less responsive.  This is when insulin resistance 
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begins.  When glucose is elevated, cells get sticky and the body becomes like sludge 

leading to cardiovascular and kidney disease.  Research is showing that you can lower 

insulin to become more receptive 90% by fasting 16-20 hrs consistently.  This is transformational for Type 

II Diabetes patients.  

9. Fasting Reduces Chronic Disease Risk:  Many degenerative diseases are associated with insulin 

sensitivity and almost all are linked to chronic inflammation.  By reducing inflammation and improving 

insulin sensitivity, you will increase healing and reduce your risk of developing further chronic disease.   

12 Research-Based Benefits of Fasting 
With Dr. David Jockers, DNM, DC, MS 

 

10. Fasting Improves Your Relationship with Food: Many people have food addictions and do not even 

realize it is simple as frequent sweet cravings.  Fasting helps reduce your cravings and increase your 

appreciation for the food you consume.   

11. Fasting Improves Mental Health: While fasting, the body uses ketones as the primary fuel source and 

you will feel your most efficient, most creative, thinking the best thoughts and producing your best work.  

Ketones help the brain function optimally.  When you eat, your ketones go down and you are not as 

creative.  As Plato said, “I fast for greater mental and physical efficiency.”  

12. Fasting Improves our Spiritual Development:  All religions for 1000’s of years have looked to fasting to 

increase their spiritual walk, hear the Holy Spirit or be more in tune with their intuition.  This may be 

connected to the increase in cognitive function.  Fasting and prayer have been looked upon as the most 

powerful healing strategies.  When you fast, you are allowing your body, mind and spirit to rest and to be 

receptive to direction and clarity.  Being more in tune with your intuition means you will make better 

decisions, you feel better and feel more confident in the direction you are going.  These are all powerful in 

a world of constant changes and challenges.   

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● Bone broth is an excellent tool to get through a fast or transition into a fasting lifestyle.   

● When doing water during a fast, recommend adding salt, lemon or lime or adding in stevia so it is a little 

sweet.  Some people drink more water this way.    

● Expect it to be a little uncomfortable for a period of time while you build and strengthen your fasting 

muscle.  Lean into it.  It’s like exercise and not meant to be comfortable when you first get started.  Once 

fasting becomes a habit, it becomes more enjoyable and even comfortable.   

● When beginning fasting, if you have dizzy, nausea or headaches, adding a bit of electrolytes will help.  

Even taking some Himalayan salt, Redmond’s real salt, or any quality salt and put just a pinch on your 

tongue.  Then follow with some water and this can help reset your system and some people notice and 

immediate difference.   

● During your feeding window, eat until you are fully satiated.   

● Get the right mentality about fasting.  Do not be dogmatic.  If your goal is a 16 hr fast and your break it at 

14 hrs, it’s ok.  You did 14 hrs and that is great!   

 

People need to be armed and equipped in order to improve their health and fasting is one of the best strategies in 

order to do that.   

Resources for Dr. David Jockers: 
Founder of Exodus Health Center 

https://drjockers.com/ 

 

https://drjockers.com/
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Fasting to Build Resilience to Stress  
With Dr. Pete Sulack,DC 
 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● Stress is the body’s internal mechanism to deal with this external world and in a balanced state is known 

as homeostasis.  Stress is anything that brings the body away from equilibrium and balance.   
● Stress is one of the main underlying root causes of chronic disease.  Stress is inevitable in life and is 

going to affect us in some way every day.  Stress is more than just drama.  It is physical such as a car 

accident, a fall, sitting at a desk all day.  A sedentary lifestyle is physical stress.  Stress is also emotional 

in terms of life, relationships, abuse, trauma.  And stress is also chemical in our environment in the foods 

we eat and the air we breathe.  Examples of foods that are chemical stressors are sugar, aspartame, high 

fructose corn syrup, gluten and the protein Beta casein-A1 in dairy.   

● Health is not about eliminating stress.  Health is about creating resiliency to the stressors of life and 

allowing the body to adapt and recover from stress effectively.  

● Two scenarios when dealing with stress.  1) My body adapts and takes time to recover.  2) My body 

adapts and doesn’t recover known as the HPA axis dysfunction meaning the body went into a fight or 

flight response and didn’t recover.   

● Medical studies and literature of the top 70 diseases on the planet, show they can be rooted back to the 

HPA axis dysfunction.  A lot of people have so much stress in their life, that their body has adapted and 

not recovered.   

● Germs don’t make us sick, germs make a weak host sick.  A body that is no longer resilient.   

● Studies show there are 3 ways to recover from HPA axis dysfunction.  1) Our attitude.  Negative thoughts 

put our body into further stress response, but positive thoughts restore the body to homeostasis and rest. 

2) Adaptogenic herbs affect the HPA axis in the body to help restore itself to homeostasis.  They act as a 

thermostat with bringing you up or bringing you down whichever is needed in the body.  3) Movement is 

one of the greatest ways to restore homeostasis and rest.    

● Fasting is considered a purposeful stress that allows the body to strengthen the adapt and recovery 

pathway and to increase the body’s resiliency to deal with life effectively.   

● The theory of hormesis is being exposed to mild stressors and allowing our body to come out of 

homeostasis and then readapt builds the resiliency muscle.   

● Mindsets contrary to truths only come out through prayer and fasting.  In our spiritual walk, prayer and 

fasting are a great way to get our perspective back.  To prepare us and give us wisdom for what God 

wants to do in our life.  The world has a way of drowning out who I am as a child of God and perspective 

is lost and we return to being self-centered.  This is all about a constant state of consumption and getting  
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for ourself.  With fasting, you are denying that from a physical perspective and moving 
toward existing and experiencing life.   

 

Fasting to Build Resilience to Stress  

With Dr. Pete Sulack,DC 

Interview Summaries con’t:  
● Intermittent fasting increases ketones and these help stimulate different nerve growth factors in the brain, 

helping to link deep thoughts and facts.  One benefit is the increased amount of gaps between neurons in 

the brain in the synapses.  

● When they studied Einstein’s brain, the theory was that he might have more neurons, but he actually had 

the same amount of neurons as anyone else who had the same volume of brain.  But he had twice as 

many synapses.  These gaps between the nerve cells allow us to have incredible flexibility of thought, 

and adapt to stress more effectively both mentally and emotionally.  

● When we eat we draw blood into our digestive system and away from our brain.  

● Mitochondria takes the fuel and calories that we consume and the byproducts of this are free radicals.  If 

we put dirty fuel in that may give us temporary energy but we are getting dirty byproducts after 

consumption.       

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● Instead of waiting for life to get easier, work on getting better.  Work on strengthening your body, 

resiliency and rate of recovery.  

● Prior to intermittent fasting, I found myself very present in the morning, but sluggish for afternoon patients 

after eating lunch. My personal schedule is to practice intermittent fasting during my busiest hours when I 

see patients Monday through Thursdays.  I use supercharged coffee to get healthy fats and I incorporate 

good antioxidants in the morning with a lot of water and then I eat at night.  I rest my digestive system and 

have great clarity throughout the day and never get tired.  I am able to serve my patients as effectively as 

possible.   

● Fasting is not about performance.  As you are beginning to fast, there is grace for you.  Start slowly and 

whatever method and timing you feel peace with, that is ok.  If you are unable to finish, stay away from 

condemnation and shame.  Be encouraged that all the you bring is well received and the Lord is pleased 

with you.  Prepare yourself in advance for a fast: Drinking a lot of water and getting good, proper rest.   

● Things to help while you fast:  Drink a lot of water, get out in the sun, high quality sun exposure, getting 

grounded with bare feet on the grass, dirt or sand.  The free electrons from the ground coming in help the 

body adapt to stress more effectively.    

● Adaptogens help you thrive during a fasting, assist the body with autophagy, assist with breaking a fast 

and sustaining energy levels.  Stress RX is a blend of adaptogens that help your body adapt to stress.   

1) Ashwagandha is great for reducing cortisol, balancing hormones and restoring homeostasis. 

2) Cordyceps is powerful for boosting the immune system.   

3) Rhodiola is great for recovery, athletic endurance and muscle recovery.   

4) Holy Basil increase our resiliency to stress.   

● Find something you can look forward to when you are fasting that will replace the experience of eating 

dinner and/or lunch.  Even a walk will help you through this time.   

● While you are saving money on food, get yourself a massage often during the fast.      

Intermittent fasting is something that I really began to incorporate in my life when the Lord began to say, “hey son, 

if you don’t take control of your health, you’re not going to finish the race.”  And it’s not how I start the race, it’s 

how I finish the race. 
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Resources for Dr. Pete Sulack: Founder of Exodus Chiropractic with over 1 million 

patient visits that come from all over the world. Creator of Stress RX https://stressrx.com/ 

 

 

 

Fasting for a High Performance 
Lifestyle 
With Dr. Isaac Jones, DC, BS 

 

Interview Summaries:      
   

● There is a possibility to upgrade to another level of performance, functionality, productivity, drain mental 
clarity and energy just through implementing a lot of the principles that we will be talking about today.  On 
top of these extras, intermittent fasting and fasting in general will help you reach a higher level of 
performance with results such as increased energy, focus and brain function, balancing of hormones, 
reaching your ideal weight.  This is the access to the anti-aging pathways.   

● One of the biggest problems that I see with high performers wanting to reach the next level is that people 

are not eating enough healthy fat and not enough energy producing foods, dense micro-nutrient, and anti-

oxidant rich foods.  Most are dehydrated.  They are living their life with over-producing and over-

stimulating the excitatory neurotransmitters in their brain which creates a decrease in brain function, 

impacts sleep and these have a cascade effect on health in the body.   

● Most people create excess stress for themselves and stay focused about the challenges of the past or 

unmet expectations of their future and are self-sabotaging and is a core reason why people continue to 

consume sugar.   

● Lowering stress lowers your cortisol production which means your adrenals will function at a healthier 

level, you will digest your food better and you will increase your micro-nutrient absorption.   

● Fasting during important events or during busy parts of your day helps you stay focused and energized 

because all of the blood is in the brain.  Fasting helps you create more performance in your life and 

allows you to enjoy each moment even more.   

 

5 Principles to Follow to Live a Life of High Performance:  
1. Presence:  Be present with the moment.  Present of what is happening with you right now.  Present to 

your breathe.  If you live in a world of what is happening, you do not have stress.  If you stay focused on 

what is not happening, you will always have stress.  Start observing your thoughts.  Start observing where 

stress comes from.  Recognize what is not happening in your life is what creates the stress in your life.  

You can create a major upgrade in your brain by getting present each and every day and try to be in 

every moment of that day.  Your phone makes it easy to not be present.  Take the time to slow things 

down and allow your mind to be clear.  Be in a state of awareness of the things that create stress.  Deep 

belly breaths and breathing exercises can help you get back to present.  Fasting helps to clear the mind 

as it is cleaning up the body.   

2. Rhythms: Exercise rhythms, sleep rhythms so many rhythms in your life that you need to be mindful of 

and begin creating patterns in your day and week.  \You want to get into really good patterns before 

https://stressrx.com/
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sleep.  Don’t eat 3 hrs before going to bed.  Ideally stay away from tv, your computer or 

phone at least 1 hr but ideally 3 hrs before bed.  Create a rhythm or ritual before bed.  I 

like to read and do some stretches before bed.  This can help balance the nerve transmitters in your brain 

that have so many elevated excitatory  

Fasting for a High Performance Lifestyle 
With Dr. Isaac Jones, DC, BS 

 

5 Principles to Follow to Live a Life of High Performance con’t:  
transmitters that can keep us from getting deeper sleep at night.  Meditation before bed greatly increases 

GABA as well as stretching.  Even 2 minutes of stretching helps me get a much deeper and rejuvenated 

sleep than when I do not stretch before bed.  A massage, light music such as worship or classical, 

positive visualization by just closing your eyes and allowing your mind to visualize what you want.  

Myofascial release before bed using a lacrosse or tennis ball and rolling around on it works out knots on 

your back, glutes and your sides.  Whatever you come up with for you, get committed to a ritual and a 

rhythm through the week.   

3. Nature: Nature is powerful and you need to get out in it on a daily basis.  Listen to the birds sing, get 

Vitamin D on your skin.  Take a work call on a walk outside.  Go to a park nearby.  Take nature breaks 

throughout the day.  It will help you break things up and be more productive.   

4. Consuming Real Food:  Besides just vegetables, there needs to be an emphasis on spices, herbs and 

high alkalizing foods like lemons and limes.  I typically do a lemon or a lime every other day.  The 

combination of Vitamin C and citrus bioflavonoids give oxygen extraction, cellular energy production and 

help relax the lining of the blood vessels giving better capillary permeability and getting more blood flow 

into deep areas.  You also get potassium, magnesium and all kinds of key electrolytes.  Crush up or add 

some spices to your smoothies.  Also adding turmeric to your smoothie.  Try a morning mock-tail with 

water, ice and crushed up herbs and squeeze ½ a lemon.  This will not spike your insulin in the morning 

and will give your strength from powerful micro-nutrients.   

5. Technology: Unfortunately with the increase of technology everywhere, we are surrounded by 

electromagnetic frequencies.  I choose to directly connect my computer to ethernet and have zero Wi-Fi 

in my office.  My cell phone is often in airplane mode.  You can purchase timers on amazon that shut 

down the Wi-Fi in your house at certain times during the day.  Make it a point to sleep in a Wi-Fi free 

home at night because we are electrochemical beings and our exposure should be minimal while we do 

not even need it.  can also be used to increase levels of energy and brain performance.  Brain.fm is an 

app that can be used on your phone or computer and takes your brain into a very deep state of focus and 

flow.  It uses artificial intelligence to create music and binary beats to help you focus better.  When you’re 

meditating, meditate better and get into deeper states of meditation a lot quicker.  I typically use 

headphones when using it.  There is technology for bio-hacking or for tracking your vitals and for getting 

into a state of ketosis.  The Muse device for meditation goes around your forehead and you can see if you 

are getting into a state of meditation.   

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● Add in micro-nutrients to your water.  Sometimes in the mornings, I have a little bit of lemon and herbs 

such as sage and basil crushed up with a mortar and pestle with some water.  You get nutrients, but you 

are not stimulating insulin.  

● Fasting during important events or during busy parts of your day helps you stay focused and energized 

because all of the blood is in the brain.  Fasting helps you create more performance in your life and 

allows you to enjoy each moment even more.   

● When you only eat later in the day, the flavors taste better and you enjoy your food more.   
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● Fasting is one of the most beneficial ways to move toxins out of the body and this can 

create a Herxheimer reaction or a detox reaction.  This happens for 2 reasons: 1) You are 

actually moving environmental toxins out of the cells and out of the body which is a great thing.  2) You 

are starving the  

Fasting for a High Performance Lifestyle 
With Dr. Isaac Jones, DC, BS 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
bio-toxins in your own body.  The overgrown  unhealthy micro-flora and bacteria.  These organisms feed 

off of sugar and carbs and when restricted, they end up dying and this creates a die off effect.  When 

these organisms die, the release endotoxins and neurotoxins and are often times the culprit for symptoms 

associated with fasting.  The best way to combat this Herxheimer reaction is to allow time for more sleep 

when you begin your fast.  If you normally sleep 6 hrs, give yourself 7 hrs.   

● The livers detox circadian rhythm is around 10:00 to 2:00 so make an effort to be asleep my 10pm for 

optimal detoxification while you sleep.   

● Recommend a nap during the day if you find yourself getting very tired throughout the day.   

● For someone just getting started with fasting and you want high-level performance, then add in a 

supplement like KetoEdge that contains exogenous pre-made ketones that mimic the same molecular 

structure as the ketones our body produces.  This helps teach our body how to use ketones for energy.  

Once ketones get into the brain whether produced by you or through a supplement, the Brain-Derived 

Neurotrophic Growth Factor BDNF is signaled which helps neuron development, synapsis gaps in the 

nerve cells, and helps enhance neurotransmitters such as serotonin and dopamine and all the things you 

need to focus and concentrate well.  It also helps balance glutamates and GABA ratio so you do not have 

much excitation and you are calm with better presence.  

● Adding Ashwaganda, Cordyceps or Weshe can also help you adapt to stress and can help when fasting. 

● Exercise while you fast and you will enhance HGH production which is the #1 fat burning, anti-aging 

hormone.  It is like a magic pill and you do not need to inject it.  Fasting enhances it and adding exercise 

will increase your own production of HGH.  Research shows men at 2000% and women 1500% post 

exercise.  This is powerful!  Exercise also helps the body clear out toxic waste that is moving out of cells 

and organs from fasting.  You can feel stronger and push harder while fasting because your body is using 

the glucosamine cycle or beta-oxidation to use ketones and fat for energy.  If you do not have much time 

for exercise, then you will get the best bang for your buck by leg training when it comes to the hormone 

releases, the brain driver, HGH and endorphin release.  If you have more time, high intensity Vinyasa 

Yoga is excellent, but when I do not have time, I will simply do squats.  I will sit in my hotel room and do 

squats until I burn out and do this 3 x’s.  It takes a total of 5 min and I gain all of the benefits of the 

exercise hormone push.  90% of the time that I am working out, I am fasting.   

● Caffeine, green tea and matcha can also stimulate the autophagy process during fasting.   

● I do an eating window of 2:00 to 4:00 and do 2 big meals during this period of time.   

● You will find that you start sleeping less and waking up early is effortless.   

● Example of a fasting/workout schedule:  Eat a high quality, clean meal at 2:30 on Sunday and fast the 

remainder of the day.   Workout Monday between the 22-24 hr mark and do a protein shake after.  Have 

a healthy meal early evening with a high-quality protein and keep your eating window to about 4 hrs.  You 

will feel amazing!  

Be nice to yourself. Be kind to yourself. Love yourself. Nobody else is going to love you better than you can love 

you. Being present in the moment of going through a fast and being present in nature when you’re out in nature. 

Being present with your kids when you’re with your kids, or with your friends. This is so important. I’m starting to 

realize the more I do research into the mindset of human beings is that a lot of us beat ourselves up. We create 

stress for ourselves. This is at the core of the health challenges that we are dealing with. If you can just love 
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yourself and be more present. Live in a world of what’s happening versus a world of what’s not 

happening. You create such a power to who you are, a confidence of who you are. I want to 

encourage you to do that. 

Resources for Dr. Isaac Jones: 

https://elevays.com/ 

 

 

 

Top 10 Common Intermittent Fasting 
Myths  
With Dr. David Jockers, DNM, DC, MS 

 

 

Interview Summaries:    

1. Myth: Fasting is unnatural and unhealthy for the body: From the 2014 study of Cell Metabolism  by 

two of the most famous researchers on cell biology and fasting, Longo and Mattson, “Fasting has been 

practiced for millennia. But only recently, studies have shed light on its role in adaptive cellular responses 

that reduce oxidative damage and inflammation, optimize energy metabolism, and bolster cellular 

protection… In rodents intermittent or periodic fasting protects against diabetes, cancers, heart disease, 

and neurodegeneration.  While in humans, it helps reduce obesity, hypertension, asthma, and rheumatoid 

arthritis… Thus fasting has the potential to delay aging and help prevent and treat diseases while 

minimizing the side effects caused by chronic dietary inventions.”  Studies have been limited and we need 

more specific studies on human degenerative disease. We know oxidative stress and inflammation are 

the root cause in every degenerative disease and fasting can affect healing.  Fasting helps optimize your 

energy, improve metabolic flexibility and energy efficiency, it also protects cells and improves overall 

cellular endogenous antioxidant production within the cells which is your cells’ ability to produce things 

like glutathione and protect the DNA. 

2. Myth: Fasting slows down your metabolism:  In the beginning a the weight loss could be a lot of water 

weight because your body is breaking down stored glycogen.  When you start eating again, you will 

probably gain some of the water weight back.  While fasting, insulin is not available and therefore your 

body uses body fat for energy.  Fasting stimulates hormones such as cortisol,  norepinephrine and HGH 

which all stimulate metabolism.   

3. Myth: Fasting causes nutrient deficiencies: If you are eating a bad diet such as very processed foods 

when you are not fasting, then you could already be nutrient deficient.  It really comes down to what your 

body absorbs and utilizes.  A healthy digestive system is key: healthy gut microbiome, intestinal lining, 

producing good stomach acid, digestive enzymes and bile in order to break down and absorb nutrients.  

Fasting creates more energy efficiency in the body and we become better at utilizing nutrients.  Fasting 

also stimulates autophagy where your body breaks down old, decaying cells and reuses the raw materials 

and key nutrients and enzymes are found in these cells.  From Cellular Stem Cell, 2018 study “Fasting 

Activates Fatty Acid Oxidation to Enhance Intestinal Stem Cell Function During Homeostasis and Aging.”  

This study shows a group of rats after doing a 24-hr fast augmenting intestinal stem cell function.  These 

very young, new cells are able to increase.  The more stem cell activation in the intestinal lining, then we 

see the more regeneration and rebuilding of the intestinal tract and therefore less issues with leaky gut 

https://elevays.com/
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and chronic inflammation.  The more energy the body uses on digestion, the less energy 

available for healing and repair and less immune activation.  The first law of 

thermodynamics is that energy basically cannot be created or destroyed which means energy is 

prioritized to the area demanding the most and digestion demands energy.  When we remove this, the 

body automatically moves that energy to healing and repair mode, immune activation and regeneration of 

new, healthy cells.   

Top 10 Common Intermittent Fasting Myths  
With Dr. David Jockers, DNM, DC, MS 

 
4. Myth: Fasting causes muscle loss:  Journal of Translation Medicine, 2016. It said, “The effects of eight 

weeks of time-restricted feeding.. Our results suggest that an intermittent fasting program in which all 

calories are consumed in an eight-hour window each day in conjunction with resistance training, could 

improve some health-related biomarkers, decrease fat mass, and maintain muscle mass in resistance-

trained males.”  You are able to burn body fat as well as see positive changes in muscle mass and not 

lose muscle.  In another study European Journal of Sports Science, 2017. “Time Restricted Feeding in 

Young Men Performing Resistance Training: A Randomized Controlled Study.”  In this study, participants 

did a 4 hr eating window, what I call the Warrior Fast, and they did this 4 days a wk for 8 wks while doing 

resistance training.  And it showed that upper and lower body strength and lower body muscular 

endurance increased in the control group as well as in the fasting group. “But effect sizes demonstrate 

greater improvements in the [time restricted feeding] group.” So the group that did this sort of fast actually 

had better changes when it came to upper and lower body strength, lower body muscular endurance than 

the control group.“ Overall, the [time restricted feeding group] reduced energy intake.” So they basically 

ate a lower amount of calories. But it “did not adversely affect [their] lean body mass retention or 

muscular improvements with short-term [resistance training] in young males.”  Therefore we preserve 

lean body tissue.  When we fast, we produce ketones and one of the roles of ketones is to tell the body to 

hold onto muscle mass.  We also produce HGH which helps build muscle tissue.   

5. Myth: Fasting leads to eating disorders: If you do have an eating disorder or had one in the past, then 

fasting is not for you.  Make sure you are fully healed and you have done your psychological work to 

become a new person before you can start with intermittent fasting.  If you have never had an eating 

disorder, then fasting does the opposite.  It actually produces an appreciation for food.  You enjoy it more 

when you are eating.   

6. Myth: Fasting is not good for people with diabetes:  Type I diabetes is when an individual cannot 

produce insulin and has to inject and for these people, fasting can be dangerous and they do need to be 

careful.  There are people with Type I diabetes who do intermittent fasting but they do so with a trained 

clinician who knows how to work with them and they are testing their blood sugar and insulin regularly.  

However Type II diabetes, it has shown to be quite safe.  In World Journal of Diabetes, April of 2017 “The 

Effects of Intermittent Fasting on Health Markers in Those with Type 2 Diabetes: A Pilot Study.”  This 

study shows “The results from this pilot study indicate that short-term daily [intermittent fasting] may be a 

safe, tolerable, dietary intervention in [type 2 diabetes] patients that may improve key outcomes including 

body weight, fasting glucose,” so fasting glucose came down, “postprandial variability.” Meaning that post 

meal. Some people have their blood sugar go way up. Sometimes they go way down because they have 

reactive hypoglycemia. So this showed that it created more stability in their blood sugar after meals when 

they did eat.  It says, “These findings should be viewed as exploratory, and a larger, longer study is 

necessary to corroborate these findings.”  “Intermittent fasting was well tolerated in the majority of 

individuals with 6/10 participants,” so 60%, “stating they would continue with [intermittent fasting]—” And 

by the way, what they did was they had these individuals for two weeks do a 16 to 20 hour fast.  So 
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basically, it was well tolerated.  Six out of 10 said they wanted to continue it after the 

study. They didn’t know the benefits. They just felt like, “Oh, I like this. And so I’ll continue 

to do it.” Six out of 10!  

7. Myth: Fasting encourages binge eating:  If you are doing an intermittent fast correctly, then absolutely 

not.   When you eat, you eat until you are satiated.  If you are eating one meal a day OMAD, you are 

typically eating fewer calories than most Americans who eat 3+ times a day.  But your body is more 

efficient and you preserve lean body mass.  When your body becomes more efficient on a regular basis,  

Top 10 Common Intermittent Fasting Myths  
With Dr. David Jockers, DNM, DC, MS 

you don’t need as many calories.  Keep in mind, the meal you do have on OMAD is significantly larger 

than if you were eating 3 meals/day.   

8. Myth: You shouldn’t exercise while you are fasting:  When you first get started with fasting, you do 

not feel very strong because it is like starting exercise where you are sore and uncomfortable and it takes 

several days to recover.  That is the normal start of the exercise process and the same with fasting.  

When you are new to fasting and try to exercise after a 16 hr fast for the first time ever, you may not feel 

good when you’re exercising.  However, your body will recover and adapt and you will still gain the 

tremendous health benefits even if you do not feel it.  And so we know that fasted exercise, when you’re 

fasted beyond 14 hours, no calories, that you actually improve your fat burning and significantly increase 

HGH production because exercise naturally increases growth hormone, mitochondria, fat burning,  

muscle growth and development.  I personally will only work out fasted and I work out at the peak of my 

fast at some point in the last four hours before I finish the fast and eat a meal.  So typically for me, I might 

eat dinner, let’s say finish dinner by 6 pm. And I might be working out the next day at 1pm and then I have 

lunch at 2, 2:30 or something along those lines. So I’m doing an 18 or 19 hour fast and then hitting the 

weights hard.  Sometimes I do 24 hour fasts and then exercise and I will feel great. I do high intensity 

strength training. And then on top of that, I’ll typically wait about a half hour after my workout before I eat 

to get an even greater rise in human growth hormone.  Now, here are the guidelines for fasted exercise: 

#1 Make sure you’re well hydrated. Definitely always want to be well hydrated before any sort of exercise, 

particularly fasted exercise. You may also need a little bit of salt just for some electrolytes.  #2 I don’t 

recommend really long-term exercise, like two-hour training sessions. Probably not a good idea. I would 

recommend doing short, high intensity workouts, 30 minutes or less. So that way, you’re not 

overstressing, overwhelming your system.  #3 Consume a high-quality protein or branch chain amino 

acids directly after your workout or maybe 30, 60 minutes after the workout if you’re into a deep fast, 

especially if you want to really build muscle. If your goal is fat loss, you could actually fast several hours 

after your workout to get more growth hormone and stimulate more fat burning. 

9. Myth: Fasting will make you feel starved and irritable and will cause food cravings: In the 

beginning, you may feel some of this because your have not trained your fasting muscle.  Starving is 

when your food is being restricted and you do not have an option to eat.  With fasting you are doing an 

intentional restriction of food and the mind and body accept this environment differently.  Therefore you 

are not starving, you are just experiencing a hunger wave and this will pass.  You may experience 

irritability at first because your body is not good at burning fat for fuel just yet and you are having 

hypoglycemia where your blood sugar drops.  The reality is that your body will adapt and will start 

breaking down the fat for fuel instead of looking for sugar or carbs.  Instead of your body eating the food 

from your plate, it is going to eat the body fat you have on your belly or butt or anywhere you have excess 

fat.  You energy levels improve because your body produces mitochondria and utilizing ketones as a fuel 

sources is a clean energy source that produces a lot more energy with less metabolic waste.  

10. Myth: Fasting is hard: Starting can be easy with a Simple Fast to start.  This is simply going 12 hrs 

between your last meal and your first meal.  So if you finish dinner by 7pm and do not snack at night and 

avoid any calories until 7am.  You can drink water or herbal tea.  When you wake up in the morning, 
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immediately drink 8 to 16 oz of water or more.  We naturally get dehydrated overnight and 

this hydration helps fill the stomach and reduce the hunger hormone ghrelin.  You can 

gradually increase an hour at a time to up your fasting window to 14, 16, 18 and then even 20 and 24 hr 

fasts done once a week.  You basically eat in your fasting window and drink water outside of the fasting 

window.   

Resources for Dr. David Jockers: Founder 

of Exodus Health Center https://drjockers.com/ 

 

 

 

Fasting and Autophagy for Glowing 
Skin 
With Naomi Whittel 
 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● Autophagy is the natural and biological cleansing, detoxing and recycling that goes on in each and every 

one of our 37 trillion cells.  It is like having a personal doctor inside of us that tells each cell to clean up 
and then dictates what needs to be removed and what can be recycled.  Therefore our cells then become 
able to behave like they did when they were younger.  Cellular cleanup and cellular detoxification is our 
body’s natural biological process.  When doing an extended water fast, autophagy is initiated in a 
powerful way.   

● There are 100+ benefits to fasting including activating autophagy, fat loss, becoming metabolically 

flexible, reducing inflammation, enhancing stem cell production after 3 to 4 days, reducing reactive 

oxygen species and many more.   

● Many of our skin issues begin in our gut.  We have microbiome in our gut and also all over our skin.  

When we do an intermittent fast or a 5 day fast, we are resetting our microbiome.  The skin improves 

when fasting.  We radiate health from the inside out and we get more beautiful.   

● In nature, when an animal gets sick, the first thing we notice is they stop eating.   

● Taking the rich anti-oxidant, polyphenol/flavonol citrus bergamot fruit daily will improve cholesterol 

profiles.  It lowers LDLs and raises healthy HDLs. It also activates autophagy.  
 

Tips for Beautiful Skin: 
● By activating autophagy, you activate your skin.  You can put these ingredients on your skin and ingest 

them so the idea of the outside and inside meeting each other or bi-directional healing.  Autophagy can 
reduce fine line and wrinkles up to 30%.   

● Caffeine activates autophagy and green tea and coffee can be used for this.  You can also use skin 

products that have caffeine in them.   

● The women in SE Asia ingest 10 to 15 x’s more collagen than women in the US where skinless, 

boneless, low fat and no fat is highly marketed.   

● Ceramides activate autophagy internally and externally and are found in wheat germ but can also be 

taken as a supplement and in skin care products.  Ceramides are sort of like the glue that holds our skin 

cells together and it is very important to take for anyone dealing with autoimmune conditions.  Our skin 

https://drjockers.com/
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leaks moisture as we get older and when you replenish ceramides on you help reduce 

leaky skin syndrome.  We have all heard of leaky gut syndrome and the skin and gut 

mirror each other.   

● Increasing polyphenols such as the red wine antioxidant resveratrol, citrus bergamont fruit, dark berries, 

dark chocolate.  Tart cherry drinks are easy to incorporate into a keto or high-fat lifestyle.   

● Trehalose is a sweetner that comes from a mushroom and is great in skincare.  It has 1/7th the amount of 

sugar as cane sugar.   

● Turmeric also activates autophagy in the skin.   

 

Fasting and Autophagy for Glowing Skin 
With Naomi Whittel 

 

Tips for Beautiful Skin con’t: 
● Dr Richard Wang did research to look at the different pathways to activate that autophagy in the skin and 

I was amazed at the clinical results. Reduction in fine lines and wrinkles of up to 30%.  In a petri dish, he 

took human skin cells of someone who was in their 60s and had human skin cells of people who were in 

their 20s. And the people who were in their 60s, what he did is he took those cells, and he utilized these 

ingredients and activated the autophagy. And those cells behaved like the cells that were in their 20s, just 

by basically utilizing the ingredients. 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● As a teen suffering with extreme eczema and clean eating was not taking the inflammation down enough, 

I found juice fasting and was able to heal.  I would do intense juice fasts for 7 to 10 days and ongoing I 
would do a 1 day/wk watermelon juice fast.  Since watermelon is a diuretic, it was very valuable at diluting 
the inflammation in my body.   

● With intermittent fasting, I typically stick to a 16/8 hr fast where I fast for 16 hrs and eat in an 8 hr feeding 

window.  Doing this the last 6 yrs has helped me more than anything in reducing inflammation.  In those 

16 hr periods, you are able to activate autophagy.  

● Find the easiest solutions that yield the best and biggest results.   

● Movement is your friend. Get up once every hour.  Set a timer.   

● The ideal setting to increase autophagy while fasting is to do interval or resistance training for 30 min.  

Interval training can be as simple as walking faster for 30 seconds or 1 min and then slowing back down 

for 1 min and continuing this cycle.  Taking caffeine before a workout will also increase autophagy. 

● I have been doing a 5 day water fast every 4 to 6 wks to take inflammation levels even lower.   

● I eat high quality, healthy high fat foods during my eating windows such as tons of coconut, avocado, 

macadamia nuts, and pili nuts.  I love fermented foods and logs of polyphenols    

● Listen to your body and tap into your own biological window.  Everyday throughout the day, touch base 

with yourself and ask “How does my energy feel?”   Source great knowledge and figure out simple and 

easy strategies that work for you.   

 

On an average day we have over 60,000 thoughts.  What we think, what we believe or what we are not even 

aware that we are thinking in our subconscious has a direct impact on the way we feel, our toxicity level and our 

ability to really live the most vibrant life.  So pay attention to your underlying thought process.  Take the time to 

listen.  If you find you are feeling some negativity, take the time to do some meditation and learn ways to 

reprogram your mind so that you are thinking good, positive thoughts that help you live your best life.   
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Resources for Naomi Whittel: 
Author of Glow 15, CEO of Twin Lab nutraceutical, premier wellness partner for QVC 

and brought the Docu-series: The Real Skinny on Fat 

https://www.naomiwhittel.com/ 

https://theglow15.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

Fasting and Its Impact on the 
Microbiome 
With Mike Mutzel, MSc 
 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● Our liver is the most metabolically active organ in our body and our microbiome has more even metabolic 

activity than this.  The microbiome became the new organ discovery in 2012.   

● Without the good gut bacteria, we would not absorb some of the nutrient we get from food.   

● Our microbes can synthesize and make any of our hormone compounds including testosterone, HGH, 

cortisol, etc.   

● The main ketone in our body, beta-hydroxybutyrate, is made by our liver.  Our microbiome makes a very 

similar molecule called butyric acid.   

● Gut dysbiosis is the imbalance of bacteria and flora in the microbiome.  Risk factors to an imbalance 

include born as a c-section, not being breastfed, antibiotics during the first several years of life, grow up 

on or near a farm or farm animals, pets in the home, given proton pump inhibitors, acid suppressants, 

history of taking ibuprofen or otc non-steroidal anti-inflammatories, poor diet, poor exercise or over 

training, excessive stress load all play a factor in the health of your microbiome.   

● Our circadian rhythm biology, the sleep/wake cycle is key for our human cells and our microbial partners.  

If you are late night eating and feeding bacteria outside of the proper feeding window, you will increase 

your risk of creating a dysbiotic condition.   

● Every human should follow some element of time restricted feeding and compressing that feeding 

window.  If you rewind the clock 200 yrs, you find that people were doing just that.  Now we are exposed 

to food 24/7 and 365 days a week and our bodies were not made to handle constant food intake.  The 

Spartan army was known to fast during the day and feast at night with their families and they are known 

for amazing resiliency and strength and had the ability to take on armies much larger than themselves.   

● Melatonin is our sleep hormone and it also helps regulate the microbiome and is good for blood sugar 

health and help with fatty liver.   

● Your intestinal lumen is only 1 cell layer thick.  Compare this to your epidermis which is 7 layers thick.   

● Your immune system needs energy and fuel and has its own sleep/wake cycle.  Constant eating disrupts 

this cycle and overworks our immune system.  Constantly snacking is literally creating inflammation.  After 

https://www.naomiwhittel.com/
https://theglow15.com/
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overworking for a long period of time, your immune system gets confused and begins to 

attack your body which is the basis of auto-immune disease.   

● Many people have low-grade septic poisoning and do not know it.  Your choices in diet, exercise and your 

feeding window pattern can increase the levels of endotoxin into your bloodstream. An interesting study 

that came out in 2012 was the Journal of PLOS One Biology that found that endotoxin in the blood 

correlated with body fat percentage, visceral adiposity, triglycerides, and blood sugar.  

● Microbial bugs can live in a biofilm and create a layer that is impenetrable by our immune system.  

Fasting degrades the biofilms.  

Fasting and Its Impact on the Microbiome 
With Mike Mutzel, MSc 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● Things like exercise, just chewing your food, eating food with people you care about, being grateful, 

taking deep breaths, like all the things our grandparents taught us to do and mom taught us to do when 

we were growing up probably, but we’re not doing anymore. Even the time of the day, and when it comes 

to circadian rhythms, and time restricted feeding and so forth tends to affect these gut hormones and 

affect the composition of the microbiome, thereby kind of mimicking that metabolic effect. 

● Personalize your diet and your lifestyle for what works for you.  A lot of people follow gurus and do exactly 

what they do but they may not have the exact same lifestyle, biochemistry and microbiome diversity so 

feel free to customzie.   

● If weight loss is your goal, circadian biology research shows that we tend to burn more fat in the morning.  

We even burn a lot of fat while we are sleeping.  Therefore fasting breakfast and/or lunch would be a 

strategy I would recommend.   

● Taking your meal in the evening time with intermittent fasting is helpful for family life because you can 

dine together.  There is nothing better for a child than everyone sitting around a table together.  We have 

a routine where we talk about what we are grateful for.   

● If I am working out, my personal schedule is to eat breakfast that day.  I do power lifting and found this 

works for me.  You need to figure out what your goal is, see how your body responds and develop your 

optimal strategy.   

● Many people say they do not have time to exercise.  Use the time you save while fasting and not having 

to food prep to exercise.   

● Use things like an Oura Ring that tracks heart rate variability and tracks sleep. 

● Get a glucometer and test your glucose.  See how your blood sugar is during the day.    

● Backloading and having your feeding window in the evening can be easier mentally because you only 

have 1 decision to make.  I will not eat until 3pm.   

● Stop eating at least 3 hrs before bedtime.  Motility, pancreatic lipase release, bile release, stomach acid 

release and all of these factors needed to digest and absorb food tend to decline as the day goes on.  

They peak around 4 or 5pm and then decline after.  Your gut is not super active at night and therefore 

late night eating is linked with dysbiosis.  Having a large meal close to bedtime creates mal-digestion, 

motility and constipation.   

● A simple tool for an eating window is to only eat during daylight hours.   

● I do long term fasting for at least 3 days once a quarter.   

● Supressing your feeding window helps you become more aware of emotional triggers to food, ideas and 

beliefs focused around food.  Awareness helps us overcome this so we can achieve a stable, consistent 

body weight and long-term health.  When we eat, our body produces dopamine, the feel good 

neurotransmitter.  This drives us to eat on a regular basis which is necessary for survival, but that 

emotional kick from dopamine can become a problem in emotional eating to feel better.  It is easy to get 
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addicted to food.  When we take time to suppress this, it resets our brain, resets our 

neurotransmitters and our senses.   

Resources for Mike Mutzel: 
Author of Belly Fat Effect, YouTube Channel https://www.youtube.com/user/highintensityhealth 

Podcast High Intensity Health: https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/high-intensity-health-best/id910048041?mt=2 

https://highintensityhealth.com/ 

 

 

 

Fasting and Inflammation 
With Dr. Peter Osborne DC, DACBN, PScD 

 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● Inflammation is not bad or evil as it is a necessary process in the body.  The differentiation needs to be 

made between natural, day-to-day inflammation vs unresolved chronic inflammation.  When inflammation 

outpaces your capacity to repair, then your tissues start to break down and leads to disease such as 

heart disease, diabetes, cancer, autoimmune disease and are all considered chronic inflammatory 

problems.   

● Symptoms of chronic inflammation before it becomes a disease include chronic brain fog or neurological 

problems, depression, inability to think clearly, inflammatory skin conditions such as eczema, psoriasis, 

chronic acne, joint pain, muscular tightness, chronic gas, bloating, diarrhea, heartburn and generally not 

feeling good. Work with someone who can help you identify what is causing the inflammation.   

● Inflammation is controlled in large part by what we’re exposed to, what we eat, how we sleep and by the 

nutrition that we receive from the food we eat.   

● Recommended labs for identifying biomarkers regarding inflammation:  ESR, high sensitivity CPR, MMP, 

tumor necrosis factor-alpha, interferon-gamma, and homocystein.   

● Since nutrition plays an important role with inflammation, checking the nutritional status is also important.  

Measuring vitamins, minerals and plasma amino acids.  There are 40 different essential nutrients that I 

want to look at to get the full picture.  I also want to measure food response as some food that appear 

good may be triggering a hyper inflammatory response in different patients.  I also measure chemicals 

that may be present in the environment, food additives, preservatives and dyes, and whether a person is 

reacting to certain things in their cosmetics,  shampoos or soaps and even detergents.  I want to be able 

to say, you have inflammation and here are the reasons why.  

● What you take into your mouth is what your body can take as a resource to use in maintenance of your 

frame.  The body needs fuel - carbohydrates, fats, protein, vitamins, minerals and other plant-based 

phytonutrients and chemicals in order to repair, maintain itself and go about normal bodily functions daily.      

● Insulin as a hormone causes visceral weight storage.  It stores fat around your heart and around your 

intestines.  One benefit of fasting is insulin reduction and allowing the body to tap into those inflammatory 

fats and burn them off as energy.   

● Fasting elevates your mood because it elevates dopamine levels in the brain and in the gut.  60% of 

dopamine is created in the gut.  A greater mood means we have a greater capacity for energy, a greater 

https://www.youtube.com/user/highintensityhealth
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/high-intensity-health-best/id910048041?mt=2
https://highintensityhealth.com/
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capacity for exercise and healthier decisions.  When your mood is depressed, you tend to 

make bad decisions: you don’t exercise, don’t go outside, don’t want to talk to other 

people and isolate yourself.   

● Fasting restores neural synapses in the brain, heart and the gut.  Our gut is referred to as the second 

brain as it has more neurons than the entire spinal cord.  When fasting, these neurons communicate 

more efficiently and more effectively.  Overconsumption of calories bogs these neurons down and people 

get sluggish and constipated in their guts but they also get sluggish and constipated in their mind and 

cannot think clearly and get brain fog.  Fasting allows the gut to take a vacation.  If leaky gut is the source 

of  

Fasting and Inflammation 
With Dr. Peter Osborne DC, DACBN, PScD 

 

Strategies to Reduce Inflammation: 
where the inflammation is coming from, by fasting, you are taking away what is leaking into the 

bloodstream.  If inflammation is coming from food sensitivities, then you are no longer creating those 

antigen/antibody responses and not creating inflammatory chemicals.   
● Adequate sleep.  Lack of sleep is one of the biggest triggers for aggressive stress hormone release that 

causes cortisol elevation and can make blood sugar problems worse and trigger an inflammatory 

response.  Sleep is free.  All you have to do is create the habit of going to sleep at the right times.  

Humans especially need sleep between 10pm and 2am and preferably on the long side of this.  For every 

hour of sleep you get before midnight, it is equivalent to 3 hrs of regenerative sleep after midnight which 

gives a greater boost in HGH production and is so good for the circadian rhythm.   

● Another tip that is free is to get regular sunshine allows the body to absorb vitamin D in a natural way and 

vitamin D is an anti-inflammatory and helps regulate the immune system’s response.  Vitamin D 

deficiency can cause an over aggressive immune system.  Sunshine also helps produce melatonin which 

is also an anti-inflammatory.   

● Eat real food and not eating processed, packaged foods and sugars, and not eating hydrogenated fats.  

Buy real, whole, organic food.  The #1 trigger I have seen clinically over and over is chemicals in the food.  

Therefore avoid food dyes, food preservatives, and processed foods, especially those that are genetically 

modified, or have pesticides, herbicides and other residues in them.   

● The second largest trigger is the family of grains.  One problem is glyphosate and gluten but what most 

people do not realize is that it is more the problem of how they are stored and the way they are produced.  

Most have a tendency to harbor mold and mycotoxins and many people are allergic to mold and 

mycotoxins are not good for anyone.  Most people are overconsuming grains and need to cut it out or at 

least cut it way back.     

● Another big trigger is dairy and the main problem is what the cows are being fed that are producing this 

dairy.  Cows are not designed to eat grains that are contaminated with pesticides and mycotoxins and this 

makes for an unhealthy cow.  Recombinant bovine growth hormone is also added.  The environmental 

conditions of scale farms are not healthy either and you have unhealthy, unhappy cows and you cannot 

extrapolate a healthy food from an animal that is in poor health.  Also the way milk is processed is a 

problem.  The microbial transglutaminase from meat glues is added to dairy as a thickening agent and 

can actually make the dairy protein look like gluten.  So when people have a gluten sensitivity, they also 

have a cross reactivity with dairy.  Even it’s a grass fed dairy, it can still be processed with meat glue. So 

for many people, dairy needs to be eliminated.   

● Another one to eliminate is sugar: corn sugar, cane sugar and beet sugar are the primary forms of sugar 

made in the US.  It is predominately corn sugar as corn syrup or corn fructose and high fructose corn 

sugar is very detrimental to the liver.  The liver is very important in helping us deal and cope with toxins 
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and inflammation.  If you are eating a lot of processed sugar, then you are tying up the 

liver and this will impact how your body takes care of inflammation.   

● Nightshades are another trigger that I see and this includes eggplants, tomatoes and potatoes.  Not 

everyone reacts, but many people do.  If I am dealing with a patient with chronic inflammatory processes, 

then I want to to go grain, dairy, sugar and nightshade free.   

● Another problem I see is people are eating poor-nutrient-dense foods and eating too many of them and 

too many calories as a whole.  When 70-80% of calories are coming from food that is a burden on the 

gut, you create a scenario where the GI tract is overwhelmed.  This creates a disruption in the gut lining 

and  

Fasting and Inflammation 
With Dr. Peter Osborne DC, DACBN, PScD 

 

Strategies to Reduce Inflammation con’t : 
● purpose of the gut.  From the mouth to the anus is supposed to be a quarantined tube and its job is to 

separate the good from bad, keep the good and excrete the bad.  Instead it is holding onto everything 

because it is overwhelmed and then springs leaks and allows the bad out.  Now there is bacterial poop, 

viral poop, yeast pood, food poop and debris leaking into the bloodstream and the liver becomes 

overwhelmed and then the skin becomes overwhelmed and it is a mess.   

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● Fasting allows the gut to take a vacation.  If leaky gut is the source of where the inflammation is coming 

from, by fasting, you are taking away what is leaking into the bloodstream.  If inflammation is coming from 

food sensitivities, then you are no longer creating those antigen/antibody responses and not creating 

inflammatory chemicals.   

● Make sure your blood sugar is good and avoid blood sugar dysregulation which women are more 

susceptible to.  Run labs like hemoglobin A1c, fasting insulin and blood sugar levels, C-peptide, and 

intracellular glucose-insulin interaction test.  Chromium, zinc and B vitamins are also involved in the 

regulation of blood sugar.   

● People that under tremendous stress and already have adrenal fatigue do not do well fasting.  It can 

actually cause a hyper or exaggerated cortisol response which causes weight gain, bloating, fatigue and 

more brain fog.  Manage your stress and test your adrenal function before starting a fast.   

● I start people on a 16/8 fast with 8 hrs for the eating window.  This is not a caloric restriction diet.  It is 

simply a time restriction and this generally means a very early dinner and a brunch instead of breakfast.  

● When I want to expedite the healing process, I have patients do a 24 hr fast.  And if we really want to amp 

up the healing process, the real magic happens in 5 days.   There are different things that happen at 16, 

24, 36, and 72 hrs.  At 5 days, there is a massive stage of autophagy where cell debris, broken cells and 

old cells are rapidly being removed and replaced.  There is also a complete replenishment of immune 

cells. This is important for autoimmune because these circulating immune cells are either hyperactive or 

hyper responsive and we want to clear those out of circulation.  To transition from 16/8 to a 5 day fast is a 

slow process.  If you tolerate 16, then move to 24 and when you tolerate 24, move to 48 and so on.   

● If you are worried about weight loss or underweight, use essential amino acids as a supplement during 

the fast.  It will help raise your blood sugar a little bit yet still give your gut a break and will also supply 

building blocks for healing and repair.    

● If you are struggling with your health, look at the strategies to reduce inflammation and ask yourself if you 

are doing any of these.   
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● Get spiritually sound.  Surround yourself with people who love you and care about you.  

Have supportive emotional relationships around you to get through and break through 

chronic illness.   

 

Resources for Dr. Peter Osborne: 
Clinical Director of Origins Healthcare Centers and serves on the advisory boards of Functional 

Medicine University and the American Clinical Board of Nutrition 

Author of No Grain, No Pain 

https://drpeterosborne.com/ 

 

 

 

Fasting to Heal Chronic Infections 
With Dr. Jay Davidson, DC, PScD 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● I look at common infections in 4 categories: parasites, bacteria, virus and retroviruses, and fungus 

● Parasites include worms and microscopic parasites and they are everywhere and if you have a pulse, 

then you have some form of parasite and they live off of you.  They are the most important to look at first 

because all other chronic infections can live inside of parasites and replicate.  When you get rid of 

parasites first, it can combat the other things going on.  Common symptoms are restless sleep because 

parasites are active at night and they stress your sleep and increase your cortisol, skin problems, SIBO, 

abdominal pains, rectal itching, hemorrhoids teeth grinding, nose picking, eye floaters, nail biting, dark 

purple under eye, allergies, night sweats, anemia, iron deficiency, B6 and zinc deficiency, bed wetting, 

loss of appetite, sugar cravings, ravenous hunger like a bottomless pit because the parasites are stealing 

your nutrients.  Fasting is the most effective thing to do for diet to get rid of parasites because your body 

breaks the microbiome down and you are then starving the parasites out.  Adding in anti-parasitic herbs 

and you really begin clearing the parasites out.  

● Bacteria including Lyme disease, rickettsial infections, Ehrlichia, Bartonella.   

● Virus such as Epstein-Barr Virus EBV, cytomegalovirus and retroviruses are ones that will embed in our 

DNA.  Viruses are intracellular parasites and fasting is a great way to get rid of these damaged, decaying 

cells that are infected with viruses because autophagy is activated.   

● Fungus including mold and candida.  Fungus is a large issue as more and more people have mold in their 

home and some people in the home can be more sensitive than others.   

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● With chronic infections, patients can be sensitive and even bedridden and I do not recommend starting 

with a water fast.  I like to start with baby steps and daily intermittent fasting is great for this.  I 

recommend starting with a 6 to 8 hr eating window.  If this is too hard for people, we look at pushing 

breakfast back just a little and finishing eating 2 hrs before bed and then to continue to tighten up this 

window.   

https://drpeterosborne.com/
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● With chronic infection patients, I monitor blood sugars and adrenals.  Most of my clients 

have adrenal fatigue and this can make handling fasting challenging when beginning.  I 

want to make sure the colon is moving and the liver bile duct is functioning, digestion in general is good to 

monitor and supporting the lymphatic system.  If the drainage pathways are clogged then all of the die off 

and debris will create more symptoms so this is key to ensure drainage pathways are opened up.  I deal 

with the viruses, bacteria, detoxing, heavy metals and glyphosate last.  Starting with fasting triggers the 

immune system and autophagy which means clean up cell debris and this is so important when dealing 

with chronic infections.  Fasting helps clean out the die off, clear up the lymphatic system, help clear the 

mind and thought patterns and accelerate the healing process.   

Fasting to Heal Chronic Infections 
With Dr. Jay Davidson, DC, PScD 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
● The best thing for the body is to change it up and force your body to adapt to what you are doing.  

Changing it up forces our body to listen to us.  One approach is to have days that we work out and are 

strenuous and then eat a lot of protein, fats and even lots of healthy dense carbs and the the next day do 

a whole block fast where we just drink water.  Changeups like this put you in control of when you are 

eating instead of your routines and cravings.   

● If you are struggling with the fasting window, eat a spoonful of coconut oil.   This helps stabilize blood 

sugar helps produce ketones.   

● When fasting, it is great to add in anti-parasitic herbs like mimosa pudica seed.  It is a fat soluble that 

basically turns into a sticky get and grabs onto biofilm, parasites and candida.  It is also anti-parasitic so it 

can kill them also.  This clinging effect peels stuff off the intestinal wall and even old decayed food matter. 

Typical dosing is 2 caps twice a day.  If you are very sensitive, then you may need to start with 1 cap a 

day and work up to twice a day and then two caps twice a day.  If you are not seeing anything, keep at it 

for a month, then increase it.  The next week, take 3 caps twice a day.  If you still do not notice anything, 

increase to 4 caps twice a day for a week and then 5…  Once you eradicate larger parasites, then smaller 

ones start releasing.  With parasite cleansing, you must be persistent and consistent.  When you think 

you are finished, go a little bit longer because worms come in waves and they love full moon and new 

moon time.   

● Coffee enemas assist the fasting process by keeping the bowels moving and adding in things like clove, 

neem, triphala, vidanga and holarrhena work well against parasites.  Put some bio-molecular oxygen in 

the coffee enema solution.  Try 10 drops at first and work up to 25 drops. This is basically like a rectal 

ozone but more stable.   

● Mimosa Pudica Challenge: taking mimosa pudica seed supplement along with fasting and coffee 

enemas.  The mimosa pudica challenge is when you take 1 cap every ½ hr while you fast.  If you wake up 

at 6am, take a cap and a lot of water.  Always be hydrated.  Do this every ½ hr from 6am until your eating 

window.  Literally set an alarm for every 30 min.  If that is too often, then take 2 caps every hr.  This 

consistency of thickened jelly going through your system will grab more parasites.  Take the mimosa 

pudica after your coffee enema to grab what you have stirred up.    

 

 

Resources for Dr. Jay Davidson: 

Specializing in chronic infections and Lymes disease 

Lyme Disease Summit 

https://drjaydavidson.com/ 

 

https://drjaydavidson.com/
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Fasting and Its Impact on Brain 
Health 
With Dr. David Perlmutter, MD, FACN, ABIHM 

 
 

Interview Summaries:    
● What inspired me to write Grain Brain is as a practicing neurologist, I realized I was mainly treating 

symptoms and not treating diseases.  There is an epidemic of neurodegenerative conditions such as 
dementia, Parkinsons, Alzheimers, autism, coronary artery disease and cancer and all of these are united 
in that they are all inflammatory conditions.  Ther root cause is the process of inflammation.  We see this 
in a diet that limits availability of ketones and favors carbohydrates as a fuel source. The key to reducing 
blood sugar and restoring insulin sensitivity is in powering the body with these chemicals brought on by 
fasting which is ketones.   

● If I could fix 2 things that attribute to chronic inflammation, it would be 1) Dietary sources of calories 
shifting from carbohydrates to fats 2) To address the sedentary lifestyle: people have got to get up and 
move.  The level of physical activity is closely linked to risk of dementia.  Research clearly shows that 2 
key factors that must change are to lower blood sugar and increase physical activity.   

● Senile dementia of the Alzheimer’s type has no treatment whatsoever yet the 2 changes above correlate 
to a dramatic decreased risk for this condition.  Research clearly focuses on lowering blood sugar and 
becoming more physically active.   

● Fasting impacts brain health and ketones are extremely powerful for brain function and health. It often 
times a week or two to get into the zone when first starting with fasting and you increase brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor BDNF.  Then when you power your brain with super fuel, which is what ketones are, 
you really get to be far more productive. You get to focus on the subject at hand.  You increase brain-
derived neurotrophic factor BDNF is a human growth factor for the brain. It protects brain cells and 
stimulates neurogenesis which is the growth of new brain cells and also synaptogenesis which is the 
connection of one brain cell to the next.  BDNF declines with age but we retain the ability to grow new 
brain cells as long as we are alive and amplifying BDNF enhances this process.  This process happens 
aggressively in the hippocampus which is the brain’s memory center.  Two lifestyle choices that increase 
BDNF are ketosis and aerobic exercise.  A collaborative study at UCLA and the University of Pittsburgh 
with Dr. Erickson demonstrated that those who exercise aerobically compared to those who didn’t 
demonstrated significantly increased BDNF, better memory performance, and a larger memory center in 
the brain. 

● Fasting produces the chemical beta-hydroxybutyrate that is a super fuel for brain cells and turns on the 
chemical  BDNF.  The brain is the most dense area of mitochondria and 1 brain cell may contain 1000 
mitochondria.  Beta-hydroxybutyrate powers mitochondria allowing them to create these powerful energy 
molecules, with reduced production of free radicals.  In the mitochondria is the fuel that is utilized to 
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create energy that powers cells, powers tissue and ultimately powers the body and allows 
you to perform mental activities.  But beyond that, we recognize that beta-hydroxybutyrate 
is a powerful signaling molecule.  It means that it binds to cell surfaces and stimulates certain receptors 
called G-protein receptors, which then have a huge effect in terms of modulating the immune system, 
reducing inflammation, and overall providing a much healthier environment for the cell itself.  Beta-
hydroxybutyrate is also a gene expression modulator and is a histone deacetylase inhibitor which means 
that it binds to certain proteins and opens up the DNA and allows the activation of genes that are good for 
us.   

Fasting and Its Impact on Brain Health 
With Dr. David Perlmutter, MD, FACN, ABIHM 

 

Interview Summaries con’t:  
● Autophagy is important in regards to mitochondria.  When there are defective mitochondria, we need to 

have this autophagy, where those bad mitochondria are actually destroyed. Then two things happen. 1) 
They’re not inefficiently creating energy.  2) And they’re not replicating and passing on bad genetic 
information to the next generation of mitochondria which is very, very important. 

● Your brain utilizes 25% of your resting energy and only ways 3% of your total body weight.   
● Gut bacteria play a central role in the production and manufacturing of neurotransmitters such as GABA, 

dopamine, serotonin, and norepinephrine.  Therefore your gut bacteria balance plays a role in the 
regulation of mood and how our brain works.  We need to be mindful of how we nourish our 100 trillion 
bacterial friends vs how we feed the bad bacteria with lifestyle choices and the effects on our brain.   

● Most people suffer from peaks and valleys energy wise because they are cycling between high and low 
blood sugars.  Cortisol at high levels or even modest levels over a long period of time destroy brain cells 
in the hippocampus and you will see an increase in memory problems.  We can offset this with higher 
levels of BDNF to grow back new brain cells in the same area.   

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● When I have an 8 hr writing schedule, I have a standing desk with an elliptical machine behind me and a 

push up bar as well.  Work and exercise is mixed all day long.   
● Nutritionally I fast 14 to 18 hrs almost daily.  That means most of the time spent writing is done without 

eating.  The exception is that I have a tablespoon of MCT oil in the morning which powers my brain with 
beta-hydroxybutyrate, a very powerful ketone.    

● Test my ketones and blood sugars regularly.  
● MCT oil is a good addition to help you ease into fasting and to fuel the brain as it adapts to producing 

ketones and utilizing body fat for fuel.  MCT oil puts fuel into the tank right away.  
● I recommend at least a 12 hr fast.  Stop eating at 8pm and have breakfast at 8am.  But look at the fact 

that you are already fasting and try to put off breaking the fast until 12, 1 or 2pm.   
● You don’t have to do a specific exercise routine out of perfection.  Just get your heart rate up a minimum 

of 20 min 6 days a wk.  It doesn’t matter how you do it.   
● Fasting over 3 days should be done under professional guidance.  When you are first starting and 

mobilizing fat stored over a lifetime, you become toxic.  An important consideration is to enhance your 
detoxification protocols and supplementation. 

● Avoid detoxing symptoms that feel like the flu by staying well hydrated and getting adequate amounts of 
electrolytes such as potassium, magnesium and sodium.   

● Adding a prebiotic fiber will not add calories and will give bulk to your diet and nurture your gut bacteria 
and help prevent constipation.  I recommend the supplement acacia gum. In your eating windows, my 
favorite prebiotic foods are garlic, onions, leaks, mexican yam, jicama, jerusalem artichoke, radishes, 
avocadoes, and olives.  There is also some level of prebiotics in vegetables and fruits.   

● When you go out to eat, take a small bottle of olive oil with you.  It is rare that restaurants are serving 
evoo because of the expense.  It is most likely corn oil or canola oil.   

● In my eating window, my favorite foods that I eat daily are kale cooked in a wok, avocados and eggs.  I 
drink very diluted kombucha. I rotate wild fish because I love fishing and catching wild fish such as 
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salmon, prawns and crabs and grass fed beef and free range chicken.  For a meal, I will 
take a wok and put cauliflower, brussel sprouts, broccoli, lots of kale and mix in some 
scrambled eggs and toasted pumpkin seeds and then cover it with virgin olive oil. 

Resources for Dr. David Perlmutter: 4xNY Times bestselling author with translations in 28 languages 

including Grain Brain with 1 million copies in print.  Serves on the Board of Directors of the American College of 
Nutrition https://www.drperlmutter.com/  

 

 

 

Fasting to Stabilize Blood Sugar and 
Diabetes 
With Dr. Brian Mowll, CDE, MLDE, IFMCP 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● Type 1 diabetes is an autoimmune disease where the immune system of the person targets the insulin 

producing cells of the pancreas and then targets it for destruction.  The causes of this are many, varied 
and complex, but the end result is the person loses the ability to produce the hormone insulin which is the 
hormone responsible for taking glucose from the diet out of the blood and into the cells to be used for 
fuel.  The result is that you cannot control the dumping of sugar from the liver into the bloodstream and 
this becomes very dangerous.  The only treatment available is injecting insulin.  There are ways to assist 
patients in reducing their insulin, but they will always need external insulin.   

● Type 2 diabetes is typically diagnosed in adulthood in the 40’s to 60’s although we are beginning to see 
younger people diagnosed.  This is not due to a deficiency of insulin, but an inability to properly use the 
hormone insulin.  I do not look at type 2 diabetes as a disease and more like a dysfunction.  The 
pancreas is producing insulin, but the body’s cells, particularly in the muscle, liver and fat, no longer 
respond to the hormone insulin.  The net effect is still that the body cannot get sugar into cells to burn fuel 
and sugar is building up in the blood and we still get high blood sugar.  The late diagnosis is due to 
decades of damage being done to the cells and organs from bad lifestyle, highly processed diet, lots of 
sugar and obesity.   

● Pre-diabetes is the step before type 2 and it has the same cause and same mechanism, it is just a phase 
of broken blood sugar metabolism just before you get into the range when you are considered diabetic.   

● Type 3 diabetes is not an official diagnosis but is beginning to be an issue is insulin resistance of the 
brain.  There is a strong connection to Alzheimer’s disease and all forms of dementia.  When the bra in 
becomes insulin resistant, it will begin to build up amyloid plaques in the brain that can lead to dementia. 
This also interferes with the brain’s ability to take in glucose and burn it for fuel which can lead to cell 
damage in the brain.   

● Type 1.5 is a host of diabetes diagnosis that do not fit the other ones.  LADA is latent autoimmune 
diabetes of adulthood and is similar to type 1 yet only affects adults and is slow progressing.  This is very 
important because people will go to the doctor and be diagnosed with type 2, but their blood sugar 
skyrockets and is not well controlled by diabetes medication.  Many times these patients are not 
overweight at all and do not fit the normal type 2 profile.  If additional functional medicine diagnostic tests 
are run, then it shows an autoimmune diagnosis that is often times be missed by conventional medicine.   

● Lifestyle intervention such as low carbohydrate or ketogenic style diet is most effective for blood sugar 
control regardless of which type of diabetes.  Glucose is the primary issue for diabetes and elevated 
glucose levels in the blood should be minimized or eliminated.  The more glucose you put in, the more 
stress you are putting on your body.  A low carb diet minimizes the amount of carbohydrates coming into 
the body and has shown time and time again to be the most effective dietary strategy for controlling blood 
sugar.  A ketogenic diet takes it to another level because of the added benefit of ketones.  Ketones have 

https://www.drperlmutter.com/
https://www.drperlmutter.com/
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shown to be very effective for what is termed type 3 diabetes which is insulin resistance of 
the brain.  Ketones give the brain an alternative fuel source which burns cleaner, requires 
less energy, and is even more effective than burning glucose.  There are studies to back this up for 
diabetes and blood sugar control as well.   
 

Fasting to Stabilize Blood Sugar and Diabetes 
With Dr. Brian Mowll, CDE, MLDE, IFMCP 

 
Interview Summaries con’t :   

● Physical activity is the next important intervention.  Physical activity will help you to metabolize glucose 
better. It will help to improve the way your body uses insulin. If you’re type 1 and you require insulin, it will 
help you to require less insulin, because exercise in an independent way helps your cells take up and use 
glucose without even needing insulin. So exercise is really important.  The two cornerstones of lifestyle 
intervention are diet and physical activity.  Other lifestyle interventions would be improving sleep quality 
and stress load, supplementation and fasting. 

● Fasting can be one of the most helpful things for people with pre-diabetes or type 2 diabetes.  Type 1 
diabetes needs to be careful with fasting and should be directed by a medical professional.  About 96% of 
diabetes are type 2 and pre-diabetes rates are 4x’s that of type 2 diabetes rates.  When you add these #’s 
up, it is almost ½ of the US population so blood sugar is a big issue.   

● When the cells have become resistant to insulin, the body raises insulin levels to overcome that 
resistance. And when your insulin levels rise, it becomes a stress response with a lot of casecading 
issues in the body. 1) Inflammatory response 2) It causes you to store more fat 3) Basically shuts down 
your fat-burning metabolism 4) Causes fluid retention in the kidneys 5) This raises blood pressure 6) This 
causes other issues with electrolytes and minerals and so forth. This is why we see people with pre-
diabetes and type 2 diabetes often times are overweight, often times have high blood pressure, and 
cardiovascular stress due to the inflammation. And you can see where all the complications come in, 
sexual dysfunction, kidney problems, problems with the small blood vessels of the eyes and the 
extremities, which can lead to amputation and blindness.  This is all due to not only high blood sugar, but 
high insulin levels which some researchers say the insulin is the bigger culprit.  

● The goal is to help the body become more sensitive to insulin and lower the blood insulin levels.  Every 
time you eat food, no matter the food, you’re going to release some insulin. Now you’re always releasing 
some insulin around the clock, basically a steady state of insulin called your basal production or baseline 
production.  But every time you eat food, you’re going to go into a different phase of insulin production. 
You’re going to release a small surge or a large surge of insulin based on what you eat. So if you’re 
eating a lot of carbs such as: bowl of oatmeal, a sandwich, pizza, or a bowl of pasta, then you’re going to 
release a huge surge of insulin. If you’re eating a couple of cups of broccoli and some fish, you’re going to 
release a small amount of insulin, almost none, but still some.  Every time you eat, you release some 
insulin. And if we want to get your insulin levels down and help you become more sensitive to insulin, it’s 
beneficial to have long periods of time where you’re not eating at all. And that’s where fasting comes in 
and intermittent fasting can be helpful as well.  Some studies show that when fasting, your insulin 
receptors are upregulated and you may even produce more insulin receptors to try to help find more 
insulin.   

● Other benefits of fasting include weight loss, increased fat burning, increased recirculation of damaged 
cells and protein, and apoptosis. So it essentially helps the body rejuvenate, rebuild itself healthier, and 
all of those things are going to help blood sugar. 

Precautions for Fasting: 
● If you are injecting insulin, then you need to be more careful while fasting because once you inject insulin 

into your bloodstream, your body can only detoxify at a certain rate.  If you do not eat for days and inject 

insulin, then your blood sugar can drop dangerously low.  Those that are using medications such as 

sulfonylureas that force the pancreas to release more insulin around the clock.   
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● People with eating disorders such as those who have binged and purged in the past 

should be cautious as fasting can sometimes trigger that same type of behavior if they 

have not dealt with whatever drove those issues in the first place.   

● People with endocrine issues, like thyroid or adrenal dysfunction, that is not being treated or not treated 

properly. Someone who has untreated hypothyroidism or severe adrenal fatigue, they could have a hard 

time with fasting and I wouldn’t necessarily recommend they do it.  

Fasting to Stabilize Blood Sugar and Diabetes 
With Dr. Brian Mowll, CDE, MLDE, IFMCP 

● Pregnant women and children probably don’t need to be fasting. And I’m sure they could, but that’s an 

area that I would be a little bit more careful with. 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● The fasting method that will be best is individualized but all produce an amount of time that you allow your 

insulin levels to fall and allow your cells to become sensitive to insulin.  If you look at diabetes as sort of 

an abundance issue, it is an overabundance of food, calories if you will, food energy, and abundance of 

insulin, which responds to that abundance of food. Then doing the opposite, which would be fasting, 

really is probably the most effective method of reversing that. 

● A lot of people are unsure if they can fast and what they do not realize is that everyone is already fasting 

everyday.  It is just a matter of extending that time a little bit. Do not tell yourself you can’t do it.  You can 

do it!  It is just a matter of fine tuning and listening to your body.  If you normally finish dinner or snacks at 

8pm and eat breakfast at 8am, then you have already fasted 12 hrs and we just look at waiting an 

additional 2-4 hrs.   

● For those with insulin resistance and particularly  for those that have their highest fasting blood sugar in 

the morning, I do what I refer to as early time restricted feeding, where you would eat between 8am to 

12pm or 8am to 2pm.  An example would be at waking, their blood sugar is maybe 100 and then before 

they even eat, it continues to climb up to 120 or 130.  When they take their blood sugar before dinner, it 

may be 70 or 80.  About 50% of my patients have this issue.  It is called the dawn phenomenon and has 

to do with the relationship of insulin with other hormones like cortisol, adrenalin, growth hormone and 

glucagon which all raise blood sugar.  So in those cases, I found that early time restricted feeding can 

actually be helpful. Because if they try standard intermittent fasting, their blood sugar often times 

continues to rise until they have their first food. So for example, again, they might wake up and it’s 100. If 

they don’t eat until noon, it might be up to 140 or 150 before they eat their first food, and that is not 

healthy.  So what we found in those cases is go ahead and eat first thing in the morning, but then stop 

eating at around 1, 2, 3, or 4 in the afternoon, depending on how long you want your fast to be. And then 

you’re going to get that benefit of the intermittent fast without that rise of the blood sugar in the morning. 

● Breakfast is still your most important meal because it is breaking your fast whether it is at 8am or 5pm.   

● How you break your fast is very important.  You do not want to load up with 60 or 70g of carbohydrates.  

You want to break your fast with a very balanced, healthy meal.   

● To reverse type 2 diabetes, intermittent fasting may not be enough. If we want to reverse it, we really 

need to get the body in a fat-burning state and a caloric energy deficient state for a longer period of time. 

And that’s where longer fasting comes in. While fasting, you burn more energy than you’re consuming. 

Sometimes that is what we need to do to get people to lower their blood sugar, lower their insulin, lose 

weight and reverse diabetes. So doing 1 day of fasting can be a little bit helpful, but doing more like 2, 3 

or 4 days of fasting or longer can be even more helpful.  And this does not mean you have to get down to 

0 calories. You could get down to 200, 300 or 400 calories a day by doing some things like some bone 

broth or perhaps some lemon squeezed into your water. So you don’t have to be purely water, but you 

want to be close to it if you really want to see the benefits for this for diabetes. We usually start people 

with intermittent fasting. If they’re successful with that, we’ll go ahead and do like a 24 hr fast, which 
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means they will eat at lunch and then not eat again until lunch the next day, or dinner to 

dinner, and get them comfortable with that.  And then we’ll typically go to like a 36 or a 48 

hr fast, where someone perhaps eats dinner on Monday and then eats their next meal at breakfast or 

lunch on Wednesday. We’ll extend even longer if their body seems to be responding favorably to that. 

Resources for Dr. Brian Mowll: Sweet Life Diabetes Health Center https://drmowll.com/ 

 

 

 

Fasting to Prevent and Heal Heart 
Disease 
With Dr. Jack Wolfson, DO, FACC 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● Back in the 1990s when I was in medical training, it was all about the Human Genome Project, about 

genetics.  We’re going to find out why people have a disease based on their genetics.  What we learned 
from that, is genetics has nothing to do with disease.  It’s all about how the environment affects our 
genes, affects our body and then leading to disease.  Whether it’s a stroke, cancer, heart failure, 
dementia, you name it.  What we try and do now is we try and teach the actual cause of cardiovascular 
disease.  

● Fundamental to healing and prevention: the importance of sunshine, sleep, organic food for healing and 
prevention, getting stress out of your life, increasing physical activity., chiropractic care, dealing with 
chemicals and toxins, evidence-based testing and supplementation.  Doing all of this prevents 
cardiovascular disease on a meaningful level.  

● The statin drug model is a failure.  It lowers risk, yes, but we want zero risk. The body is built to be 
healthy.  The body wants to repair the damage. The body always wants to heal.  And it will if we just get 
the chemicals and the nasty lifestyle out of the way. 

● Bad lifestyle leads to inflammation and inflammation damages the lining of the blood and can cause a 
whole lot of different cardiovascular complications 

● When it comes fasting and the cardiovascular literature, there’s plenty of information in there on how 
intermittent fasting helps to improve blood pressure, blood sugar, inflammation, oxidative stress, weight 
and weight loss. When you start to put all these factors together, there is a tremendous benefit to 
intermittent fasting.  Considering post-stroke and post-heart attack, there’s actually evidence that shows 
improvement in heart function, or stroke recovery when you put patients or even lab animals on an 
intermittent fasting program.  Fasting is such a powerful way to reduce inflammation in the body and 
stimulate hormones to help with tissue repair. 

● The medical doctors know that inflammation is a problem. This has been well documented. If you pull any 
cardiologist off the street, they’re going to tell you inflammation is a problem and we have to deal with it 
with statin drug therapy and aspirin. Obviously, that does not address the cause of inflammation. They 
still have no idea what the cause is of inflammation. 

● Factors to consider for the cause of inflammation:  leaky gut, environment pollutants coming in through 
the skin, lungs and the gut. That all leads to the body becoming irritated.  The immune system just goes 
into hyperdrive and it’s the immune system that creates all that inflammation and creates all that oxidative 
stress.  What we need to do is a reverse engineer it and stop what is causing the immune system 
activation and then you will stop inflammation so on, so forth. 

● Leaky gut, leaky heart. We know fasting is a great way to help seal the tight junctions and the gut to take 
stress off the gut. Every time we eat, we’ve got a really compromised digestive system. We’re going to 

https://drmowll.com/
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create more and more inflammation and tear up the gut lining. Heart disease is a huge 
component of leaky gut that plays a role in heart disease. 

● Elevated zonulin is clearly linked to increased cardiovascular risk in the literature.  Zonulin is a protein 
that controls the tight junctions in the gut and the protein that lets things into the body that belong. If 
there’s too much zonulin, then it’s like a wide-open floodgate.      
 

Fasting to Prevent and Heal Heart Disease 
With Dr. Jack Wolfson, DO, FACC 

 

Interview Summaries con’t:  
● Lipopolysaccharides, which are part of the wall of gram-negative bacteria and that get into the 

bloodstream.  This is measurable and markedly linked to cardiovascular risk. It also plays a role in what’s 
called leaky teeth. When you have those leaky teeth from metal amalgams from root canaled teeth, from 
infected teeth, from infected bone, all the bacteria gets into the blood. The bacteria overload, once again, 
leads to immune system activation, which leads to inflammation, oxidative stress and eventually disease. 
When you have all those components floating around, now you have that leaky endothelial lining in the 
blood vessels. All these damaged liquid particles get into the blood vessels and the immune system 
comes in to clean that up and then, you have disease.  

● What my favorite testing is regarding leaky gut is looking at anti-actin antibodies where it is evidenced 
that your immune system is actually attacking heart muscle protein. That is just the holy grail of 
cardiovascular information. 

● Where do statin drugs fit into this model? Aspirin? ACE-inhibitors and angiotensin receptors blockers and 
beta-blockers and all these pharmaceuticals and the newest PCSK9 inhibitors for $15,000 per year? 
Where do they fit into this health and wellness model? Obviously, they don’t. 

● There is literature that says that intermittent fasting is beneficial to the gut microbiome. If the gut 
microbiome is healthy and is, therefore, producing things like butyric acid, and guterates, to nourish those 
colonic cells, you’re going to heal the gut and therefore, heal the heart. It’s so simple. 

● Every part of the body has significant turnover, even brain cells.  The concept of autophagy where the 
body basically targets those cells for destruction, termination and rejuvenation.  Destroying those old cells 
and the organelles as well inside the cells, all those things that help to repair will be enhanced by 
intermittent fasting.  

● Stem cells are those bone marrow cells that can become new cells around the body wherever they are 
needed. The endothelial lining, the lining of the blood vessels is constantly repaired, just like the lining of 
the gut is constantly repaired. When those old cells are damaged and have done their job, they need to 
be removed and they need to be replaced. Intermittent fasting can increase stem cell production and 
stem cell function.  Other strategies we can use to increase stem cell production is as simple as just going 
out in the sun.  This is also going to stimulate stem cell production. 

● An aneurysm is a secular dilation of an artery and it can occur in the ascending aorta, transverse aorta, 
descending aorta, and the most common would be an abdominal aortic aneurysm. You can even have 
some in the legs and brain aneurysms. We are not genetically programmed to have those things. We 
know there’s certain risk factors. Whether it is hypertension, smoking, environmental pollutants and toxins 
that are involved in that.  The blood vessel has three layers, the intima, media, and the adventitia. All 
those areas will improve and strengthen if we have new stem cells going into there if we have the energy 
from the sun coming into the aorta. This will increase energy production and function, a nitric oxide 
release. If 
you take any health parameter, even coronary artery disease, the body will start to clear out all the arterial 
disease 

● Intermittent fasting improves HDL numbers and HDL functionality. When you have more HDLs and you 
have more HDL function, it goes after all of the excess cholesterol in the macrophage, inside the blood 
vessels, clears it all out and will reverse coronary artery disease. 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting:      

● I started to listen. I started to change. 
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● Intermittent fasting to me is a great way to break nasty habits.  It’s a great way to reset 
the system so we’re not craving ice cream, cookies, cupcakes and alcohol. It’s a great 
way to once again get people to break that chain of events. 

● Strategically when I use intermittent fasting in my office, it is a great way to get people to lose weight, and 
once they start to lose the weight then all those other things fall into place. The blood pressure comes  

Fasting to Prevent and Heal Heart Disease 
With Dr. Jack Wolfson, DO, FACC 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
down. The markers of inflammation come down. The blood sugar naturally comes down. Insulin comes 
down. The patients see the results, not only in the way they feel but also in the blood testing that we do. 

● I start my patients off on an 24 hr fast and suggest Saturday night is their last meal. Sunday morning, they 
wake up and it is water for breakfast, water for lunch, water all day long and then have a sensible dinner 
on Sunday night. 

● The next thing I take them to is a 36 hr fast, where on a weekly basis their last meal is on Saturday night 
and then it is water, all day long, all Sunday and then they wake up to a greens juice on Monday morning.   
I find that very easy to do. Sunday is a day of rest. I tell people just take it easy, read a book, go for a 
walk, take a nap, watch a movie, watch some comedy on TV, watch a podcast or something like that. 
Spend some time with friends.  Just to really make a light easy day. 

● It is sometimes very difficult to fast in the beginning, and sometimes especially when you are trying to 
work.  Therefore, I suggest making it a day of relaxation and recovery.  Creating time and space when 
you first get started. You don’t have to think about work and performance, which can play a huge role. 

● It’s even better when the sun is out. You can get out in the sunshine and it can just help with the cravings, 
and the desire. The dopamine hit we get from eating is a really tough impulse to get around. We get out in 
the sun, especially for grounding, barefoot on the grass, and get a good neurochemical release. We just 
feel good. We don’t have quite the same emotional and neurological dependence on a dopamine hit 
coming from food.    

● I love the idea of once a week, 36-hour fast. That is my personal favorite and how I do it. I’ve done some 
extended juice fasts. I’ve done seven- day juice fasts. I think anybody who comes out of it, they feel 
amazing when they do it. Once again, we all tend to fall back into some bad habits and you need another 
fast to break you out of the bad habits. I love the 36-hour. The last meal is a healthy meal on Saturday 
night, then just drinking water all day long and relax. I love the idea of getting a massage on a Sunday 
afternoon. We can have someone come to the house or I go somewhere, just to relax for 60 to 90 
minutes. I drink a lot of water.  One of my favorites is Pellegrino water. Pellegrino water is very high in 
sulfur.  Sulfur leads to glutathione production and acts as a detoxifier. The idea is high-quality water 
throughout the day. Then waking up Monday morning and I have either a fresh greens juice or a 
reconstituted powder. Maybe after that have a handful of nuts and seeds or an avocado. It’s really just a 
great strategy. It’s super easy to do. Anybody can do it.    

● Intermittent fasting saves everybody money. You just cut out 15% of the food budget if you do it like I 
said. Once a week, you’re cutting out all that food budget.  One of the biggest objections people like you 
and I get is a healthy lifestyle is expensive. It’s expensive to buy organic food. It’s expensive to buy 
supplements. Number one, we have to look at it as an investment. We invest in ourselves. Implementing 
fasting helps reduce that bill down significantly.      

● If you’re on a bunch of pharmaceuticals, talk with your medical doctor to help them guide you through it. 
People who are diabetes drugs, their blood sugar is going to drop, certainly if they are on insulin. You’ll 
want someone to guide you through that. There are some great guides in your area. Either a doctor of 
chiropractic that practices holistically, a naturopathic doctor, a holistic MD or DO. Find your guide to get 
you to health and wellness. The conventional MD will just lead to unhealth, death, and destruction. 

● Start slow. Maybe it’s skipping a meal. My favorite meal to skip would be dinner. I think the literature 
supports the early feeding mentality. You wake up and your biggest meal is breakfast, then have a 
reasonable lunch and then skip dinner. This leads to an 18-hour fast. A lot of people do that on a daily 
basis. They have a big breakfast, a sensible lunch and then they’re done. They are eating in the six-hour 
window. This leads to tremendous results. That’s one way people can get into it, just start off by skipping 
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that one meal, staying well hydrated, trying to stay relaxed, keep your mind busy, and 
know that you can do it.  Millions of people have done this for years and years and years. 
You can do it too.  The reason why we all exist right now is because our ancestors had to do it. They 
paved the way and helped our body to  

Fasting to Prevent and Heal Heart Disease 
With Dr. Jack Wolfson, DO, FACC 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
have the genetic potential to do this. We don’t have to fear it. Just prepare ourselves.  Prepare our minds, 
have a good strategy as we go about it, then just get started and start to experience it.  

● No matter what type of diet you follow, what I say in there is to eat organically. If you are a vegan, a keto, 
or paleo, eat organically. Even if you want organic cookies, cupcakes and ice cream. Any vice you have, 
coffee or alcohol it’s out there so just get organically. 

 

Resources for Dr. Jack Wolfson: 
Woflson Integrated Cardiology 

Author of the Amazon bestseller, The Paleo Cardiologist, The Natural Way to Heart Health  

https://www.thedrswolfson.com/ 
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Impact of Fasting on Chronic 
Inflammation 
With Dr. Cheryl Burdette, ND 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● One of the most powerful ways we can interact with patients is through diet and is through lifestyle 

inventions. And the more we can bring an awareness to that, the more people will help. You can’t just 

treat the diagnosis. You’ve got to treat the process. And when we treat the process, that allows the 

diagnosis to move into our mission. So a huge part of that process is lowering the inflammatory load. And 

a big way we do that is through diet. 

● Inflammation is an ongoing process in the body. I think about a low-grade fire that’s brewing. And I think 

about kind of a stew that your genetics could be cooking in. And when you cook your genetic stew, that 

causes problems with proteins and mutations and other issues in the system. And so essentially, 

inflammation is not a singular diagnosis. It’s not depression. It’s not ALS. It’s not MS. It’s not fatigue. 

That’s a diagnosis. But inflammation is a process that can drive almost every diagnosis out there. In a 

world where there’s more inflammation, you will make that process worse. You will make that condition 

worse. We have an inherent choice over how we’re going to hold our genetics, how we’re going to bathe 

our genetics, if you will. And we can either be cooking them in this ongoing stew of inflammation. Or we 

could be bathing them in a wash of nutrients and low-stress environment and being mindful of toxins and 

really keeping our genetics in a healthier place. And to me, this is really the definitive part of integrative or 

functional medicine—we recognize that it’s not just a diagnosis. But there’s a process behind that 

diagnosis. And that allows us another way to intervene and another way to change. 

● One of the strongest ways to create inflammation on Planet Earth is our own choice. Now, genetics are 

not our own choice. And there are many conditions, obviously, people do not choose to get. But we have 

to power to change our diets. And when we do that, that changes the inflammatory load. And that’s a 

powerful tool to reduce that inflammation and help many conditions see improvement from that. 

● What has changed over the last 100 years is our environment, an environment that’s more inflammatory. 

And when that occurs, it confuses the immune system. All the toxins and poor nutrition have created a 

world where our immune system is overburdened but also easily confused by what it sees and feels it’s 

under attack.  So now, rather than creating inflammation to this bacteria or this virus that might kill us, 

we’re creating inflammation to pesticides. We’re creating inflammation to lead or exhaust in the air that 

we breathe. And so we’re creating inflammation to all of these things that are a normal part of our 

environment, meaning that immune system has gone haywire, much more inflammation. And that 

inflammation, while it’s great at damaging bugs, can also damage us. It damages our tissue. It damages 

the vessel. It damages the brain. And so it’s a way that our organs or our genetics begin to fall under 

attack. 
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● Diet is front and center of creating that inflammation load. First of all, when my immune 

system sees food plus pesticide, it says, “That’s weird. I should attack that.” So it’s a 

major reason for some of this immune confusion.   

Impact of Fasting on Chronic Inflammation 
With Dr. Cheryl Burdette, ND 

 

Interview Summaries con’t:   
● Foods also have  fewer nutrients in them as well, foods with less healthy flora surrounded with them, 

foods that are stripped of a lot of what they used to give us. That combination means less nutrition in our 

body. That combination means a better potential to damage the gut lining. And the gut lining is that area 

from your mouth all the way down. That includes the stomach and the small and large intestine.  

● Within that gut is held 85% of our immune system. This is the place where we decide. Are we tolerant, or 

are we inflamed? Are we going to gain weight from this food? Or are we going to drive the metabolism 

from this food? And so we’ve really wrecked the interface there. The foods that we eat, the way they’re 

treated with pesticides changes how we interact with our external environment. 

● The gut is the size of a tennis court. That’s an enormous opportunity to create inflammation or either to 

create immune tolerance. And we’ve really damaged that interface so now we’re more reactive to many 

things.  Not only that damage, but once that damage occurs, that gut lining becomes permeable or leaky. 

And now bugs, little bits of bacteria, or bits of food that shouldn’t be coming into our body, inflame our 

immune system. And we get back to the idea that diet is front and central in terms of controlling this 

inflammatory load.  Look at it as learning to protect our bloodstream.        

● GI cells or gut cells have to turn over every three days and require a lot of energy to do that. The 

mitochondria is that powerhouse of the cell that helps to make energy. And so it’s a very energy-

dependent process.  If they have to reproduce those cells every three days, then having breaks in 

between, away from food, is really important to be able to have that repair, to be able to allow the 

mitochondria to make what it needs. The body needs a break. And it needs to repair. 

● When our ancestors would be hunting, we would go longer periods in between in terms of having those 

calories. There was no refrigerator to go put the buffalo into. So you ate. And then there was a pause, or 

what we might liken to intermittent fasting. 

● The body will prefer a couple types of fuel. And so the fuel that it can use most preferentially is either 

glucose or sugar or ketone bodies which comes predominantly from fat tissue. And so when we’ve 

restricted carbohydrates, when we’ve restricted sugar, this is the time that the body will move into 

alternative fuel to make those ketones. The brain loves ketones and uses them efficiently and ketones are 

used in other places in the body as well,    

● Ketones are the preferred brain fuel.  They make you think better, faster. And that’s because 

evolutionarily we are wired to do that. As you began to need to find the next buffalo, the next berry, the 

next sustenance, it probably meant that your blood sugar was lowering.  And so the body says, “I’ve got 

to stay alive.” The body then makes these ketones and those ketones really click on our brain.  So we’re 

able to find the buffalo.  We’re able to find the bear.  We’re able to find the berry.  We’re able to stay alive. 

So even today, the more we can utilize these ketones, the more our brain works better.    

  

● When you eat sugar you produce insulin. When you produce insulin, that sends a signal to your liver. It 

tells you to make more inflammatory fats, to make more LDL, to make more triglycerides. And things like 

triglycerides directly increase something called NF-kappa B. And that’s a big upstream pathway that turns 

on lots of inflammation throughout the body. If we can move away from insulin and move into ketosis, we 

will reduce the inflammatory load. 
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● Using sugar as fuel creates reactive oxygen species.  What we know as free radicals. We 

all know free radicals are bad for us. They damage our skin, make us age, damage our 

DNA, set us up for cancerous change. Free radicals age us from the inside out, and from the outside in. 

They age our cells. They cause the cell to make less energy. The cell wears down. The organ wears 

down. Therefore we wear down. 

Impact of Fasting on Chronic Inflammation 
With Dr. Cheryl Burdette, ND 

 

Interview Summaries con’t:  
● Ketones have a little special magic to them. They move right into the powerhouse of the cell, that 

mitochondria. And they help us. They build a little bridge between parts of the pathway, something called 

succinate and fumarate and that  helps you to make more of something called ubiquinone. And 

ubiquinone comes from the word ubiquitous. Every cell needs it. Ubiquinone is CoQ-10b which helps with 

energy and helps prevent Alzheimer’s and heart disease. Why? Because it helps us make cellular 

energy.  

And ketones come in right at that spot and help us make our own CoQ-10, our own ubiquinone, keeping 

the cell moving efficiently. And the more efficiently the cell moves, the longer it lives, the longer the organ 

lives, the longer we live. 

● Seizures happen in the brain. And the brain is 80% fat. So change the diet to better fats. Put better fats in 

the brain. Diet changes flora in the gut. It produces something called acromancia. And that acromancia is 

being found to be part of the anti-seizure potential. But that same acromancia creates a thicker lining on 

your gut, creates this mucous lining that helps to protect the gut and buffer the gut, making sure that 

proteins don’t come into the body that shouldn’t, making sure that the gut lining is soothed and working 

well so nutrition moves into our system. 

● Changing that microbiome is one more way we reduce inflammation in the system. And changing those 

fats also changes the inflammatory load because it works on this little part of the cell called the 

peroxisome.  And we know the peroxisome is an anti-inflammatory pathway. This is why you’ve been 

taught about fish oils as being anti-inflammatory. This is why we’ve been taught about something like CLA 

helping metabolism because it’s a fat that works on those peroxisomes.  Ketogenic diet, healthy fats also 

work on those peroxisomes to create anti- inflammatory fats in our body, anti-inflammatory prostaglandins 

which help our brain, help our weight, help our energy. And so when we can incorporate these foods into 

our diet, it’s a very powerful tool to help us with most pathologies out there. 

● High fats diets are the diets that keep us from releasing insulin. Guess what else keeps us from releasing 

insulin? Not a surprise to you. But ketones. So I used to think, “Well, the only good ketone is the one we 

make because it must come from fat cells.” And so if you are making your own ketones, then you’re 

breaking down your own fat. And that’s the benefits. But I was wrong. Yes, there’s benefit to that. Of 

course, that’s how we lose weight. But taking exogenous ketones help us mimic what our own ketone 

bodies do. So when I take some ketones, I’m going to be less hungry, first of all, because my body says, 

“Ah, food is scarce right now. Ah, we’re hunting. We’re gathering. Don’t disrupt the hunt and the gather 

with feeling more hungry.” 

● A great way to be inflamed besides a leaky gut is to be overweight. Fat cells make inflammation. And so 

until we’ve achieved our normal BMI, we haven’t fully optimized our ability to lower that inflammatory load 

that makes us hurt, that makes our brain less clear, that makes us gain more weight. 

 

Physician Grade Supplementation for Inflammation:      
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● Xymogen is a physician line nutraceutical company. And what that means is that every 

batch of every ingredient is assayed or measured for what should be there and what 

shouldn’t be there, meaning if you’ve read stories about people getting contaminated supplements that 

had lead in them or that had pesticides in them, there’s a reality to that. A huge tenant of our medicine is, 

“First, do no harm.”  So when you work with a physician line, you know that every batch is tested to make 

sure that is meets quality control standards. And this testing is not done by Xymogen, but it’s also done 

by independent, third party  

Impact of Fasting on Chronic Inflammation 
With Dr. Cheryl Burdette, ND 

Physician Grade Supplementation for Inflammation con’t: 

labs. And these third party assays are made available to the public at large. So you can always check 

their work.  

● When we’re working with a patient, what we want to see is we want to see them recover quickly and to 

feel better as fast as they can. We know that many times it’s a process. And it takes time to do this. But 

that’s what we’re hoping for. If we’re using something that doesn’t meet label claim, if we’re using 

something that’s contaminated so it increases inflammatory rather than decreasing inflammation, we slow 

that patient down.  And so the more we can see a faster, better result, the more people feel well. The 

more they feel well, the more they’re even able to minimize what they need to do through 

supplementation  

because the more they’re able to shop for that ketogenic diet, the more they’re able to go on that 30-

minute walk every day that we’re recommending that they do, the more they’re able to partake in diet and 

lifestyle changes that really augment their wellness and augment their care. So quality supplementation is 

really critical in terms of patient wellness on so many levels. 

● So it’s a really good idea to find a trusted practitioner that you can be working with that typically has 

vetted out good products that will really help you because so many people have a supplement graveyard. 

All these different supplements they’ve tried just aren’t getting results. They’re all sitting there. And it’s just 

very expensive and, like you were saying, can be harmful in some cases. I’ve heard stories of people 

using traditional Chinese medicine using different Chinese herbs and things like that only to find out that 

these things were contaminated with lead or whatever it was. It was never tested. So it is very, very 

important in our society today to find the right manufacturers and find a clinician or a practitioner of some 

type that you can be working with. 

● Exogenous ketones help us mimic what our own ketone bodies do and to mimic what that exercise does. 

A big thing with exogenous ketones is you have to make sure that they’re actually raising up your ketones 

effectively. It’s got to be tested. They shouldn’t impact your blood sugar. If anything, they’re going to lower 

it slightly. And so these things all need to be tested. I think it’s just so important because so many people 

out there that are listening just go to Amazon and try to find something. But you just don’t know the 

guarantee.  KetonX is an exogenous ketone body that I like. It has a good flavor to it. It’s very easy to 

take. So let’s work by taking a scoop of that once or twice a day. When we do that, that will help to get the 

appetite down so the dietary goals are achievable.          

● OptiFiber Lean is a konjac root that doesn’t spike blood sugar and has no glycemic index and it blocks 

some absorption of carbohydrates. This has been utilized as a food for 100’s of years in Asia and can be 

taken as a supplement to help absorb foods that are higher is carbohydrates without blocking nutrients.  

● OptiGHI is a functional food that is a nice, high quality protein but also has much more therapy included in 

it such as some medium chain triglycerides and natural anti-inflammatories, botanicals, and 

phytonutrients that are some of our best ways to reduce inflammation.  It has turmeric which the active 

compound in turmeric, curcuminoids, goes straight to the brain and reduces brain inflammation but body 

inflammation as well. There’s a very healthy dose of a mineral called vanadium which decreases 
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gluconeogenesis.  Plus the carbohydrates are low. So particularly the stevia and the 

sugar-free one you’re getting 7 net grams of carbs in a serving of a shake and you can 

get full with that.   

● I see a lot of people deficient in both chromium and vanadium. And they both really work to help improve 

insulin sensitivity. 

● Alpha lipoic acid or ALA and the one from Xymogen is unique in that it is controlled release. And so you 

can get a much better dose because of that formulation than you can standardly. So most of the time in 

supplementation, we see 50 mg or 100 mg of alpha lipoic acid. Xymogen’s is 600 mg but also controlled  
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release. So it washes through the body over a longer period of time. ALA causes the pancreas to make 

less insulin and then makes the insulin receptors more sensitive.  ALA also amplifies what exercise does 

as well.  

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● Eat less is probably generally true tip for the standard American diet overall.  How you should eat is 

important as well.      

● The holiday season can be natural to want to overindulge. And we have patterns.  We come home, 

maybe stress at work or stress with the family. Or we’re just relaxing. And so it’s a comfortable time to eat 

and to eat more calories than we should. So one of the nice things about being in ketosis or ketones 

bodies themselves is that they make us less hungry. It makes this achievable. Every single one of us has 

thought, “I should reduce my calories. I should be better about this.” And had a failure along the way. And 

that’s because, simply put, you get hungry. And we’re driven to go look for calories. So when we have 

ketones in our system, we are less hungry. 

● Coconut oil is a great go-to. Those medium chain triglycerides are fundamental in our ability to make 

more ketones and we get those from coconut oil. It’s a great thing to start utilizing more of in the diet, 

whether we’re talking your protein shake, a tablespoon in there in the morning, or we’re talking about 

sautéing some vegetables. Giving your food more substance, giving it more fat can really be useful in 

terms of helping the gut. 

● Get rid of the sugar. We need to get rid of the white flour. If it’s white, it probably needs to go. Those are 

going to be things that spike insulin. Those are going to be things that keep you from getting in ketosis. 

● Strong focus on green leafies, having spinach around to throw in some stews or throw in a shake. You’ve 

got to keep the phytonutrients dense.  

● A ketogenic diet is one of the best ways to restore the healthy gut lining. 

● Good, healthy nuts in the diet that are going to provide healthy fats to us; like avocado, a wonderful 

source of healthy fats. They’re not only changing our fat biochemistry but changing our microbiome. 

● When I take some exogenous ketones, I’m going to be less hungry, first of all, because my body says, 

“Ah, food is scarce right now. Ah, we’re hunting. We’re gathering. Don’t disrupt the hunt and the gather 

with feeling more hungry.” So those ketones send a signal to my brain to eat less. Then in addition to that, 

they send a signal to my pancreas to make less insulin. Well, remember. Insulin is the thing that’s causing 

that inflammation. Insulin is causing us to make more triglycerides to pack in more fat. That’s the signal. 

And so when that signal gets shut off, my pancreas doesn’t make insulin. My brain says I’m not hungry. 

Dietary goals now become achievable. 
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And every time you eat, it’s the opportunity to either increase inflammation or reduce 

inflammation. But ultimately, we are empowered to change our health much more than any 

prescription pad ever could. And that means that we can take control over these things. And everybody has the 

potential to reduce their inflammatory load. 

Resources for Dr. Cheryl Burdette: 
Co-author of Laboratory Evaluations in Molecular Medicine and has published in many journals including The 

Alternative Medicine Review and Clinical Chemistry. 

Board of Advisors for Xymogen since 2009, President and Education Director of Dunwoody Labs  specializing in 

Functional health testing  

http://www.dunwoodylabs.com/  
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● The metabolic theory of cancer. And really we’ve been told that cancer is a genetic disease for so long 

that we really weren’t given much hope other than conventional medical therapies.  We’re realizing that 

that’s just not the case, and that fasting and ketosis can actually be really powerful tools to help in 

preventing cancer and also modalities that we can utilize, lifestyle interventions that we can utilize in order 

to overcome cancer and if we want to do natural therapies or if we want to do it in combination with 

conventional therapies. The metabolic approach, there are multiple ways to get your energy system 

moving properly and being flexible to whatever conditions it meets. So when I talk about a metabolic 

approach to cancer, I’m talking about manipulating our chemistry back to the way nature intended. We 

have pretty much done everything against nature in living on the planet today.  So things that affect our 

metabolic motor, of course, our first thought is food. So we’ve become pure sugar burners since the 

1850s when we started to process sugar and flour and started to put it in everything. In fact, we were all 

low carb before that time. About 30% of our calories came from carbohydrates, which, today we would 

say, “Oh, that’s a very low carb diet,” whereas today an average of 70% of our diet is carbohydrates. 

● So those are patterns we’re very out of rhythm, which when we we’re out of rhythm on our metabolism via 

sugar metabolism, and we’re out of rhythm with our circadian rhythm from light/dark cycles, that throws off 

our hormones, our stress chemistry, obviously our sleep patterns, our emotional wellbeing, our 

microbiome, our ability to deal with toxicants in our world around us. It throws off the whole terrain.  In 

helping my patients understand what is off in their terrain and prioritize and start to address those and 

restore the rhythm in their lives helps to make them that metabolically flexible being who has a much 

better outcome to conventional therapies, to non-conventional therapies, and even for folks who are 

striving to prevent chronic illness and cancer overall. 

http://www.dunwoodylabs.com/
https://www.xymogen.com/
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● In a sense, we’re biological beings. And so that that’s the same concept of we’re trying to 

grow a garden, a garden has essential needs. We need soil that has nutrients in it. We 

need water, good, clean water. We need a non-toxic environment. We need sunshine. And we need love. 

● Part of that diet and lifestyle is the next piece, which is the sugar. We’ve already talked about why that’s 

changed so much where we went from 5 pounds on average of sugar per person per year to well over 

175 pounds per person per year. Imagine how your car would run, dumping bags and bags of refined 

sugar into your gas tank. You might sputter down the road for a while. But it’s not going to last long. And 

in essence it’s rusting us from the inside out.   

● I tell my patients we test. We assess. We address. We retest. Then we adapt as we need to. We, for the 

most part, are looking at people’s labs monthly, and at the very least every three months, so quarterly. So 

we are watching our results in real time. And we are watching patterns completely resolve in real time.  It 

can happen in a matter of days, as we’ve seen when we’ve done immersion retreats, cancer retreats 

where we’ve done their labs, basic CBC, CMP, and what my patients call the trifecta: LDH, CRP, and 

SED rate right  
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before we do our retreat, and then test it a week or two after and see that we’ve changed parameters 

drastically from inflammation to blood sugar to overall immune function, nutrient absorption, organ 

function, etc. We can see that in just days of what we can change.  

● One of the most profound ways to change your labs very quickly is a three-day fast. And there’s multiple 

ways to do that: three-day water fast, three-day dry fast, three-day bone broth fast. Those are things that 

can still help the body change its blood content, it’s physiologic content literally within a matter of days. 

● If you are just completely new to this and you are still pretty attached to the standard American diet and 

you don’t know really what your labs look like and you don’t really know what your overall health is, first of 

all I would really strongly recommend you get someone on your team to make sure you are safe to do 

something like this, to embark on something like this.  So a chiropractic physician, a naturopathic 

physician, a functional medicine practitioner, a functional therapeutic nutritionist, not an RD nutritionist. 

I’m sorry, but you have to qualify.  You need someone who has nutritional training, which you don’t get 

from your medical doctors unfortunately. It’s just not part of their curriculum. And some of them have gone 

on and studied on their own.     

● Basic studies in the last 6 mths from places like MD Anderson show that women fasting for simply 13 hrs, 

say from 7pm to 8am are lowering their risk of recurrence by 70%.  Over 40,000 women were studied for 

this. This is compared to someone who is having that late night snack or eating right when they bolt out of 

bed in the morning or even awake in the middle of the night and need to eat. 

● In fact, if you have to have a snack or wake up hungry or have to eat right in the morning, that is your first 

clue that you are metabolically inflexible. We should all be able to easily and effortlessly go thirteen hours 

without eating. 

● Cancer cells can’t adapt like our healthy cells can. They get too cold or too hot. Or they get too hungry, 

too depleted of certain nutrients. They are vulnerable. So when you act, you bring on a ketogenic state 

whether that was induced by fasting or a fasting mimicking diet or ketone salts, or a high- fat, low-carb 

ketogenic diet—there’s multiple ways to get there—you make those cells very vulnerable. So it’s like that 

ketone state. It’s the Trojan horse carrying in the death missile to those cells. 

● Sugar desensitizes insulin, and sugar desensitizes our cancer cells to radiation.  We also know that it 

desensitizes to and lots of other therapies, including aromatase inhibitors and androgen deprivation 

therapy, PARP inhibitors, a lot of our targeted therapies, and likely our chemotherapy 
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● People’s labs sure look different when they are fasting with their treatments. And their 

side effects and their symptoms and their recent recovery and their quality of life through 

the process is absolutely better.  We know by how they’re looking, how they’re feeling. They are able to 

maintain their schedule through treatment, how quickly they bounce back, how positive and energetic 

they are.     

● I check urine ketones about a month into chemo.  Once we see moderate to high ketones in the urine, 

then we know we can graduate on to blood ketones. Now, if someone is dealing with a stage one or two 

cancer, maybe we are going to strive for nutritional ketosis, which is anything below three on blood 

ketones. If someone’s got a very aggressive process and especially a brain cancer process, I want them 

in the therapeutic level, so above three in the blood ketones.  

● To become more metabolically flexible, then we start to have them play with things like CRON-O-Meter, 

my fitness pal, and start to put in their macros so they can learn because everyone thinks they don’t eat 

sugar until you start to put your stuff into that. 

● Cachexia is a state of metabolic dysregulation. It’s not a calorie in, calorie out process. So there’s a few 

things here. Cachexia is a metabolic process that you can see on laboratory investigation. Being skinny is  
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not dangerous, does not kill you. Being cachetic does. Forty percent of cancer patients succumb to 

cachexia and the reason why they succomb is they are being treated for it incorrectly. They are told to eat 

whatever they want or supplemented with sugary, chemically Ensure or Boost and this can absolutely be 

dangerous.  And they’re terrified to do anything different because they are trusting at this point really bad, 

really outdated advice. So cachexia, the way someone is actually in cachexia is to look at their labs, not 

their bodies. Don’t look at the bodies. The bodies mean nothing because you have fat people in cachexia. 

And you have super skinny people down to skeletor levels that are not cachetic at all.  The labs are the 

determining factor. We are actually looking for something known as sarcopenia. So all in combination, for 

someone to be in a state of cachexia, you have to have at least two things happening: low albumen under 

4, and low protein under 7. If both of those are low, I know they’re in a state of low grade cachexia. If we 

also see low, low calcium below 8.8 and low creatinine below six, we are in full-blown cachexia. And if 

you look at their creatinine and what not, you’ll also see those are quite empty. They’re breaking down 

muscle very, very quickly. You’ll see the elevated LDH, lactate dehydrogenase in these patients. That’s 

when you know you’re in a freefall of sarcopenia, cachetic state. This all comes from a simple $12 out of 

pocket complete blood count panel.  The only way personally I have ever seemed to overcome cachexia 

is with a metabolic flexible state, whether that’s high-fat, low-carb, whether that’s fasting and ketone self-

supplementation, those are the only ways I have personally ever seen.   

● Cachexia is not just about cancer patients but is found in cardiovascular congestive heart failure, AIDS 

processes, other muscular, MS and Lou Gehrig’s disease.  We see that sarcopenic wasting in a lot of 

other chronic conditions. So this goes beyond the cancer patient, mind you, for sure. 

  

10 Patterns that Impact our Ability to Fight Disease or Contract Disease:  
1. Epigenetics: Our epigenetics handed down to us from previous generations and this includes world war 

experience, extreme trauma, toxicant exposure.  All of these can change our genetic expression.  So a lot 

of our Vietnam vets have come home with a lot of damaged DNA that they’ve passed on to their children 

because of things like agent orange exposure. Those are examples. DES in our mothers who were trying 

to prevent miscarriage of the mothers between late 1940s to 1970s were put on these hormones that 

changed their epigenetic expression, and made their children more susceptible to cancers and other 
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illnesses in the future. So those are some examples even that might have been the deck 

of cards you were dealt in this lifetime, how you play them is entirely up to you. We can 

change their expression with our diet and lifestyle. 

2. Sugar intake:  We went from 5 pounds on average of sugar per person per year to well over 175 pounds 

per person per year. We should be eating less than 100 g of carbohydrate today, then 25 g or less of 

sugar a day, and women 20 g or less of sugar a day. Most of us are eating all of that by breakfast every 

single day.  Imagine how your car would run, dumping bags and bags of refined sugar into your gas tank. 

You might sputter down the road for a while. But it’s not going to last long. And in essence it’s rusting us 

from the inside out.  We should be eating less than 100 g of carbohydrate today, then 25 g or less of 

sugar a day, and women 20 g or less of sugar a day. Most of us are eating all of that by breakfast every 

single day. 

3. Toxicant Exposure:  Unfortunately things like glyphosate, Roundup, don’t know those boundaries. They 

don’t read signs and say, “Organic, don’t spray here” because they have a 2-mile drift and infuse our 

water supply and our soil supply. And so that is what we’re being exposed to constantly, even when 

you’re doing the best you can.  Plastics and other things have only been on the market for a short period 

of our human  
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evolution time here. So there’s a lot of things, I think about 80,000 new chemicals since the 1960s, of 

which only about 200 of them have been properly tested. And we haven’t even really done the testing for 

how they accumulate and bounce off each other. Then it moves into how those chemicals in the foods we 

eat and epigenetic are impacting our gut, our microbiome. This is huge. We have been monocropping our 

food sources for the past 50, 60 years, which, guess what, has monocropped our microbiome. And our 

health is really based on our microbiome diversity. So we have deconstructed the microbiome and 

monocropped ourselves, as well, which has made us also more susceptible to disease process. 
4. Immune System:  You can push back the cancer all you want with any cytotoxic intervention. But if 

the immune system isn’t intact, it will come back and back and back. That’s why even the American 

Cancer Society statistics show that 70% of patients will have a recurrence after an initial diagnosis. To 

me, that’s not okay. We’ve got to do something different.     

5. Inflammation: We are an inflammation nation. And what used to kill us were diseases of infections. 

Today we die of diseases of inflammatory processes: cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, 

osteoporosis, Alzheimer’s. They are all very inflammatory conditions. And we’re just inflamed thanks to 

and lots of the things I just talked to you about: the food sources, the water sources, the air sources, the 

immune disruptions, medications, the toxicants. All those things are contributing. One of the bigger 

drivers of inflammation is sugar. 

6. Blood Circulation and Angiogenesis: Angiogenesis the growth of new vasculature to a tumor. So it 

basically robs the body of its nutrients to give it directly to the tumor. They’re greedy little buggers. They 

will divert all the attention and all the nourishment to themselves. And they particularly love low oxygen. 

And they particularly love lots of sugar.  So you want to oxygenate the tissues.  Moving your body, 

exercising, sauna, doing hyperbaric oxygen therapies that strongly oxygenate the tissues. CoQ10 is a 

really great way to oxygenate the tissues because it also helps the heart. It’s heart food and helps the 

heart move better. 

7. Sedentary Lifestyle:  And so if you sit on your butt all day as most Americans do...We spend less than 

15 minutes outdoors. And most of us don’t have any exercise outside of walking to and from the kitchen 

or to and from our work, car to the work, that’s a problem. So we want to move the body. 
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8. Hormones:  We are swimming in a hormone soup.  There’s estrogen metabolism 

problems. There’s epigenetic issues that influence how our body processes the hormones 

that we are being faced with. We are already having a problem because of certain SNPs with how our 

endogenous hormones work. But now we’re swimming and competing with endogenous hormones that 

are far more aggressive in binding into the receptor site and way more difficult to kick out of our body. So 

that makes us feel like we need more hormones. So we’re just layer caking and causing more problems. 

And really we are just in a soup of it from the plastics to the endocrine disrupting chemicals to the body 

care products that are very endocrine disrupting. Our body is just covered with millions of mouths. Our 

skin is our largest organ of elimination and absorption. And we are smothering it with these chemicals that 

are changing our epigenetics and changing our hormone expression. 

9. Circadian Rhythm:  Being out of rhythm is very damaging to our immune system, to our hormone 

system, to our psychology, to our microbiome, everything. And that is often triggered by stressors from 

the environment and our response to stress.  It is also impossible to get away from stress today. And we 

are swimming in that, as well.  
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10. Mental and Emotional Health:  All of these things impact our psyche, our mental/emotional health and 

our mental/emotional health impacts those other nine terrain items.  We know things like having an 

elevated ACE score, an adverse childhood events score, anything basically over two out of 10 yesses on 

that questionnaire increases your likelihood of cancer and chronic illness into your adulthood. And these 

are 10 things you would have been exposed to before the age of 18.  So we know that shock, trauma, 

neglect, abuse absolutely changes our ability to fight disease. And if you then are staying in an abusive 

relationship or a toxic work environment, how can you possibly heal when you are being met with those 

types of things every day?  Most of us in the world today use food to treat our emotional being, especially 

if we use carbohydrate, sugary, starchy rich foods. I asked my patients, “What sweetness are you lacking 

in your life that you have to fuel it with this?”              

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● I have my cancer patients do a 13 hr fast every day.  Twice a week, we do a 16-18 hr fast where they are 

eating in a 6-8 hr window.  Once a month, we do a 3 day fast.  They can have as much sea salt or herbal 

tea they want during the fasting windows.   

● For those that are a bit depleted or scared of fasting, I have them add bone broth.  This needs to be a 

good high quality organic clean, clean, clean bone broth, preferably homemade. But there’s a few 

companies that I like out there in the freezer section that are actually quite good, thoughtful about their 

process. 

● People who are doing chemo—chemo may be every three weeks or every month—is have them do the 5-

day protocol.  Dr. Longo’s work has brought on the prolonged fasting mimicking diet approach. That 

works very nicely for folks who are petrified of not eating anything, or who have doctors that are really 

pushing back on them doing this.  So it’s like our meeting-you-halfway approach.  And what we’ve seen 

with that is that alone works better than the chemo. The chemo with that enhances. It’s like an incredible 

burst because it’s helping the body get through the treatment, have less side effects, and actually drive 

the treatment into those now vulnerable cancer cells.      

● To prepare for starting chemotherapy, get rid of all heavy carbohydrates. Eliminate all grains, all legumes, 

all sugary fruit.  This includes alcohol.  If that is too hard and they must have alcohol, the dry-farmed 
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wines, a shot of tequila or non-grain-based vodka.  Most people do not have healthy 

lifestyles and I start where they are.  We also begin the 13 hr fast every day.  The day you 

go in for treatment 20-30 prior to, take a ketone salt that will put your body into a nutritional state of 

ketosis and cancer cells will be more vulnerable to those therapies.   

● After doing chemo for about a month, we start checking urine ketones and begin incorporating the 2 days 

a wk of 16 hr fasts.        

● It does not have to be perfect to be effective. 

● I give my patients the gold and the silver and bronze. So the gold would be if you have chemo at 11 AM 

on Thursday morning, your last meal is at 11 AM on Tuesday morning. That’s your last meal. And then 

you’re coming into chemo fully fasted. You’re going to fast to that entire day. And you’re going to then 

break the fast on...So if you had it Thursday morning, I’d have my patients break the fast Saturday 

morning at 11 AM.  So that is a five-day fast. That is based on the research of Dr. Longo. That is also 

based on the Prolon therapy mimicking diet that he offers that covers that window, as well. You can do it 

with water. I do not recommend a dry fasting at all for my cancer patients. But you can definitely do it with 

water,  
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herbal teas, and often bone broth, especially if they’re on some things that are really depleting their 

electrolytes during this time. 

● Silver would be last a meal on Wednesday at 11 AM. Then you have chemo at 11 AM on Thursday. And 

then you break the fast at 11 AM on Friday. So the day before, day of, day after, circled around that.  

● But the bronze, if you will, where you can get still some bang for your buck, would be a 16-hour fast prior 

to chemo. So you have chemo at 11 AM, and your last meal is sometime in the mid afternoon. 

● Take your mug of bone broth if you’re scared to the chemo. But definitely something with a lot of hot tea 

and things that are very nurturing. I love to drink ginger tea. 

● Take exogenous ketones prior to chemo.  Often patients only need ¼ to ½ of a dose.  This helps clear the 

brain and clear the shakes from a low carb withdrawal.  Typically the ketone salts usually have a bunch of 

electrolytes so you can benefit there. Plus the ketones go up and this reduces the inflammazones. So 

when you get that chemotherapy in there, that can be a nice little crutch for you. 

● Even if I have folks in robust levels of therapeutic ketosis, even before an oxidative therapy like 

hyperbaric oxygen chamber, radiation, hyperthermia, or high dose IV vitamin C, I would have them take 

ketone salts 20 to 30 min before. I want them really topped in those oxidative therapies like that because 

those go in hard and come out pretty fast. And so take advantage of that with the ketones. It really is 

protective to the whole, but also really drives those therapies because they tend to have a lot of fallout, a 

lot of tumor lysis, a lot of cytokine release. And that can just feel yucky. So that will help them with the 

yuckies. 

● If I have access to patients in an environment where they have an integrative practitioner that does IV 

therapy, we bring on amino acid IVs.  

● I even have, through Charlie’s Foundation, they make a cookbook called Blender Keto. We put that into 

feeding tubes. I’ve had patients in, we put into feeding tubes things like that and they’ve completely come 

out multiple times. 

● I have patients who have gone fasting because of bowel obstructions, 10, 12, 20, 30 days and gone back 

in for a scan to start to initiate therapy when it seems like their bowels were moving again and no 

evidence of cancer. 
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● For patients in a cachetic state, I have them set an alarm to eat.  What’s so interesting 

with cachetic patients, part of the condition is that their appetite goes away. What I have 

to do, because if they try and eat a big meal at one time, it backfires. So I actually make those who are 

actually truly in cachexia, truly in a metabolic state of cachexia, I have them set an alarm. And I have their 

family and friends rally around them. And I have them eat something nutrient dense, typically high in fat 

every hour.  And I warn them, “Your stomach is the size of a fist. So I want you to at least, get a quarter of 

your fist into your body every hour.” Then it starts to kind of reset and re-trigger the desire to eat again. 

It’s like you’re exercising a muscle that was a bit depleted.  The other thing that can really help these 

patients overcome that blocked needing or wanting or having a desire to eat is medical marijuana and 

high CBD.   

● My personal schedule is to have 3, 5 or 10 day fasts each season.  I also fast for about 22 hrs on my 

heavy patient days.  3 days a week I see patients for 16 hrs a day and use those as my fasting days and 

this keeps me sharp and on point.  Most of the time I will not eat anything during this time with a lot of 

herbal teas and lots of water and sometimes a broth.  I also do sauna and workout regularly.  My husband 

loves to cook and this is his love language, so I might eat something small with him in the evenings on 

those days.   
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● If a holiday is coming up, I will preempt because I give myself flexibility.  I will do a longer fast before or 

after for pre-cleanup and post cleanup.  I am super metabolically flexible now that if I overeat something 

in the carbohydrate place, the next today I can be just within a 13- to 14-hour fast, I’m already back into 

nutritional ketosis. I don’t have to try anymore. Just going to bed and waking up, I can be in ketosis. 

That’s a beautiful place to be.    

● Fasting really gives you more freedom in a sense. Time freedom because you’re not trying to prepare 

meals and mental freedom 

● I have also learned to fast on flights or before I have an important talk at a conference.  I just don’t eat 

because the food is like poison and I don’t want to haul all my food with me on a 12-, 13-hour flight. And I 

get off that plane. When I used it to eat, even if I brought my own food, I would have terrible lymphedema 

because of my own medical history for days after. If I don’t eat now on international flights, I get no 

lymphedema. 

● I don’t cheat because my body really freaks out. I can’t do grain. I’ve got celiac so I do not ever cheat. I 

know my own places. It’s not worth it to me.  Other people may  have a little more flexibility to that. What I 

love is a really good keto Margarita or a beautiful glass of wine. Or I love when cherry season was in in 

July. It didn’t throw me out of ketosis, or peach season. Those are kind of my cheats. That’s what I will 

include and gravitate for it. 

● I listen to my body.  At 47 years old, moving into perimenopause. And some things are changing in my 

body. And I actually find right before my cycle, I can’t fast. I get hungry.  And as soon as the weather 

starts  

to get cold, the first bit, I’m like, “I can’t fast this week.”  But I’m doing things like adding more broth. I’m 

still eating maybe caloric restricting in those days but I just listen to my own feedback. But as far as 

thyroid, the myth that this hurts your thyroid, my thyroid is working for the first time in my entire life by 

incorporating fasting on a regular basis.   

● Women who are concerned about fasting,, that’s why I don’t have them do just water fasts. That’s why a 

bone broth is absolutely fantastic. You are not causing any problems with this because you are getting all 
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of your major minerals and nutrients. And if you want, I love things like Dr. Cowan’s 

Greens through DrCowansGarden.com. You can sprinkle those into your bone broth to 

get a little nourishment if you feel like you need a little more, take a little tbsp of coconut oil. But it’s more 

emotional and it really helps.  

● But food is medicine. And it’s love. And it’s a celebration. And it’s connection. And so what I try and help 

folks realize is there are other ways. You can still have a bone broth evening with your girlfriend. Have 

them come over. Or instead of going out to dinner or going out for cocktails with friends, go for a walk in 

nature. Go do something else. You start to find other ways to connect and create new ritual and new 

sweetness to bring in different sweetness from different aspects of your world around you. To be present 

and focused on engagement will make you a better friend, a better spouse and parent and will change 

and shift your life in a positive way.  You do not have to be lonely or feel deprived while you are fasting.  

Opening up to emotional and spiritual growth will impact every area of your life even if others are eating 

around you.       

      

 

 

 

 

Fasting, Ketosis and Cancer 
With Dr. Natasha Winters, ND, FABNO, LAc, Dipl, OM 
 

Do not underestimate the power of a free therapy. And do not get swindled and seduced by very outdated, 

misinformed dietary advice with regards to your cancer care. We are just a living laboratories. You have to be 

willing to get outside of the conventional box and the conventional misguided wisdom and just try some things on 

for you. There’s a million different ways to fast or to get into ketosis or to become metabolically flexible. Start 

trying them on for size and see what works for you. You don’t have to be perfect at this to gain wonderful insight 

and gain wonderful benefit. 

Resources for Dr. Natasha Winters 
Founder, CEO and visionary of Optimal Terrain Consulting, Certified Naturopathic Doctor, Licensed 

Acupuncturist, and a fellow of the American Board of Naturopathic Oncology.  Co-author of The Metabolic 

Approach to Cancer 

https://optimalterrainconsulting.com/ 
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Fasting and Ketosis Research 
Highlights 
With Dr. Dominic D’Agostino, PhD 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● Ketones are energy metabolites that are derived from the oxidation of fatty acids that occur in the liver. 

And when you have accelerated fat oxidation in response to carbohydrate restriction or fasting, the liver 

breaks down fatty acids at an accelerated rate. And those fatty acids then become subject to a process 

called ketogenesis. And the ketone bodies produced are acetoacetate and beta hydroxybutyrate. The 

liver does not use the ketones as an energy source. They lack the enzymatic machinery to break them 

down and to use them for energy. They spill into circulation. And then they can provide energy for 

peripheral tissues, especially the heart and the brain.  And now we know there is a variety of signaling 

pathways that are potently impacted by acetoacetate and beta hydroxybutyrate. And these signaling 

properties could be a receptor for the ketone body. They could be an anti-inflammatory pathway or a 

pathway associated with irregulation of various genes.  So ketones can function as histone vicetilase 

inhibitors affecting the methylation patterns that can be really therapeutic for a variety of different disease. 

Ketones are a more efficient fuel source, one of the most efficient fuel sources that we know of. So being 

able to induce this endogenously through endogenous production, and also more recently through 

exogenous supplementation, that is very interesting to me. 
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● Glutamate to GABA balance is so key. And when you have this excessive amount of 

glutamate it can degenerate the brain. Also, before you develop that brain degeneration, 

you can develop things like insomnia, anxiety, irritability, things like that when you have too much 

excitatory neurotransmitter not balanced by the brakes, which would be the GABA. 

● So within the 1 to 2 weeks of intermittent fasting, you will see a pretty big reduction in glucose. Over 

several weeks, you’ll see hemoglobin A1C go down. Your baseline insulin level will be lower. 

Triglycerides lower. Markers of inflammation will go down. We track high- sensitivity C-reactive 

protein.Triglycerides go down pretty remarkably when you go on a ketogenic diet.       

  

● I use a cardiometabolic assay that looks at insulin, hemoglobin A1C, triglycerides, inflammatory markers, 

and cholesterol. 

● Fasting mimics the physiological state of starvation or pre-starvation, semi-starvation. And that’s really a 

stimulus for our body to be active and to go out and find resources. 

● A lot of cancers are glycolytic and depend on a steady source of glucose in order to fuel. Ketones are an 

alternative fuel source.  A common characteristic of all cancer cells, that they have what some call 

damaged metabolism or dysfunctional mitochondria.  Maybe stated another way, it’s never been 

observed that cancer cells actually have normal mitochondria. So pretty much most cancer cells have 

things like immature cardiolipin, which is part of the inner mitochondrial membrane and is really the glue 

that holds that membrane together. Structurally and functionally you see changes in the mitochondria. 

And some may argue that these changes could benefit the cancer cells because the excess reactive 

oxygen species that these cancer cells produce allow them to sort of kill off the cells around it and 

actually enhances  
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their survival in some ways, and it generates the potential for invasiveness and metastasis. The important 

part here is that the excess oxygen reactive species is associated with their high rates of metabolism and 

sugar production and glycolysis. And being in a state of nutritional ketosis is going to lower glucose 

availability. Research from the University of Florida by a Dr. Skinner showed that neuroglioma cells and 

various cell lines that he studied, if he supplied ketones and subtracted glucose that it was damaging to 

the neurons. So that would decrease survival, but also increase cell death. 

● We direct our time, energy, and resources to really looking at non- toxic, but aggressive metabolic-based 

protocols that will get your glucose ketone index in that 1 to 2 range. For example, get ketones elevated 

up to 3 millimolars, and get glucose down to 3 millimolars. 

● The ketogenic diet tends to reduce or mitigate many of the potential metabolic side effects of these drugs, 

and by doing so, really can unmask the metabolic targeting efficacy of the drug to impact the cancers. 

● Fasting prior to chemotherapy or radiation— you’re going to see almost a step function release from 

historically since there’s hardly been any progress. You’re going to see a step function in the outcomes of 

the patients, definitely in their side effects, but also in their therapeutic response and ultimately the 

outcome of the therapy.  There is higher absorption, if you want to use that term, or a higher amount of the 

drug actually reaches the target tissue, which is the tumor, for a number of different reasons. There’s an 

increase in blood flow. There’s an increase in upregulation transporter mechanisms.  Also, by limiting 

glucose availability, you are really turning down, somebody called it the pentose phosphate pathway, 

which helps the cancer cells to regenerate, reduce glutathione. So by being in a fasted state, you’re 

crippling the cancer cell’s ability to upregulate and sustain endogenous antioxidant pathways, especially 

those driven by the pentose phosphate pathway to regenerate this reduced glutathione. 
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● We also do a lot of work with high levels of vitamin C in the context of millimolar 

concentrations that could be achieved with IV vitamin C. And that drives something called 

the Fenton reaction. The Fenton reaction can further enhance, especially in cancer, especially in a tumor 

where there’s a lot of [inaudible]. By driving the Fenton reaction, that can exacerbate and accelerate the 

oxidative stress, almost site specifically in the tumor. So we’re sort of focusing on IV vitamin C also as a 

means to further enhance some of these metabolic-based therapies and standard-of-care therapies.  A lot 

of people don’t know vitamin C is an antioxidant. But we’re using it in the context of being a prooxidant 

meaning it creates oxidative stress in the body.  Chemotherapy is a prooxidant. 

● Hyperbaric oxygen therapy, like 2.5 atmospheres of oxygen can increase the tissue PO2 by 2,000 

percent.  When combined together, they can more or less cite specifically elevate reactive oxygen 

species and oxidative stress to stimulate apoptotic or necrotic pathways in the tumor. And that could be 

done together sort of at the standalone comprehensive therapy, or in the context augmenting standard of 

care therapies. And by a pro-oxidant therapy, IV vitamin C and hyperbaric oxygen are supportive and 

healthy for normal tissue.  Normal tissue depends on oxygen for aerobic respiration. But the cancer cell is 

anaerobic and oxygen is toxic to it. One of the FDA-approved applications for hyperbaric oxygen therapy 

is actually things like radiation necrosis. So helping people recovering from the standard of care therapy 

by enhancing the normal tissue’s ability to heal itself with high pressure oxygen. 
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Tips for Successful Fasting: 

● Initially, it may be difficult for some people to transition into a sugar burning metabolism to a fat and 

ketone metabolism because there is a process of adaptation. And various processes have to happen until 

you can optimally produce, utilize, and transition to a state of nutritional ketosis. And I don’t think it’s 

necessarily a state to be in all the time, but at the very least, people should enter that state maybe once 

or twice a month      

● If you want to lose body fat fast, staying in a state of nutritional ketosis will help you spare muscle, 

especially in the context of adding resistance training to that. Going into a calorie deficit with an elevation 

of ketones will pay big dividends, not only in how you feel, but also with health biomarkers and retaining 

muscle. 

● The more you fast, the easier it gets. 

● Some people say I just can’t do it. You really just have to power through that 2nd, 3rd and 4th day and 

then your systems kick in.   

● If you are feeling faint, look at your hydration and getting your salt in.       

● If we’re out and about in nature, in sunlight, exposed to the elements, I think that would be more of a 

stimulation that would even facilitate that process instead of sitting at a desk.     

● A lot of hunters connect with me. And they say, “I’ve been hunting all my life,” bow hunting or whatever, a 

lot of bow hunters, my brother is a big bow hunter. And they’ll go out in a fasted state. And they feel like 

their visual clarity and their senses are heightened, like they can smell better. They can hear better. They 

can see better. 

● Fasting prior to chemotherapy or radiation will produce a step function in the outcomes of the patients, 

definitely in their side effects, but also in their therapeutic response and ultimately the outcome of the 
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therapy.  We’re not advocating standard of care be replaced, but as a means to 

enhance that therapy. 

● I would tell someone preparing for chemo to work very closely with their oncologist because every 

therapeutic strategy is going to be different.  There may be the potential for hypoglycemia in patients if 

they cannot readily achieve ketosis. For example, if they have heavy liver metastases, they may not be 

able to sufficiently elevate ketone production. And in the context of low blood glucose, that could be sort 

of a dangerous situation. I don’t like to give blanket recommendations. From what I know and from what 

we see in the lab, I think a 24 hr fast prior to chemo, so stopping your meal at 10am the next day and 

fasting for 24 hrs to ideally achieve that 1 to 2 glucose ketone index. So if they’re eating low carb already, 

they could probably achieve that, especially with a ketone supplement, medium chain triglyceride oil or 

MCT oil, MCT powders, or ketone mineral salts that are available. Ideally a compound that kind of 

combines them both together is what I personally use and has a pretty remarkable effect at elevating 

ketones into that mild range, but also lowering blood glucose. Small amounts of these compounds can 

help you achieve those biomarkers that we know would make you more responsive to the therapies. I 

would also recommend working closely with your oncologist, working closely with your doctor that has an 

understanding of this approach. There’s some oncologists out there who just don’t think nutrition is worth 

looking into at all. They don’t really feel that nutrition can have any effect on the patient and that is hard to 

imagine.   

● MCTs are very versatile compounds for nutrition. They’re fats but they are transported directly to the liver 

and not through chylomicrons. And they tend to have a glucose-lowering effect by themselves. 

● Using exogenous ketones, particularly in the form of a ketone mineral salt that’s balanced so you’re 

spreading beta hydroxybutyrate across monovalent and divalent cations that you mentioned: sodium,  
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potassium, calcium, magnesium. That would allow the individual to tolerate a higher dose of beta 

hydroxybutyrate and to have a more favorable electrolyte delivery. And taking that ketone salt and 

combining it with medium chain triglyceride powder would probably be most palatable and tolerable.  

● On my intermittent fasting day, I’ll have my last meal 7pm, and then maybe snack a little bit until 9pm. 

And then I won’t eat again until the next day, probably 3pm. So that’s about 16 hrs of fasting. And my first 

meal may be a ketone supplement.   

● The only days I personally do not fast is after a day of heavy training. I’ll usually have a small breakfast in 

the morning.  But generally what I do, if it’s a heavy training day, I don’t really eat a heavy meal after  

training because I just don’t feel like it. I’ll just eat a normal regular meal. But the next morning, instead of 

intermittent fasting, I’ll typically have a small ketogenic meal. Like this meal, it was some ground beef 

through Butcher Box. They have great grass-fed meat. And 2 or 3 eggs. And I will not eat my next meal 

until after work typically, or at the end of the work day. So I’ll probably go about 6 or 8 hours before I eat 

the next meal. I typically stay ketogenic, though. 

● The way I test products is in that fasted or semi-fasted state, I will get some baseline measurements, 

consume the meal or the ketogenic cookie or brownie or whatever I have testing that day. And I will make 

a measurement at time 0, 30 min, 60, 90, 120, 180, and 240 min.  I have a notebook full of things that I’ve 

tested and some of these, I put on the blog on ketonutrition.org so you can find details there.  

● Check your own response to using alternative sweeteners like monk fruit or stevia.  If I have too much 

erythritol, I have bloating.      
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Resources for Dr. Dominic D’Agostino 
Associate Professor of Tenure at University of South Florida, also teaching at Morsani College of Medicine in 

molecular pharmacology and physiology.  Research scientist at the Institute for Human and Machine Cognition 

https://www.ketonutrition.org/ 
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Interview Summaries:    
● Many of the experts that I interviewed on The Truth about Cancer series said almost verbatim that if 

you’re eating proper nutrition, if you’re getting proper nutrition and it’s causing your immune function to 

work the way it should, it’s impossible to get cancer. That’s how big a role that nutrition can play in cancer 

formation 

● Cancer is the result of two things: a deficiency coupled with overburden of toxicity. Deficiency of 

nutrition—we’re not eating proper foods, or we’re eating things that are actually toxic—that’s the other 

side of the coin—that are making us sick. The toxicities are compromising the immune system. And then 

we’re not able to function the way that we’re supposed to, that God made us to heal.  What I mean by that 

is that God has made us to where we are the cure. Our bodies are what do the healing. Now, God has 

made hundreds if not thousands of herbs and roots and vegetables that have anti-cancer effects that 

allow our bodies to go in and attack the cancer. And they’ll help us with the healing. But overall, we get 

well because our bodies do the healing. We give the proper nutrition. And it runs the way God made it to. 

And God made us to be healthy. So I think the real cure to cancer is you making sure that you’re getting 

https://www.ketonutrition.org/
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proper nutrition, that you’re detoxifying properly so that your immune function is not 

compromised. And that’s when cancer cannot get a foothold. 

● Why does every doctor not look at nutrition?  Even if you’re a genius doctor, you don’t know what you’re 

not taught. You don’t know what you don’t know. And so what happened over 100 years ago in 1910 was 

called the Flexner Report where the medical school education was basically co-opted in the United States 

to push drugs. The American Medical Association basically made medical schools who were pushing 

drug or drug intensive focuses were the schools that got the funding from the big donors like the 

Carnegies and the Rockefellers.  And as a result, 100+ years later, the only medical schools that are left 

are the ones that got the funding back in 1910. 

● Medical school is still needed for rauma medicine and brain transplants and all the things that we’re able 

to do that are really amazing with modern medicine today. I’m not anti-medicine or anti-doctor. But when 

it comes to cancer, we’re in the Dark Ages. We’re pushing drugs. We’re pushing chemical drugs to try to 

heal someone who’s already sick! And the drugs are toxins. Why would you try to make somebody who’s 

already sick well by pushing poison? 

● What I heard commonly from holistic practitioners in Asia is the thought that  “We’re not sick because we 

lack drugs. We’re sick because we lack nutrients..  I can’t imagine why medical doctors are pushing so 

many drugs!...We’re not sick because we’re drug deficient.” 

● Fasting removes the fuel from the cancer. Cancer cells ferment sugar to produce energy. That’s well 

known. They’re anaerobic. And that’s the way they produce energy. Without oxygen, they ferment sugar. 

So if you remove the source of energy, maybe you’ve got a chance to kill the cancer cells because they 

can’t produce energy anymore whereas normal cells that aren’t cancerous are really good at using ketone  
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bodies to produce energy. And ketone bodies are what we start producing when we stop eating sugar. If 

you fast, by definition, you’re going to start producing ketone bodies for energy. Your normal cells run 

really efficiently on ketone bodies. And cancer cells don’t. So if you take away all the food, you fast, 

cancer  
cells are going to die because there’s no sugar. And the rest of your cells, you can live a long time without 

food. 

● Viruses can play a role as well with cancer. And so autophagy or basically when we fast, the body has to 

get fuel somewhere. So it’ll break down fat cells like you were talking about, produce ketones. And then it 

needs amino acids, things like that. So it’ll start to break down these old decaying cells. And sometimes, 

it’ll go after these cells that are infected by viruses. And so it can be a way to help reduce viral infections 

and be a stimulus as well for cancer. 

● Toxicity impairs the immune system and burdens the organs to where they don’t function the way that 

they should. So let’s look at the organs of our body as if they were the bathrooms in our house. And so 

the liver is the downstairs bathroom. And the kidneys are the upstairs bathroom. We have all these 

bathrooms in the house. And they’re all clogged. Well, it’s not going to be long before the house is a mess 

because the organs that are supposed to be detoxifying the waste from the house are clogged up. 

Toxicity makes the fluids in our body sluggish. Our kidneys aren’t pumping the way that they should. Our 

liver is not excreting the bile the way that it should. Our lymph system is not pumping the way that it 

should. I think that’s a big one with toxicity because people don’t understand that the lymphatic system is 

so important in cancer prevention.  In the blood system, our blood is going to get pumped whether we like 

it or not. As long as that heart is beating, our blood is getting pumped. So it doesn’t require any effort on 

your part. You don’t have to go to bed at night and say, “I hope my heart keeps pumping the blood.” It’s 
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going to do it. That’s the way God made us. But the lymph system is different. And if you 

don’t take an active role in your health and do something on a daily or every other day 

basis to stimulate your lymphatic flow, your body is going to be pretty toxic. When our lymphatic system 

gets stagnant, we get toxic. The lymphatic system is one of our detoxification systems in our body.  Many 

people today, because of our sedentary lifestyle, don’t get enough exercise. They’re not getting the 

movement. And so that’s important if you want to prevent cancer. 

● Fear itself can actually perpetuate the cancer. You’ve heard of the phrase “being scared to death.”  Your 

immune system stops functioning when you’re in fight or flight, when you’re scared. That’s where the term 

“scared to death” came from, I think. And studies have shown this. They’ve drawn blood from people to 

prove that fear can actually paralyze your immune system.  So don’t be paralyzed with fear. Know that 

you have options. Empower yourself with knowledge. The Bible talks about fear and love and ultimately 

fear will stop our body’s ability to heal.  Fasting is not just about fasting physically, but mentally, 

emotionally and spiritually as well.  This can include fasting from negative thoughts, fasting from fear.  

Just like fasting cleanses your body from the inside out, fasting cleanses your mind from the inside out 

and prepares you to listen.            

● This type of medicine has been used because this is God’s medicine—nature, herbs, homeopathy, 

sweating, getting out in the sun, eating real food. This goes way back to the Garden of Eden and He put it 

here for a reason. In Genesis, how many mentions do we have of herbs yielding fruit and seeds? That’s 

God’s remedy for health, to eat natural foods. But we’re told today, “God’s medicine isn’t really good 

enough right now. We need the chemicals and the technologies that have been developed in the last 100 

years to heal you because we’re shocked humanity made it this far without our inventions even though  
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we’ve lived for several thousand years at a minimum.”  Traditional means that they’ve been used for 

traditions. Chemo, radiation, surgery aren’t traditional. Eating herbs and natural foods and detoxification, 

using God’s remedies for disease, that is traditional medicine. This new stuff that we’ve just invented in 

the last 100 years should be called alternative. Chemo and radiation and surgery should be called 

alternative medicine because it’s not traditional. The traditional stuff is the stuff that God has given us 

since creation. 

● For somebody who is already losing weight, and if it were me—I can say—what I would try to do is I 

wouldn’t do a water fast. You’re going to need calories as you’re losing weight. What I would begin to do 

would be more of an intermittent fasting which gives your body time each day to deal with the toxic debris, 

to cleanse on a daily basis. And then have a concentrated period, maybe 4 to 6 hrs each day that you get 

the bulk of your calories. I would do personally is go completely ketogenic. I’d go clean ketogenic, not like 

10 pounds of meat a day. But a lot of avocados, a lot of coconut oil which is very healthy and great for a 

ketogenic diet, high quality butter, I’d try to get high quality fats, middle of the road on the proteins. Make 

sure it’s very clean proteins, and low carb. I would follow the ketogenic diet for 4 to 6 hrs a day. And get 

some substantial calories in during that time.  Our body gets more sensitive to insulin when you do that 

extended fast. You also boost up some human growth hormone which is great for the immune system, 

great for muscle development, preserving lean body tissue.  But then you do get the calories in there, too. 

And so you get the calories that your body needs, the raw materials that it needs. So I think that’s a great 

strategy.      

● A water only fast can be an overwhelming thought for some people or even juicing for a few days.  But 

your average person can do a time restricted diet. It takes some discipline. But you can do that. And it’s 

achievable. 
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● Keep your lymphatic system in motion.  My favorite exercise is the rebounder, a little mini 

trampoline, just 10 or 15 min a day. Watch your TV program. Watch the news. Watch a 

sports program whatever and just jump. I have one in my gym here in my house. And I’ll jump 15 minutes 

on the rebounder before I start my 

workout. Why? Because that up and down motion stimulates the lymphatic flow. And it helps to detoxify 

your body.     

● Drink plenty of water.  It is so simple.  Your body is 75 to 90% water.  If you’re not getting enough water in 

your body, you’re getting dehydrated. It’s not going to carry out toxins. Being hydrated is essential if 

you’re going to detoxify. 

● Get moving.  Most people do not sweat on a daily basis and sweating is key. Your skin is actually your 

primary organ of detoxification in your body. You need to sweat every day. I sit in the far infrared sauna. I 

also workout with weights. But I sweat a lot more in the sauna than I do when I’m working out with 

weights because most of the time people go to the gym, myself included sometimes, do a set and wait 

four minutes and watch the news and do another set. It’s air conditioned and comfortable, and you are 

not really working out that hard.  I spend about 45 min in the sauna and sweat like a pig.  It not only 

makes me feel good, but speeds up metabolism, detoxifies., and even stimulates autophagy.   

● Essiac tea is known for cancer, lymphatic drainage and blood cleaning.     

● I take a quality multivitamin, turmeric and medicinal mushrooms.  If I am doing a gut detox, I will take 

some natural, herbal laxatives to help the bowels move.   

● Personally, I do intermittent fasting almost daily.  I just got into the habit.  I eat lunch at 12:30 or 1 and I 

stop eating at 6:30 or 7.  And when I’m eating, even though I’m not actively thinking I’m going to eat a  
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ketogenic diet, I eat mostly a ketogenic diet. Not that I’m always trying to stay in ketosis. But the foods 

that I enjoy—I love avocados. I love eggs. I love coconut oil. I love butter. I like clean meats. I like the 

vegetables that are the lower carbohydrate type vegetables like kale. There are certain noodles that I get 

that are very low carbohydrate noodles that actually made from shirataki noodles, the  miracle noodles. 

● Whatever your plight might be on the metabolic scale, just eat intuitively. Eat what makes you feel good 

and makes you feel healthy. And don’t diet when it gets to where you’re always obsessed about where 

you’re eating. It’s not healthy. It doesn’t need to be the center of your thought all the time. “Oh, I wish I 

could have this to eat. I wish I could have that.” Get in a rhythm of eating what makes you feel good. And 

get in a schedule of eating. And then that way, you’re just living your life. 

 

Cancer is not a death sentence. There’s always hope. If you are one of the 40 to 50% of people that will be 

diagnosed with cancer (according to the World Health Organization), empower yourself with knowledge that you 

do have options. And it’s not a death sentence. My goal is to help empower people with knowledge so they can 

make a good choice.  And my recommendation is for people to get in touch with someone like you or another 

functional medicine doctor who can coach them through the process. 

 
Resources for Ty Bollinger 
Author of the bestselling books, The Truth about Cancer, The Truth about Vaccines, So Cancer: Step Outside the 

Box 

https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/ 
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Using Fasting Strategies in the 
Clinical Setting 
With Dr. Gez Agolli, MD, DrPH, ND 

 

 

Interview Summaries:         

● Hippocrates, the father of medicine, talks about in his writings utilizing the benefits of air, sun, heat, and 

abstaining from food to heal the body. 

● As a clinician, the first question we ask when looking at introducing new therapies, 1) “Is it safe?” because 

we follow an oath of “First, do no harm.”  Fasting passes this test.  2) Cost is a factor in every type of 

therapy that we do and fasting is one of the most cost effective therapies you can do because it is free.  

This leaves an amount of money to invest in good supplements, good nutrition for your eating windows 

and working with great practitioners and making an investment in the proper testing to identify what is 

happening in the human body. 3) Is it beneficial?  Fasting is powerful because there are a plethora of 

benefits that cascade throughout the body.  For healthcare practitioners looking for strategies for their 

patients, fasting is one of the most powerful recommendations they could make.  If we would teach 

responsibility to our population I think you’re going to see chronic diseases start to go down. 
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● In treatment protocols, one size does not fit all and the same goes for fasting.  It is 

important to work with a professional to determine what is going to be specific to get you 

the best results possible in the fastest yet safest method.       

● I believe that the majority of Americans are candidates for some form of fasting. But the wrong candidate 

is someone who may have a severe eating disorder. We want to be careful about that as well because 

there’s a psychological component there whether it’s anorexia, bulimia. There’s something called 

orthorexia which most people don’t know about which is really having this issue with allergies and 

addicted to that food. And sometimes, they’re sensitivities more than an allergy. And we work on a 

rotational diet on that.  Anybody who is pregnant, I’m talking common sense here. But I don’t recommend 

fasting if you’re pregnant. And something called severe cachexia, which we’d normally see in cancer 

patients which is just a severe muscle wasting and degradation. Although cancer has some great, great 

research on fasting, I’d be cautious there and ensure anything is done under medical supervision. And 

sometimes we see end stage renal failure where we may not utilize fasting as much. Pretty much the rest 

of the time we think that fasting done appropriately is a great, great, great strategy. At our facility, we 

utilize it during something called the detox visit. And that’s typically the second visit. Patients are 

evaluated the 1st visit. The 2nd visit we talk about the benefits of an anti- inflammatory diet based on their 

food sensitivities and also based on some general guidelines. And this is where we’re going to start 

incorporating intermittent fasting. Fasting: when you eat your last meal and you wake up in the morning 

and you have breakfast, it’s really break fast. So when you’re allowing that body to rest, there are 

numerous benefits. You’re resting the digestive system which is really the key to good health. Gut health 

is the key to longevity. It’s the key to improving your overall health. It’s the key to brain function. They call 

the gut also the second brain.  It is also a great way to break food addictions.   

●  
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● Obesity increase diabetes by close to 50%. We’re seeing obesity increase cancer by a high percentage 

rate. Autoimmune diseases we’re seeing on the rise. And these are just a few.  So yes, this is an 

uncomfortable conversation for some individuals to hear and talk about, that they are overweight and at a 

substantial risk of disease. But the reality is, rather than going on yo-yo dieting which doesn’t work or a 

fad diet that doesn’t work, rather on taking these dangerous medications that suppress your appetite. 

Maybe short term that’s okay. But long term, we’re burning up our receptor sites on our neurotransmitters 

that are very important. And then when you start gorging afterwards, you’re going to gain the weight back. 

This is where we hear the term  yo-yo dieting. 

● Look at fat storage like a bank account.   Imagine you just put 80% of your income or fat storage in a 

savings account but you can never get it out. That’s actually what’s happening with somebody who is 

overweight or obese. They have all this fat storage there but they’re really bad at actually getting in there 

and using it for energy.So when we start to fast, what happens is we start to actually train the body to now 

go into the savings and utilize that for energy. And obviously, we start to burn that down, which gives us 

more of the physique that we want but also reduces inflammation.  It’s a banking win win.  

● In the early 1990’s scientists made an amazing discovery. Most individuals don’t realize that in our fat 

cells, we call these adipose tissues, we have something called adipokines. And these adipokines are 

basically messengers or cytokines and are also considered the same area as hormones. I’m going to 

primarily focus on leptin and something called adiponectin.  These send these little messages in the body 

and they’re in our fat cell. Leptin is one of the adipokines that actually has been known as one of the 

greatest discoveries to help with obesity and putting on weight loss because basically when you have 
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lower amounts of the leptin, your body is saying, “Eat more.” And we’re seeing there are a 

couple genetic disorders with children where they have very low amounts of leptin. And 

they just have ravenous appetites. They just eat and eat and eat. And they morbidly become obese until 

they figured out, “Well, it’s these leptin receptors.” We also now have found out that there’s something 

called leptin resistance. You can normalize the levels of leptin and when you do so, this basically tells 

your body you’re satisfied and you don’t need to eat. When you have leptin resistance, your satiety is not 

satisfied. Adiponectin which also sends a message to produce glucose. It’s gluconeogenesis. So when 

you add those two together, those are two key components in how the body’s metabolism is going to 

function on a normal capacity and how the body communicates. We’ve seen an increase in obesity—and 

I call it diabesity, which there’s a connection with type 2 diabetes and oiabesity. We’ve also seen a 

connection with inflammation and obesity called inflammobesity. And those two adiponectins play a huge 

role. 

● The hypothalamus is actually not a gland but a bundle of nerves and it works as a feedback mechanism. 

And that’s what’s so unique about all of these different receptors is there is a feedback mechanism with 

leptin and adiponectin. And adiponectin is important because that’s going to tell the body when to make 

glucose, when not to make glucose to turn into energy. And then we add on that important hormone 

insulin. 

● Fasting actually just stops all of that. And when it’s done properly, then we start to see our adipose tissue 

start to shrink. And the way you can measure that—we’re starting to see in the circumference of a male’s 

waist. If it’s over 40 inches, then we’re having a problem. And if it’s a woman, it’s 36. And there’s some 

hip to waist ratio issues, circumference that we’re seeing as a great indicator for metabolic diseases. So 

when we start to use fasting, all of this comes into balance. And we start to see some of the results 

because we’re going to turn that adipose tissue into energy. And we know that after a period of time we  

Using Fasting Strategies in the Clinical Setting 
With Dr. Gez Agolli, MD, DrPH, ND 
 

Interview Summaries:    
start to burn ketone bodies. And then we start to get the benefits of ketone bodies for better brain 

function. Our metabolism works more efficiently. And rather than burning those carbohydrates that we’re 

eating or we’re burning—when you have to much protein, protein actually can turn into glucose. And even 

when you have excess of amino acids as well. 

● Adipose tissue is that ugly visceral fat and it is unhealthy fat. This is what’s causing cardiovascular 

disease. This is what’s taking 600,000 Americans, according to the American Heart Association, 

succumbing to cardiovascular disease which is really vessel disease. And what’s happening is that 

obesity and type 2 diabetes are one of the main culprits. And it’s not only cholesterol. Really what we’re 

finding in the research is oxidized cholesterol which is the particle size of the cholesterol. The body needs 

good cholesterol as a transport mechanism into the vessel. That’s how it’s transporting Co- Q10 and all 

these energies and making all these energies from a biochemical perspective. 

● Obesity is really the gateway to chronic disease. Don’t let anybody fool you that it’s okay to be 10, 15, 20, 

30 lbs overweight. It’s just not. We’ve got to get back to really preaching good science on how to have 

weight loss. We’ve got to get rid of the fads. We’ve got to get rid of all these pills and potions that just 

don’t work. And just getting back to really good, solid science is where it’s at. 

● Growth hormone, the master hormone that’s released from the pituitary, is going to make you stronger,  

burn body fat, help your cognition, and tighten your skin.  HGH injections are expensive and can cause 

unwanted side effects.  Fasting gives you the benefit of HGH for free without the side effects.  

● When President Nixon actually had his 2nd term inaugural speech back in the early 70’s, he talked about 

declaring war on cancer. At that particular time, we actually had 1 in 7 Americans getting cancer. And 
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they were declaring war. And I can just tell you right now, as a former proud military 

person who served in the United States Air Force, that when the military goes to war, they 

go vehemently with great force.  So we did that as a country. But where are we today with cancer? We 

went from 1 in 7 to now we’re actually 1 in 2 with males and 1 in 3 with women in their lifetime are going 

to get cancer. Cancer is a multifactorial disease process. There is genetics involved, which is really more 

epigenetics. We now know that there are environmental components. We’re seeing an all-time high of 

chemicals, which I believe probably is one of the main reasons why. We’re seeing a decline in our diet. 

We’re seeing devitalized food. We’re seeing food that’s loaded with chemicals, GMOs. I call it the 

Frankenstein food. All this plays a role.  But one of the best ways to combat against that is to detoxify the 

body at the cellular level. 

● Learn strategies to detoxify.  Colon detoxification, food detoxification programs, phase 1 and phase 2 liver 

detoxifications, which is all wonderful. Don’t get me wrong.  But without utilizing the benefits of the 

intermittent fasting, you’re going to fall short. Because of a very simple word called autophagy. And that 

word basically means intracellular degradation. Yeah, your cells can clean themselves up. Your cells can 

actually clean up that cellular debris. How? When you fast, that mechanism turns on autophagy. And 

we’re getting rid of the bad cells. And we’re making new cells.  And this is what’s exciting about benefiting 

from intermittent fasting. Yes, weight loss. Yes, better clarity. Yes, we can have more growth hormone, 

feel stronger. But really the key is to clean that cell up one cell at a time. And we’ve got trillions of cells. 

100 trillion cells is what some scientists are reporting. And these cells communicate together. And when 

they don’t communicate, it’s like sludge. 

● Your blood is the river of life going through the cells. And we need to have good, healthy blood 

transporting all those oxygen and nutrients from one cell to the other. And fasting can do that. 
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Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● By staying hydrated, you can shut down the ghrelin hormone that produces hunger and tells the body to 

look for food sources.  Your lepin is dropping and the body is saying, “Feed me, feed me.” Water satisfies 

the ghrelin and leaves you feeling satiated.   

● Proper hydration includes minerals and electrolytes.  Add in himalayan salt or any well sourced sea salt. 

● The key here is by the proper amounts of fasting, whether it’s going to be 14, 16 or 18 hrs. Optimally, the 

best results that we’ve seen are between 18 and 20 hours for type 2 diabetes and actually getting those 

adipokines in balance and really burning the fat. 

● Add in high intensity therapeutic exercises the 2 or 3 days a wk that you are doing intermittent fasting. 

Depending on you as an individual, 10, 15, 20 min. Doing this 1-2 hrs before you break your fast, now 

you’re exponentially increasing that weight loss, that adipose tissue loss. 

● Movement is medicine for the body.  Even if it is just walking vigorously, moving is critically important. Hit 

it hard even though your energy level may be declining with high intensity interval workouts, whether it’s 

going to be on an elliptical, adding kettle balls, or utilizing a miniature trampoline.  There’s some really 

good research on that for your lymphatic system.  Whatever you can do in there to get that heart rate up 

for a short period of time whether it’s going to be 45 seconds to a minute, we’ve seen dramatic results. 

● At Progressive we actually do before and after picture called Fit 3D which is a 360o thermal picture of the 

body. This is also a motivational tool. Seeing is believing because that motivates you when you’re seeing 

the circumference. 

● Work with your doctor to get the right type of testing.   
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● In the morning, I like organic coffee and utilizing a fat whether it is MCT oil or coconut oil 

or grass fed butter, depending on what you prefer. I like to mix it up in a blender.  You can 

use green tea if you have a problem with coffee.  Either creates a thermogenic response in the body.  

You can also incorporate this right at the tail end of your fast 1-2 hrs when your energy may be declining.   

● Work on getting up to a 24 hr fast.  Research is showing that on the 24th hr, you are releasing so much 

growth hormone—300-500%. And if you added the interval training, it’s even exponential. 

● I typically will exercise fully fasted, usually something like 16, 18, sometimes 20 hrs fasted. I’ve even 

exercised 24 hrs fasted. And I feel amazing when I’m exercising. I need less oxygen because my body is 

using ketones as its fuel source, burning fat for fuel. My strength, my stamina, my endurance—all of that 

is actually better than if I were to be exercising on a shorter fast. So your body creates this amazing level 

of resilience.  A lot of people are concerned about losing muscle mass if they train fasted. But actually, 

because you have this spike of human growth hormone, your body is preserving lean body tissue. It’s 

actually preserving it. You’re going to get a better boost of muscle building afterwards when you consume 

a really good, healthy meal shortly after you finish exercising. 

● Anybody can do this. It’s trial and error. There are so many different strategies. You can just start off as 

simple as 12 hrs. That’s really the baby step there. And then you can get into the brunch fast which is 14 

hrs. And you get into the next level, and it’s 16 hrs, which you start seeing the major benefits of it. 

● I do intermittent fasting 5 to 6 days a week anywhere from 16 to 24 hrs. Pretty much 18 hrs is the norm for 

me. And I really do it because my wife wants me to eat with her earlier.  I do try to get in a 24-hour fast at 

least once every 7 to 10 days to get that growth hormone release.  I have to rest on day 7 as God told us 

to rest on a day on the Sabbath.     

 

 

Using Fasting Strategies in the Clinical Setting 
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Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
● Dr. Longo has it where you fast for 48 hrs before chemotherapy actually mitigates the side effects by 

almost 50%. That’s 50% less damage.  Because when the body is fasting, the cells start to protect 

themselves. And so all of the cells that usually would be damaged by chemotherapy are not. 

 

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Fasting may do just that. The goal here is to live a long, healthy, 

functional life. Not just a long life.With advancement in medicine a lot of individuals can live a longer life. But are 

they living a functional, thriving life?  Tap into that research that God has given you the innate ability to cure 

yourself one cell at a time. No doctor can cure you. No therapy can cure you. Your human body has the ability to 

heal itself.     

Resources for Dr. Gez Agolli:  
Founder of Progressive Medical Center servicing over 40,000 patients in the last 20+ yrs 
https://www.progressivemedicalcenter.com/ 
Founder of Dunwoody Labs specializing in Functional health testing http://www.dunwoodylabs.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.progressivemedicalcenter.com/
http://www.dunwoodylabs.com/
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Fasting for Self-Love 
With Sam Asser 

 

 

 
Interview Summaries:    

● I went into an extended fast. And from that point on, it literally changed my life. It was the catalyst for 

change that propelled me into mindfulness, into a self-love journey, into a listening to my body, and 

building a better relationship with food and to my body, and allowing me to explore the depths of fasting, 

Essentially becoming immersed in that because I was taking myself to a new version, constantly 

upgrading.  It was like personal development on steroids. And fasting was the catalyst for change in my 

life and that is when my journey started. 

● Pain is really our greatest teacher in life. Ultimately, our biggest trials are a set up for our true testimony 

and what we get to bring to this planet and to the people around us. 

● Food addictions are an epidemic.  It is easy to get hooked on just eating every few hrs. It’s like, “Eating 

feels good.”  There is a dopamine release, the natural transmitter release that makes you feel great.  

Food right now is used as a suppressant. And as soon as we eat, we suppress whatever it is that we’re 

holding on to. And right now, we’re avoiding what it is that we truly need to feel. And that’s emotion.  
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Looking in the mirror and seeing us for who we truly are. I think people aren’t ready to go 

there, ready to be vulnerable, and open themselves up. And so they’re suppressing 

themselves with food. There is a state of overwhelm, or stress, and going in that rat race. Like just going 

and doing. You wake up and you do your thing. You come home and you put the TV on. You’re on your 

phone, on social media. nd essentially, what they’re doing is numbing the pain or numbing the emotions 

that someone’s not willing to feel and eating fits right into this.  It’s easy to just get hooked on consuming 

small meals, grazing throughout the day, and just constantly getting that dopamine hit. 

● The work needs to be done from the inside out. A way in which people can start to evolve and start to 

overcome these things. And fasting is an incredible vehicle to do that because when you’re fasting, you’re 

abstaining from food and allowing the emotions to come to the surface.  The trauma, the things that 

you’ve buried inside of your body.  We bury trauma and emotions in the form of fat like that stores or in 

the form of disease in our body. And as soon as we can actually release that, and do that, and not 

constantly suppress it, there is a great release.  Look at it like a beach ball.  Have you ever tried to put a 

beachball under water?  You can hold it down for a certain amount of time until it goes, “Vroom!” to the 

surface and explodes. And this is what we’re doing to ourselves. We’re suppressing, suppressing, 

suppressing with food. If we’re not going to allow it to open naturally and go through that natural course, 

then it’s going to explode somewhere in our body.  It might be a little nudge in the form of a cold and flu, 

but if we keep it too long, then it might explode into something more deeper and more serious. 

● From a ketosis perspective, when we fast, our body still needs fuel. So it goes in and starts to break down 

our own stored body fat and creates these ketones.  This helps reduce the neuro inflammasome in the 

brain which helps stimulates brain-derived nootropic growth factor, which just makes us feel alive and 

mentally alert. This helps increase purpose and inspiration. 

Fasting for Self-Love 
With Sam Asser 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● I woke up one day and I thought, “Something needs to change.” And I’d never felt this before. Like I’d 

always woke up and I’ll be like, “I’m going to start on Monday a new diet,” but at this point, it was so like 

drawing a line in the sand, “That’s it. Like, there’s no going backwards, only going forward. Something 

needs to change.”      

● When you think of fasting, you think how can you do that and work or how can you do that and still 

continue your life because you’ll just be like not be able to move? But it’s actually interesting, the opposite 

occurs.  You have so much energy, and so much focus.  I didn’t know how efficient I could be in that 

timeframe of not be putting food in my body. And I was like super energetic, super focused, had so much 

inspiration. And I know you speak about how ketosis is something that occurs when fasting. And the 

ketone levels can help brain health, which essentially in fasting, that’s where you can get that feeling of 

inspiration, of creativity, of finding your purpose and passion, and wanting to go down that path. And so it 

really helps to clear your mind to be able to think in that way. 

● Emotionally, it helps you to be able to let go of all the noise, let go of all the overwhelm, and to sit in 

stillness with yourself, to be with yourself. And I think once you get to that place of allowing and 

surrendering, then we can allow the emotion to come through, we can allow whatever it’s teaching us to 

come through, and to let go off. Some people call it you release baggage or you release body fat. And 

that’s essentially because you release whatever emotion you were holding on to. Letting go of that frees 

you and this is a huge relief for a lot of people.     

● Find your reason as to why you are fasting and get really clear and connected to that.  The most 

important thing, without fail, that I talk about with everyone is why are you doing this? Why?!  Because if 

you have a strong enough why, then it doesn’t matter what people say to you. It doesn’t matter if you 
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have a family event, or a dinner party, or someone’s waving chocolate cake in front of 

your face, it’s you are so ingrained. t’s not willpower. It’s that drawing a line in the sand. 

Being in tears and knowing, “Something needs to change because I want purpose. I want to feel good.” 

You’re so connected with your reason as to why you’re doing this. Find that why, and write it down, and 

get so clear on it because then it does not matter what’s going on in your life, you will find a way to make 

it happen.  Neil Martin spoke about fasting and said, “If you haven’t cried about why you’re doing this, 

then keep going. Keep riding because you need to find that emotional connection in the whole process, 

no matter the healing crisis, no matter the tough emotions that are coming through, it’ll be so much easier 

because you have that reason as to why you’re doing it and not because someone else told you to do 

this.” So find your personal reason why. 

● Build your toolbox to get you through. You are going to detox which is a healing crisis that goes on and 

can make you feel yuck.  It can be very challenging and make you feel like you want to give up like, “Oh, 

no, this isn’t for me.” We all go through it. You just need to be equipped to know what to do in that 

scenario and have your toolbox ready.   

● My go to is peppermint oil even when I am not fasting.  It makes headaches go away, makes you feel 

better, gives you a boost when you are feeling low.   

● Make sure your 4 elimination channels are working: defecation, urination, perspiration and respiration.  

Respiration elimination can be enhanced by doing breathing exercises.  Make sure your colon is clean or 

getting colonics and enemas.  Making sure you’re drinking enough water to stay hydrated.  Making sure 

that you’re getting into a sauna, or doing something to make you sweat. These things are going to help 

you feel better through that detoxification process.  You are going to be releasing a lot of toxins in your 

body and you don’t want them to get stuck. 

Fasting for Self-Love 
With Sam Asser 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
● Having a mindfulness practice.  A lot of high-performance people or successful people all talk about 

having a morning routine or a mindfulness practice. And it’s the same with fasting.  

Can you journal what you’re going through? What are you grateful for? What kind of morning routine have 

you set up yourself to put yourself in that state of success and dealing with it? 

● Fasting can be a lonely place.  Build up your community of supporters.  Sometimes, you’re the odd one 

out and you’re the weird one for doing fasting. But you just need to find your tribe because there’s loads 

of us weird ones out there that are doing this. And we’re coming together, and we’re sharing, and helping, 

and encouraging. And you just need to find that community, because then once you’re there, it doesn’t 

matter what all those people say that are going to try and turn you off course. It’s a good little lesson, a 

good little test because sometimes you realizie, it’s also the ones that are closest to us that are a problem 

because they don’t want to see you change.  They try to hold on to who you are or were. What I have 

found is that sometimes, they’re not ready in their own journey to go through this and you’re intimidating 

them because they can see what you’re doing for your health.  Support yourself and make it easier on 

you by finding a like-minded community that can help you on that journey. And then try to not talk about it 

anywhere else. Like sometimes you just need to go about your journey in a silent way, and just talk to the 

ones who really get it, and can really support you.  Community is so important because when you try to 

fast all by yourself, especially if you’re making food for your family and what not, you can feel all alone. 

It’s really easy to feel isolated. And so getting a good community where you can express yourself and just 

feel like you’re not doing it alone, I think is absolutely vital. It’s priceless. Whether that’s an online 

community, a tribe, or a group, whether that’s a direct online coach or a one- on-one coach, whatever it 

is, find your community that’s going to support you. 
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● Educate yourself with things like this summit. The best thing that I can do on fasting is at 

least spend 1 hr a day educating myself on fasting because then that just inspires you. It 

motivates you. You’re like, “Oh, my, gosh, my body’s going through this.” And you’re understanding 

what’s going on and it just drives you to keep going because you can see the process and see what’s 

actually healing and how this miracle of a body is working. So educate yourself. And this is the perfect 

platform in order to do that. 

● Check in with your medical practitioner or some support system before you make a decision. If you have 

suffered in the past or if you’re suffering right now from an eating disorder, please make sure you do that, 

but then, get the support. The fasting can wait.  Sometimes the best thing for a person is to let go of that 

need to fast and look at what really matters. And that’s building up you. It’s building up that internal self-

love, that relationship with your body, that relationship with food. 

● I do a time-restricted feeding routine where I intuitively just need to eat between a 6 and 8 hr window, 

which is typically between 10 and 11am until about 6pm is my optimal. And then at the moment, I 

probably do an extended fast, maybe 3 x’s a year, anywhere between a 5 and 14-day fast, depending on 

what I need and where I am.      

● I’ve built such an intuitive relationship with myself that I now know, “Okay, cool, I’m ready to fast.”  I’ve just 

built enough of a relationship now to know when my body needs it.  If I feel sickness or low energy or 

something is coming on, I know I just need to do a quick little reboot, and fast for 3 days, and reboot the 

system, and come back on. So I think it’s such an amazing vehicle for me now to be able to just go in and 

out when I feel the time is right. Also what I’ve learned on this journey is that something that worked for 

me in the past isn’t necessarily what I need right now, depending on my circumstances, my stress levels, 

my environment. And so I’ve learned to let go of that like, “Why doesn’t this work for me now?”  

Fasting for Self-Love 
With Sam Asser 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
to more of a, “Okay, cool, this is what I’m going through. This is what I need to do.”   Maybe I need to try 

something different. Maybe I need to do a bit of cyclic feeding and go in and out, and fast, and then 

refeed.” And so it’s just about building that and utilizing fasting for the incredible, adaptable, flexible thing 

that it is and finding what works for you.      

 

You don’t know how good you can feel until you can feel it. I want to be your reason for hope right now that there 

is so much more on the other side. And all you need to do is to trust this process. If you haven’t experienced 

fasting before, or even if you have, then perhaps it’s the tool that you need or the catalyst that you need like it was 

in my own life to lead you to that next thing, to give you purpose in life, to give you that space to allow something 

else to come through, be it a marvelous journey or something different, but I think you don’t know how good you 

can feel until you can feel it. And so keep going and don’t settle because there’s so much life on the other side. 

     

Resources for Sam Asser:  
Health Coach, 28 day fasting course 

http://www.fastwaytohealth.com/ 
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Fasting for Younger Women 
With Dr. Michelle Sands, ND 

 

 

Interview Summaries:    

● The reason I became a doctor was really about chasing my own health for fertility and then became to be 
able to help other people. I simply could not accept that I would never be able to have kids and it led to 
not only to healing my ovaries and having children but a thriving medical career.    

● I have a lot of great friends that are conventional medicine doctors. And they get into it for the same 
reason I got into it, because they want to help people. But their tools are really drugs and surgery. So a lot 
of times you’re given a drug, and that is the end of it. That’s the treatment. Drugs are essential sometimes 
to help people get to a point where they can heal, but they’re not actual healing. And so a lot of times 
we’re leaving out the important part of healing the body. 

● My personal goals for beginning fasting was for joint pain and recovery from running.  While fasting, I 
noticed that my cycle was much more tolerable, my energy increased and my sleep cycle was better and I 
knew that I was onto something.  I then started doing this with clients and saw the same results.  

● Fasting for women is controversial when you google the topic.  A lot of studies are conducted on men 
only.  One of the most quoted studies is a rat study where one group of rats were allowed to eat 
whenever they wanted to and the other were only allowed to eat every other day.  The problem with 
relating these results is that 1 day in rat life is equivalent to 1 week in human life.   
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● Women are more sensitive to the hunger hormones, leptin and ghrelin, and this is an 
evolutionary way of protecting a potential fetus.  While fasting, these hunger hormones 
can inhibit the message from the brain to the ovaries to ovulate.  If extended for too long such as weeks 
at a time, it can decrease fertility, shrink ovaries, cause issues with hormones.  However short term 
extended fasts monthly or quarterly for 3-5 days is very beneficial.   

● I work with a lot of women who are over 35, so perimenopausal, menopausal, and also some women with 
PCOS and women who are trying to get pregnant. As we get older as women we lose our insulin 
sensitivity and therefore become more prone to diabetes, prone to insulin resistance.  These populations 
really benefit from the fasting as opposed to the negative effects of fasting. 

● Stopping eating at 7pm and then eating again at 7am, that to me is not fasting. That’s not a strategy or 
dietary strategy. That’s just being a human. We’re not meant to be eating 24 hrs. We’re not meant to be 
eating late at night and then again at 6 in the morning. That’s really detrimental to our health. As humans, 
we evolved to have times of feast and times of famine. So we’re meant to eat at periods of time. And then 
we’re meant to not eat as well as periods of time. So just normal human life should have some 
component of what we now call intermittent fasting in there. 

● If you are looking to improve your human growth hormone which is your youth hormone.  It helps burn fat, 
build muscle, build bone, help with skin, hair and nails staying youthful, help the immune system, and 
reduce inflammation.  Fasting for just 5 days can double your HGH levels. A 2007 study that talks about 
when they fasted women for twenty- four hours, it showed a 1200 percent increase in human growth 
hormone.  This is a major  life hack and it is free.   

● Fasting also increased ketones which reduce the genetic pathway of inflammation.  Fasting is the most 
powerful way to decrease inflammation. 
 

Fasting for Younger Women 
With Dr. Michelle Sands, ND 

Tips for Successful Fasting:  
● One of the benefits of fasting is the ongoing benefits such as the autophagy and the growth hormone 

release and all the cellular cleanup. And it can last typically several weeks, if not a month, where you just 
feel this higher level of energy, brain function, mental clarity when you do it right and you break it right. 

● A 24 hr fast should not be so scary.  It is simply eating dinner and not eating again until dinner the next 
day.  This simple strategy can decrease insulin levels and increase HGH.   

● Fasting 2 weeks before menstruation helps will reduce prolactin and help with those who suffer with pms, 
a lot of cramping or heavy periods.  Increased prolactin levels increases inflammation and can increase 
cramping and the pain that you experience with your period.  Reducing the prolactin levels also just 
improving how you feel during the week that you’re bleeding. And then also the week before, the cravings 
and the irritability all reduce. And then for people who have irregular periods, sometimes it really is PCOS 
or endometriosis or another issue. Fasting can actually really help the body to recalibrate and get those 
cycles back in order. It can be very beneficial for improving the length and the flow and just how you feel 
during your period and the premenstrual syndrome, as well. 

● Now when you fast ahead of your cycle, like in 1 or 2 weeks before, you don’t have to fast every day, but 
if you do some intermittent fasting, or maybe a 24 hr fast, or get a 2 or 3 day fast in there. Anything you 
do is going to be an improvement.   

● If you’re a person that eats in the middle of the night, just start by not eating at night. And then you’re 
going to gradually increase until you are out of your comfort zone and then that becomes comfortable.  
Keep doing this until you get the results that you need. 

● However if a woman is too thin or too lean, if someone is going towards a more malnourished state, 
someone who has any history of anorexia or bulimia, fasting can stop their period and therefore this 
process needs to be individualized.  All avenues of health should be looked at.   

● Get to know yourself and how you react to fasting at different times.  Fasting a few days before your cycle 
or during can sometimes be difficult and is not the best time to start as it can be more challenging to be 
compliant. If you know that you always crave food and you have a higher need to eat during those times, 
especially if you’re a beginner, that’s probably not the best time to start fasting.  For me, I can fast during 
my period perfectly fine.   
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● There are seasons of our life and seasons of our cycle. And that is a time where you want 
to be more restorative, and you want to be more nourishing to your body. You want to 
allow for more rest, recovery, and recuperation. And so being really in tune with what your body needs is 
another important strategy for just optimizing your health and knowing your body, listening to your body. 

● If your goals are increasing insulin sensitivity, losing weight, having more energy, regulating sleep then 
adding in bone broth is a very nourishing option for intermittent fasting.  An example would be 16 oz of 
broth in the morning, and then adding in solid food after 2pm.   

● If increasing stem cells or HGH, then more of a water fast is a better tool.  However the goal is to enjoy 
the process and transition to this type of fast.   

● Fasting can also be done with a “fasting mimicking diet” which is a small amount of food prepackaged 
called ProLon where your body thinks it is fasting.  This is a 5 day low calorie plan that includes 3 meals a 
day and can help with the mental transition into fasting.  Have seen a reduction in thyroid antibodies and 
correlate this with improvement in gut health and gut microbiome.  We really think that it is contributing to 
reduction of leaky gut and those antibodies not getting through.   Even for people who have some 
addictive personalities around food, people who are emotional eating and binge eating, this gives a little 
bit of a reset to empower them to see that’s not in control of them. They’re not controlled by the food. So 
there are so many benefits really to this.This is one way to ease into fasting 

● Keto is a great way to prep the body to enter into fasting. 
● I have recommended bone broth during the cycle, because we make our red blood cells in our bone 

marrow. And getting all those supportive nutrients from the bone marrow in the bone broth is not only  
 

Fasting for Younger Women 
With Dr. Michelle Sands, ND 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t:  
good for the gut, but does provide some calories to help stabilize our blood sugar.  It also provides really 
key nutrients that we need in order to produce blood cells. 

● Fasting is great for travel.  I will purposely fast during this time so I do not make bad choices and this 
enables me to keep a cleaner diet.   

● Your brain becomes more efficient while fasting.  Your brain gains more energy because your body is not 
using this energy for digestion.  This energy is also transferred to tissue growth and emotional stability.   

● Transition into fasting first by beginning to eat whole foods.  Higher fat and low carb diet such as keto 
style.  Sometimes the detox symptoms are easier to deal with while you are eating wholesome foods.  
You can jump right into fasting and again is individualized.   

● Try to begin fasting when you can rest and are not under a lot of stress such as a project deadline or 
heavy family activities.  

● Do things that are more restorative during fasting such as resting, meditation, reading, etc.  
● If you are intermittent fasting, make sure you are staying hydrated and eating high nutrient food.  A good 

amount of fats and moderate protein as your body will be using the fat for fuel.  Make sure you are getting 
all of your micronutrients in and trace mineral rich food.   

● The best way to break a fast is to start with bone broth or if you are a vegetarian, vegetable broth.  
Depending on how you feel, add in steamed veggies and enzyme rich foods that evening or the next day.  
Then high water content fruit such as watermelon or cucumbers and celery.  Or another option is to 
transition into a ketogenic diet.  Slow and gradual is the goal after a fast.  Himalayan sea salt is good to 
add in for electrolyte balance for your body.  For every 2 days fast, 1 day of recover.  Foods that are hard 
to digest such as heavy meats, need to be avoided during recovery.  I like to add fermented foods or if 
someone does not like the taste, then just drink the juice.  A tspn of the juice of sauerkraut with every 
meal during the recovery period from a fast.  This brings probiotics and some digestive enzymes back into 
your systme.   

Your body has incredible dorment healing potential and is not fully active because it is being suppressed.  So no 
matter what you are struggling with, fasting has the capacity to unlock that dorment healing potential.  It is safe, it 
is powerful and it just might transform your life.   
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Your body can do anything that you want it to do.  All you need to do is feed it, train it and believe 
in it.  

Resources for Dr. Michelle Sands:  
The #1 natural physician for high achieving moms who wish to optimize their health, wealth and happiness.  
21 Day Metabolic Rehab Program 
The Glow Protocol  
https://metabolicmamma.com/ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Intermittent Fasting for 
Menopausal Women 
With Dr. Marcelle Pick, MSN, OB-GYN, NP 

 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● Our medical system now says many times, “Here’s the drug. It’ll get you better.” Well, it doesn’t get you 

better. It takes the symptoms away and oftentimes makes worse symptoms on the other side.  Co-

founded the world renowned Women to Women Clinic in 1983 with the vision of not only treating illness 

but also help support her patients in proactively making healthier choices to prevent disease. We have 

successfully treated 1000’s of individuals through a unique approach to wellness.  My goal is to change 

as many women’s lives as I can with information, data, and also the support of things like intermittent 

fasting. 

● Years ago, looking at experiencing menopause, then symptoms would’ve been hot flashes, night sweats, 

gaining some weight. What I see now more than ever before is anxiety, palpitations, abnormal weight 

gain, and absolute frustration with their body. Many times, they’ll come in and say, “My body is deceiving 

me. I feel like a train wreck. I’m depressed. I can’t sleep. I’ve got hot flashes. I don’t have a sex drive 

anymore. I feel like I’m all dried up. What the h*** has happened?” Symptoms galore that people are told 

are just part of the deal. And I’m here to tell you it is absolutely not true. We do not have to feel that way. 

But sometimes, everybody is a little different. We have to regulate things in a different way. And it 

depends on what’s going on for that person. And diet is gigantic in this equation. 

● Adrenals pay a huge part in the functionality of what’s going on with our hormones. Basic biochemistry, 

cholesterol is one of the most important hormones to help our sex hormones—estrogen, progesterone, 
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testosterone, and DHEA.  But if we have too much stress for too long, our body makes 

excess cortisol and this causes our hormones to become very dysregulated.  We women 

tend to multitask. We’re great at it. But at some point, that rubber band breaks because we can’t do it. We 

have adrenal issues—which is too much stress and our hormones suffer greatly.  Our thyroid suffers from 

adrenal dysfunction. We have autoimmune disorders. We have immune issues, digestive issues. It goes 

on and on. So as we correct the adrenals, the hormones become more balanced. 

● Menopause is a journey of self-discovery. It’s a psychological journey as well for women. Who am I? 

What am I going to do with the second half of my life? And how do I get there? So we have that on top of 

all the hormonal dysregulation and the adrenal issues first. 

● There are 3 major hormones that actually regulate hormones.  1) Insulin:  which comes very much from 

the food that we’re eating. If we have a very high carb diet, high sugar, that’s going to cause very 

significant dysregulation with the hormones.  2) Adrenaline and 3) Cortisol which are both related to 

stress.  So dealing with diet and stress are the first things we can start on for hormone regulation. With 

women as they go through menopause, they have lower levels of estrogen but also lower levels of 

progesterone.  An imbalance occurs where estrogen goes up from an insulin spike when progesterone is 

low.  When there is high cholesterol, there is an enzyme that gets blocked called 17-20 lyase.  When this 

is  
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Interview Summaries con’t:   
blocked, it prevents progesterone, estrogen, testosterone and DHEA and this especially is an issue for 

progesterone.  When you have that lowered progesterone and spike in estrogen, this is referred to as 

estrogen dominance.  Stabilizing insulin first will help stabilize hormone levels and will also address 

adrenal dysfunction.   

● Hot flashes occur because of the up and down curve of the hormones. It’s not that their estrogen is low. 

It’s spiking and then going down and spiking and going down. So dietary changes as well as dealing with 

the adrenals very much helps stabilize and balance this out. . 

● Menopausal transition is a stressor on the body because the body has to readapt to this lower level of 

hormone. Then add all the other things in life that are causing stress. And that’s where women can be 

overwhelmed. 

 
Tips for Successful Fasting: 

● Adding nutrients such as cordycep, rhodiola, ashwagandha, astragalus will be very helpful for the 

adrenals.  

● Learn to say no and understand our perfectionism.  Teach yourself to say, “No, I don’t have to do this 

today. I can wait till tomorrow.”     

● Take time to prepare your food. I suggest women cook for themselves on Sundays and make a couple of 

extra meals. When they’re cooking, make several suppers so that they’ve got things in the freezer if 

they’re really bus.  Food becomes the most powerful thing. It’s the most powerful drug we have. So if 

we’re conscious of what we’re eating, it can transform our health in a week. It doesn’t take long at all. 

● Being mindful, doing emotional freedom techniques, some tapping, 2 min of meditation twice a day and 

making sure you are connecting up with spirit.  Being outside.  Putting your feet on the ground and 

making sure you have daylight.  Have a plant in your office.  

● Breathing exercises such as 7-7-7 breathing.  Inhale for a count of 7, hold for 7 and exhale for 7.  Do this 

twice a day.  
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● Take electronic Sabbaths which is a sabbatical from all electronics.  You can turn them off 

at 5pm several days a week.  Keep them off a whole day.  We  become so addicted to 

emails and texts, computers, TV and the news, all of which can cause disruption biochemically in the 

body. 

● Improve your sleep patterns.  Sleep can be disrupted from high cortisol levels at night.  Adding 

phosphatidylserine can normalize cortisol so you can sleep again. And of course, addressing the hot 

flashes makes a big difference as well.  Make sure that your mind is clear, that you’re able to be in a 

peaceful place to sleep. If you’re a perfectionist, find ways. For some of my patients, I’ll have them have a 

pad by their bedside and a pen. And if they wake up in the middle of the night, they write it down. And 

they have some kind of twilight, not a bright light, so that they then can go back to sleep instead of 

worrying all the time or thinking all the time when they wake up. 

● Most people, when I ask them to stop and not have breakfast, they’re able to do that. And they’ll increase 

the length of time. So they might have breakfast at 10. Then it might be 11, then 12. They might have 

coffee that they still enjoy and have the MCT oil in it. That also stabilizes blood sugars as well and 

increases metabolic function. 

● Personalizing an intermittent schedule and individualizing it is really what functional medicine is all about, 

figuring out where people need to start. 
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Tips for Successful Fasting con’t:   
● Start your day with your goal to drink 16 oz of good, filtered water, maybe herbal tea if you wanted that, 

before you ever think about any sort of food. You suppress your hunger hormone ghrelin by just basically 

putting something in your stomach which makes you feel less hungry. The water helps with energy 

production. And if you’re feeling just a little bit down, you can also add a little bit salt, just a little pinch of 

salt. And you should immediately notice an improvement in your energy levels.  
● Be mindful of your last meal.  A lot of times people get scared and have this big meal at night with more 

carbs, more sugar thinking they are going to be hungry in the morning. This backfires and creates more 

hunger in the morning.  The more sugar and processed foods we have, the more of a starving sensation 

we will feel and we will not be able to follow through.  Look at a plate and think of ½ of it being lots of 

colorful, colorful vegetables, a ¼ of it being protein, and a ¼ of it being fats and carbohydrates.   

● Working late or staying up late causes an extra cortisol spike which impacts blood sugar and creates the 

munchies.  Doing stimulating activities after 9 or 9:30 at night gives that jump in cortisol because your 

body is trying to adapt to the extra hours.  Normally this is a time that cortisol is going down.  So set a 

timer to stop the activity at 9pm, get off the computer, turn off the electronics.  I suggest stop watching the 

news and add in volunteering during the day.  Turn off your computer by 9pm, 7pm, even 5pm.  Turn off 

your cell phones unless your kids need to get a hold of you.      

● Top 3 foods to consume when going through menopause: 1) Vegetables: the more colorful, the better.  

Make a rainbow of color on your plate.  2) Protein sources 3) Low glycemic fruits such as raspberries, 

blueberries and strawberries.     

● Top supplements for menopause would be black cohosh, dong quai, any of the yams, I use an otc 

progesterone cream for women with hormone testing so I know what level to put them on.  Definitely a 

high quality multivitamin with 5-methyltetrahydrofolate in it and fish oil.  I use N-acetyl cysteine for a lot of 

patients to help with estrogen metabolism as well as DIM or indole-3-carbinol which are both from the 

broccoli family.  We should be getting a lb a day of cauliflower or broccoli so a supplement is easier to 
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manage.  Maca helps stabilize hormones and support liver detoxification.  I use liposomal 

magnesium that is easier to absorb.   

● I always look at red blood cells, magnesium, zinc, b12 levels, vitamin D, iodine and test for MTHFR, alk 

phosphatase, liver enzymes.  My normal range I consider to be in the mid of the range so neither high nor 

low in the range.       

 

No matter where you are on the spectrum of health and how you feel, there’s always a way for us to get you to 

the other side of it. And disease doesn’t come overnight. It’s been a progression. And we just sometimes need to 

find out the cause of the cause to figure out what we need to do to get you feeling the absolute best that you can. 

And it is possible. 

 

Resources for Dr. Marcelle Pick:  
Educator with The Institute for Functional Medicine, Co-Founder of Women to Women Healthcare 

Center, Author of The Core Balance Diet, Is It Me or My Adrenals? and Is It Me or My Hormones?  

https://www.marcellepick.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

Transformative Fasting from a Female 
Bodybuilder  
With Dr. Rosie Main, DC, BS, CCCN 

 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● My personal goals for fasting were for healing and disease prevention.  After adding fasting to my routine, 

I began seeing better lifts and better training sessions.  Surprisingly, I have been able to maintain strength 

and muscle mass without any issues.  Most importantly, I have felt mentally and spiritually refreshed.   

● Back in the early 2000’s when I was powerlifting and bodybuilding, the regimen was to eat every 2 hrs 

and it wasn’t about eating clean, it was just about a lot of eating and a lot of protein bars, energy drinks, 

protein drinks that were very acidic.  This was the tipping point for me with Crohn’s.  It was a totally 

inflammatory diet with lots of pastas, rice and whatever type of fat.  I moved to figure competing and 

working with a chiropractor about clean foods, helped me to get rid of toxic food and winning a lot of 

events being at peak health and performance.  After stopping competing in 2012, I have kept up the 

muscle through CrossFit and high intensity training in my garage.   

● Recently from a heavy stress load from losing my sister and even more family health issues, I became 

very sensitive to glucose.  My blood sugar levels were up to 300-350.  The cortisol really increased my 

sugar levels.  This is what led me to fasting.  I decided I would use 2018 as a time of healing. I started 

fasting spiritually, not really for the sake of physical, just spiritually. And I started to still check my sugars. 

And things were going down and I felt clearer, too. I know I was more connected to a higher source. But 

even just mentally, I was able to handle more. And that’s when I started to research more into the 

physical component of fasting and started to really dive into what was going to happen if I did this while I 

https://www.marcellepick.com/
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was working out. I would just rest and not do anything extreme. So I started tapping into 

that and I started to see even better lifts and better trainings. 

● Toxins bind to fat and the body will hold onto the fat to protect the body instead of releasing this fat.  
Fasting allows to body to eliminate these toxins so that fat loss can increase ongoing.  

● Sometimes muscle loss is needed as body reduces damaged muscle cells in order to produce new 
muscle cells.  Fat in between muscle fibers can also be lost that shows as leaner but is still fat loss. But 
your body doesn’t tap into that until it gets rid of all the fat. And the reality, we have so many fat stores 
that we can tap into. And unless you’re maybe less than 10% body fat, you don’t have to worry about you 
losing the muscle. An extreme bodybuilder may lose some muscle. But a typical female, we carry a lot of 
fat. Your body is going to take the most inferior cells, the cells that are the oldest, the most structurally 
damaged, the organelles or the mitochondria in there that are the most damaged, the least effective. And 
it’s going to break that down and make more effective mitochondria, more effective muscle cells. So you 
end up with the potential to add more strength and more power to your body. Neurotoxicity is the number 
one thing that we’re seeing today, where these toxins are embedded in your fat cells in your brain. And so 
we’re seeing all these kinds of diseases with Alzheimer’s and MS and ADD and people are just being 
drugged up for it.  Fasting addresses this as well.   

●  
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Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● From pain to purpose: it has to be bigger than just weight loss.  It is about healing.  Anchor to the bigger 

purpose in why you are doing this.  

● Starting with a keto diet and where your body is keto-adapted makes transitioning to fasting easier 
because your body is already used to using fat for fuel.   

● Recognize the effects of stress on the body and dealing with what stress cannot be eliminated at the 
moment.  Also learn how to best handle and eliminating the stress that is possible to move away from.   

● Consider leaving in a comfort food which for me was coffee and creamer.  Then I transitioned to bullet 
coffee and then to more herbal teas.  A water fast with bullet coffee still has major benefits of autophagy 
and stimulating stem cells  and human growth hormone.  

● Initially it was hard and my body was still trying to figure out what I was doing.  Push through these 
moments of weakness.  Find a partner, I found that it made it so much better to do with my spouse.   

● In the beginning, do not put much stress on yourself while you are fasting.  You can create a schedule 
over time.  After practicing fasting for awhile, I find it is easier to fast when I am busier.  I fast on my 
busiest patient days which are Monday, Wednesday and Friday.   

● Alternate day fasting is easier to adapt into a regular schedule. When you’re alternate day fasting, you 
can eat normally when you’re breaking that fast. Feasting helps boost up the insulin, to help basically 
rebuild your glycogen stores, and to activate that thyroid hormone.  You can get right back into your 
lifestyle with alternate day fasting and it is easier to incorporate into a busy schedule. And you get 
tremendous benefits. Lots of autophagy. You are starting to develop some stem cells, down regulation of 
inflammation, the ketones, the human growth hormone, all these amazing healing benefits. 

● By doing repeated fasts, it can be a very powerful stimulus over time to rebuild your entire cellular body. 
● Diet variation can create a great relationship with food.  
● Transitioning into fasting was better for my body, more comfortable to do and easier to adapt to my 

lifestyle.  Started with 1 day or 2 day fast.  Then every beginning of the month began adding an extended 
fast.  In February 5 days, March a little more.  The longest water fast was for 9 days. The biggest change 
in glucose and autophagy started when I added in extended fasting. 

● Starting off with too long of an extended fast can keep the body in a famine state for too long and the 
thyroid and metabolism begin to shut down if done too much too soon or too long.  “Feasting” reboots 
insulin, rebuild glycogen stores and activates thyroid hormone. 
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● Athletes need to regulate fasting based on training schedules. Olympic athletes train 
twice a day and have a higher need for fuel and nutrition.  Before competition, I need to 
rethink my intermittent fasting to meet my fuel needs as I up my training schedule.   

● If you are pregnant, I would not advise fasting. You would want to make sure you keep your fat levels up 
and you stick to a good, healthy diet that is filled with good nutrients all across the board. 

● Many women experience changes in estrogen and progesterone 1 week before their period.  And so that 
week before my period, I’ll actually allow myself more carbs. Now, I really feel the body does the right 
thing at the right time and gives you these cravings for a reason. And so when I have that week before my 
period, I actually allow myself to have more of the carbs that my body is craving. And that actually allows 
my body to function better. But I’ll have them with more good quality fats and decreased protein. And so 
I’ve tailored things to fit for my needs as an athlete as well. As a woman athlete, I think I need to read my 
body and listen to my body. 

● You want to honor and remove any interferences, whether it be emotional, physical, chemical. And so we 
want to remove anything that’s toxic, whether it be stinking thinking, whether it be interferences with the 
chemicals that we’re putting in the body 

● Get rid of sugar all together.  It is so inflammatory and feeds cancer.  Take baby steps and go back to real 
sugar.  We are designed to use fat for fuel and we need to move from being sugar burners back to fat 
burners.      

Transformative Fasting from a Female Bodybuilder  
With Dr. Rosie Main, DC, BS, CCCN 

● As a female, add more fats into our diet.  Do not be afraid of fats.  Go back to real fats.  As women, our 
hormones, our nervous system is made of fats and we need it.   

 

Dr Main’s Personal Training Cycle Schedule:  
My workout cycle is 4 to 1 meaning I workout 4 days and rest 1 day.  With alternate fasting, Saturday is my feast 
day and this is a heavy carb day for me - oatmeal, sweet potatoes, brown rice.  My mind knows there is a day of 
rest coming.  Because of utilizing this feast day for heavy carbs, I have also learned to make Sunday my leg day.  
 

Personal Fasting Schedule:  
My normal increment fasting schedule is 16 and 24 hr fasts and then at the beginning of every month I do an 
extended water fast.  For November and December, I have increased my increment fasting schedule to 24-48 hr 
fasts.  This is what my week looks like:   

Mon: Fast Tues: Fast until 2pm   Wed: Fast Thur: Fast until 2pm     

Fri: Fast  Sat: Fast until 2pm  Sun: Fast  

 

We underestimate the brilliance of our bodies to try to survive and not get rid of the things that it wants. But it gets 
rid of everything that it doesn’t want. Our bodies are made to thrive and survive. But we want to make sure that 
we go back and honor our bodies and put the right things in and get the wrong things out and allow our body to 
function the way it should.  Take that time and that moment to get rid of all the distractions in this world that are 
leading us astray from the healing that we need from within.  

 

Resources for Dr. Rosie Main:   

Dr. Main is head doctor for Main Health Solutions, Team Chiropractor for Ballet Idaho, USA Wrestling 
since 2009, and for the team in two Olympic games, co-author for Christian Living Magazine, a speaker 
and radio host.    

http://doctormain.com 

 

http://doctormain.com/
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Fasting to Stimulate Stem Cell 
Regeneration 
With Dr. Edward F. Group, III, DC, NP, DACBN, 
DCBCN, DABFM 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● In the early 1900’s, a German professor and fasting expert,Arnold Ehret, said,   “Humans are dying from 

the energy it takes to digest ten times as much food as the system needs… Humans are the sickest 

animals on earth. No other animal has violated the laws of eating as much as humans. No other animal 

eats as wrongly as them.”            

● We have been conditioned to believe we need several meals a day.  No other animal in the history of the 

world on the planet has this. All other animals fast from time to time. They might not be able to find food 

for long periods of time. Bears fast in the winter. Animals fast when they’re hurt. So the only species on 

the planet that has been taught to consume food all day long is the human species. 

● Water only fasting is exactly what it says it is. It’s abstinence from food, but not only from food, but from 

anything in the body. That means the only thing that you’re putting in your body all day long is water. And 

that’s not water and lemon juice, that’s not water mixed with any salt. It’s only water.  Water only fasting 

dates back thousands of years. It’s mentioned in all religious texts.  The purpose of water only fasting is it 

allows your digestive process to stop.It is the only rapid healing method in the world. It was the original 

way to heal the body. It’s God’s original and only medicine, with sunlight, with rest, with clean air. It’s why 

detoxification and cleansing always works when you look at the root cause of disease.  Our body simply 

wants to heal itself extremely rapidly.   

● When Gandhi was in the 10th day of water only fasting in 1933, he was examined by his physicians and 

he stated that despite his age of 64, from a physiological point of view, the Indian leader was as healthy 
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as a man of 40. Now Mahatma Gandhi used to fast 1 day every week. Following his 

assignation at 78, the doctors at his autopsy described how Gandhi’s inner organs looked 

like those of someone ½ his age. 

● Fasting is a time of rest for your body.  It is your body’s physiological, biochemical vacation. When you 

start water fasting, after your body has gone through its glycogen deposits, your glycogen stores, what 

happens after about seventy- two hours is you’ll reach a state called ketosis. And ketosis is a state where 

your body is fueled by ketones and now your body is burning fat for energy. So instead of potentially 

breaking down muscles, your body breaks down fat stores and produces ketones, for your brain fuel.  

● Breaking down food is one of the most strenuous processes that the body goes through. In fact, it’s 

estimated that digestion, absorption, metabolism, and the storage of nutrients from meals can account for 

as much as 50% of your total daily energy expenditure.  This is the reason why the world population is 

suffering with so many diseases, because our body doesn’t have enough energy to break down all of 

these meals that we’re consuming. We’re eating 5 x’s as much as we need to eat to maintain proper 

health. 

● Autophagy is when your body starts to decompose and burn cells and tissues which are diseased or 

damaged or that are aging or that are already dead.  And autophagy, by the way, usually starts around 

day three. So your body feeds itself on the most impure and inferior materials, such as those dead cells 

that  
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are floating around, the toxic accumulations, the tumors, the abscesses that people have, any kind of 

damaged tissues, abnormal fat deposit, etc. So right at the 3 to 5 days after you begin your water fast.  

During autophagy, the body breaks down all the unhealthy cells into their component nutrients. For 

example, if you’re going to break down a cell, inside the cell the body gets the calcium and magnesium 

and fatty acids. The body disassembles all of the cells and then uses those components and rebuilds 

them as healthy cells wherever you need them in the body. And it uses this material to repair the organs 

and the tissues.  

● And also at this point, you’re going to have increased levels of growth hormone, which will help you 

maintain the muscle mass the lean tissue during your fast. So almost all of the energy you need for basic 

metabolism is now going to be supplied by fatty acids and ketones. Just imagine that 3 days into your fast 

that your body actually turns into itself and starts going like Pac-Men everywhere in your system and 

targeting anything that is abnormal.  And it just starts attacking and then starts repairing all of your cells. 

So then your body starts producing new stem cells. And your immune system begins to regenerate. Your 

body starts to regenerate itself.  Basically the autophagy and stem cell is biological recycling. It’s your 

body recycling itself. 

● Autophagy and stem cell production is the strongest anti-aging therapy that you can get. It’s the best, 

most effective system in the world. Studies have shown that fasting actually inhibits the aging process.  

 Another study showed that fasting for as little as 72 hrs flips a regenerative switch, which prompts 

stem cells to create brand new white blood cells, regenerating the entire immune system, even in the 

elderly.  We have seen menstrual cycles restored after only 2 to 3 wks of fasting and fertility to be 

restored and impotence corrected in males.    

● In 2010, Dr. Thomas Seyfried recommended doing a water-only fast once a year for 7 to 10 days and that 

by doing so you would cut your risk of getting cancer by 99%.   

● Dr. Dimitri Karalis achieved a state of fasting bliss on day 17 of a water fast in 1972 and discovered that 

love and happiness are a product of perfect health, of a harmonious functioning body, mind, and soul.  
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● During fasting, unlike during calorie restriction, metabolism stabilizes or even goes up to 

maintain normal energy levels. Adrenalin and growth hormones increase to maintain 

energy and muscle mass. And blood sugar and insulin levels go down as the body changes from burning 

sugar to burning fat. All of this begins to address the long-term problem of insulin resistance and what 

some of the root causes are of the diseases most people suffer from today. 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● During a long-term water only fast, you want to rest and let your body repair and utilize all of its energy 

sources for repair and autophagy. 

● If you are going to do a long term water only fast, and that could be anything over 12 days, that you really 

understand how to fast properly and how to break your fast properly.  Very extended fasts over 30 days 

need to add not exposed to severe cold, avoiding physical work, and maintaining emotional calm. 

● Do your research before starting a water only fast.  Take 1, 2 or 3 wks to prepare your body. This will help 

lower servere detoxification symptoms. 1) Oxygen colon cleansing and small intestinal cleansing.  I 

recommend Oxy-Powder. 2) Liver and gallbladder cleanse. 3) Come off coffee 1-3 wks prior to doing a 

water only fast.  4) Prepare your surroundings to support your fast.  Be in an environment that’s 

conducive to rest. Rent a cabin somewhere in the woods. Be out in nature. If you’re doing it in your home, 

make sure  

Fasting to Stimulate Stem Cell Regeneration 
With Dr. Edward F. Group, III, DC, NP, DACBN, DCBCN, DABFM 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
you’re not going to be stressed out and having to do work. It is very important that you take this time to 

focus on your body. Focus on your body’s healing. You want to get rid of negativity and this may mean 

taking a break some people while you fast that may interfere with your healing. 5) Breathe clean air. And 

you want to do a lot of deep breathing exercises. That helps open up your lungs. It helps you detoxify.  It 
helps you calm down.  6) Plan your daily activities. Make sure that you’re going to wake up and have a 

plan. It’s a good time to learn how to do some meditation. This will only going to speed up the process. 

Do some relaxation exercises. 7) Eat healthy 1, 2 or even a month in advance of doing a water only fast. 

Change your diet up. Start eliminating meat, reducing meat in your diet as much as you possibly can. Try 

transitioning into a vegetarian or vegan-based diet before you start your fast. 8) Get your water ready.  

Use distilled water as much as possible for a water only fast.   Use glass bottles.  You can have some 

sparkling water but only in glass bottles.    

● How many days should I fast?  I recommend fasting in multiples of 3 days.  We know 72 hrs of fasting 

stimulates the production of stem cells and the immune system.  Start with that and then the next time do 

a 6 day, then 9, 12 and even a 15 or 18 day water only fast.  Do this in increments.  If you go longer than 

a 21 day, do so with a medically supervised, water fasting clinic.  You can go up to 40 days. It just 

depends on what you need to do, what you need to accomplish, and what you need to heal within your 

system. 

● How you come off or break the fast is the most important about water fasting.  People have been 

hospitalized by water only fasting for nine days, twelve days, fifteen days, and then when they’re done 

they eat a big pizza or hamburgers with a bunch of french fries or they eat a bunch of bread in 

sandwiches. It’s very, very important. When your digestive tract has been stopped and not working for 

that long, you have to slowly introduce food back in so your digestive system can slowly start to operate 

again. So the best method to use, and the rule of thumb is half the time of your fast needs to be used for 

the re-feeding process.  For ex: if you did a water fast for 12 days, then you need to take 6 days to re-

feed yourself and introduce food slowly.  And that means starting with just a tiny amount of fruit, only 
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juices, only vegetable broth, only live foods for the first two or three days, a little bit at a 

time, not overeating. Maybe a couple of bites of watermelon, a couple of bites of banana, 

a couple of bites of an apple, maybe a couple of sips of some fresh green juice. Very slowly get into the 

re-feeding process. Some people choose to finish their water fast and then maybe go into a ketogenic 

diet after their re-feeding process. 

● How many times can I fast during the year?  There is a lot of research showing that with a 9 or 12 day 

fast or more, your body will continue to heal itself, and your body will continue to produce stem cells. And 

there’s even research now that autophagy even happens with intermittent fasting. So some of the experts 

out there recommend that once you do a long-term fast, you should give your body 6 to 8 months before 

you start on another long term fast.  It is very beneficial for someone to do one 6 to 18 day water only fast 

every single year. Intermittent fasting every single day or as many days as you can is extremely effective, 

because that takes a huge load off the digestive system. And that means you’re skipping one, possibly 

two meals.  A good intermittent fast I recommend is 18/6 where you are fasting 18 hrs of the day.   

 
Resources for Dr Edward Group: 
Founder of Global Healing Center - Our mission is to teach the world the root cause of disease and to teach that 

anyone can heal their body using natural methods. 

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/ 

 

 

 

 

Proper Preparation for an Extended 
Fast  
With Jeremy Hendon 

 

 

Interview Summaries:         

● I come from a position where I understand how powerful weight loss is as a motivator, and how powerful 

it is in terms of how you look at yourself and how do you relate to yourself.  I value the importance of 

health as well, but because of childhood trauma from obesity issues myself, this is what drives me to help 

people.  I view fasting as a powerful tool to use to really supercharge other things.      

● People that should seek medical supervision before fasting: 1) Pre-existing heart issues: if you are not 

careful and not monitoring, fasting can produce an electrolyte deficiency which can degrade the heart 

muscle if you have ischemic heart problems and this could cause cardiac arrest.  You need to be careful 

with this type of preexisting condition.  2) Any sort of infection: the longer you fast, the less ability to fight it 

off.  If you feel really sick after 24 to 36 hrs (not discomfort, but really sick) then go ahead and break the 

fast.  Listen to your body.      

● Your metabolism speeds up after the first 3 to 4 days of an extended fast and then slows down again at 5 

to 7 days.  This is driven by an increase of norepinephrine and other neurochemicals.     

● A 5-2 fast is eating for 5 days and fasting for 2 every week.   

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/
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● Autophagy is cellular cleanup or programmed cell death. Your cells are supposed to die 

when they age and recycle all those materials.  Autophagy sometimes gets stuck when 

we have certain metabolic problems.  Autophagy is actually triggered mostly by nutrient deficiency, 

particularly protein deficiency. 

● Elevated ketones with fasting is even more anti-inflammatory than just being in a state of nutritional 

ketosis. It downregulates the inflammasome, genetic pathways that amplify inflammation throughout the 

body. So you quiet that down, obviously some sort of chronic inflammation condition or autoimmune 

condition, you’re going to get the best results that literally put it in remission. 

● In 1911, Upton Sinclair, the author of The Jungle, wrote a pamphlet on  fasting you can find online.  

● People need to pay more attention to the aspect of fasting that affects your mood.  It is not just clarity or 

focus, but your actual outlook changes a lot and you begin to see things more optimistically.  When 

something “bad” happens, you are able to shrug it off easier.  Food can really change your reaction to 

things.     

● “Bad” food or an overloading system activates neuro inflammasome, the gene pathway that amplifies 

inflammation in the brain.  If that is activated, you are feeling depressed, you may have anxiety, be more 

irritable.  People may naturally be positive or high performers, but in this situation may be very irritated by 

little things while others may end up depressed or with a lot of anxiety as in constantly on edge.  All of this 

is related to the neuro inflammasome and we can reset this with fasting and notice big changes in our 

moods.      

 

 

Proper Preparation for an Extended Fast  
With Jeremy Hendon 
      

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● Embrace the suck and move past it.  The biggest detriment of modern life is comfort.  We have so many 

comfort foods that are easy to eat and hyperpalatable. We have so much comfort in lights being able to 

keep us up at night, and not sleep well. And we have psychological comforts also. When you push 

yourself a little bit into that discomfort zone where it is uncomfortable, and even a little bit painful at first if 

you haven’t done it before. I do not mean physical pain. You’re not feeling physical trauma to your body 

or aches or anything. But at the same time, it’s this psychological friction that you push through. And I find 

it makes everything else put into better perspective.  I fasted 4 days and on day 5, or 7, it was 

uncomfortable, but I didn’t die and I didn’t give in.  Hey, this is going to suck. I’m going to embrace that. 

I’m going to thrive in that, rather than try to run away from it or pretend it’s not there.  But after that hump, 

the psychological benefits are amplified.   

● To prepare for an extended fast: 1) Prepare mentally that it is going to hurt or be a little uncomfortable for 

the first few days.  If you’re going to do it longer, you’ll find that 3rd, 4th and 5th days are not that bad. But 

the first 2 days, be prepared and kind of get yourself ready for that.  2)  Plan to do very little during these 

2 days and schedule this out.  Your brain is not going to work well. You’re going to feel tired. You’re going 

to feel the brain fog. Your body, you’re just going to feel like you can’t do very much. You can’t focus. It’s 

better and worse for some people, depending on how metabolically flexible they are. Depending on how 

easily their body switches to burning fat.  I wouldn’t plan to be doing any creative work, too much thinking. 

Nothing demanding on the mind.  3) Do not plan on high intensity exercise during these few days.  If 

you’re doing something really intense where you’re breaking down a lot of muscle, it’s just not great 

because you don’t have anything to build it back up with. Especially if you’re not metabolically flexible. 

Your body is going to start breaking down more of the protein than the fat. 4) Eat better the week before.  

Eat Paleo at the least, in not keto.  Be eating real foods.  Cut the fruits and high density carbs like sweet 
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potatoes and white potatoes during this week.  5) Be physically ready for a fast.  Do not 

just treat your body like crap and then decide to fast.   

● Exogenous ketones can help you ease into fasting and help you feel more full.  If you are finding fasting 

hard, then taking these the 1st day or 2 the first couple of times that you fast.  This will not affect your 

fasting at all because these are bioidentical to the ketones your body is producing.  The ketone salts will 

also give you sodium, potassium and magnesium.  Because your body is not good at producing ketones 

at first, that’s part of what makes it painful at the start. Particularly the brain fog and tiredness. If you take 

some of these things, it won’t really affect your fast but it will make you feel a lot better. 

● Drink plenty of water and get some electrolytes if you think you are imbalanced.  When people describe 

the “keto flu,” the biggest cause is the sodium potassium imbalance.    

● If I feel really bad, I see it as a sign that I need to push through.  This last time, I knew I had been eating 

bad and needing to stick with it.  Back to embracing the suck.    

● I try to do a 3 or 5 day fast 2 to 3 x’s a year and I do it with my wife.      

● Always stay hydrated with water no matter what type of fast you choose.     

● I recommend starting with more of a hard core fast for 3 days because if you do not, it is easier to slip 

extra things in when you are first starting.  Anytime anyone is starting a new diet such as paleo or keto, I 

recommend they are very strict at first.  It is just too easy to say, well I am having coffee, I may as well 

add some cream… well I had coffee with cream, I may as well…  After starting off hard core and working 

your discipline, then you can decide what is for you and what is not.     

● Tea is fine to add with fasting, just be sure you are not over brewing it because you can be sensitive to 

this and it has made me feel bad.  Many people drink coffee, but you will find that you need less and less 

of it  

Proper Preparation for an Extended Fast  
With Jeremy Hendon 
      

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
as you fast more.  Others like to add bone broth which is basically just water with fats and nutrients such 

as electrolytes and collagen.  I recommend people to start with water only and go from there.    

● The biggest problem is actually protein. Autophagy and a lot of the other things that happen in ketosis, 

and in fasting as well, are actually caused by a lack of protein. So it is the lack of protein that’s one of the 

biggest triggers of the benefits in a fast, particularly an extended fast. So you really do have to be careful 

with your protein. 

● I take 4 to 6 grams of branch chain amino acids twice a day during my fasts.     

● Take precautionary measures when you are coming off of your extended fast.  Some people have 

refeeding syndrome a phosphorus or electrolyte deficiency which triggers insulin receptors when you start 

eating that transfer all of the phosphorus and electrolytes into your cells and leaves your blood levels 

even lower.  This can be dangerous.  If you go back to eating junk food as soon as you stop fasting, or 

you start stuffing yourself with hyperpalatable foods that are full of fats and sugars combined altogether, 

then you’re going to get the same junk results that you got before. When you go back to eating, it’s not 

that you have to be perfect but you still want to be doing things that are generally good for you. Eating 

nutrient dense foods. Not stuffing yourself. All these sorts of things that we talk about outside of fasting. 

Because you know it will make you feel better. You also do not want to create this mindset where you’re 

like, oh, I deprived myself for 4 days so now I can just go and stuff myself full of Pizza Hut or whatever it 

is. 

● After a 3 day fast or longer, your parasympathetic nervous system which is your body’s ability to increase 

digestive juices, is going to be reduced at first. So I typically recommend doing more liquid based foods 

that are easier to digest like maybe a protein shake, or fermented vegetables. Great time to reinoculate 
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your gut with things like sauerkraut, kimchi or some coconut water kefir. Apple cider 

vinegar before your meal or ginger tea to help stimulate healthy digestion.  Bone broth is 

really good, especially if you did a water fast. Or a soup or a stew. You want food that’s really easy on the 

gut and easy for your body to digest. And ideally take digestive enzymes with that meal, as well. And 

usually, I say for every 3 days of fasting, you want at least 1 day of recovery foods.  If you do a 3-day fast, 

you should eat a steak on day 1 of breaking the fast. If you do a 6-day fast, you would give yourself 2 

days before you eat the steak. That’s typically what you want. Before you have harder to digest meat.  

here have been cases where people have gone out and they want the big steak because they just did this 

4 day fast. And then they’re throwing up later in the day. They feel awful. Maybe if it’s in a soup and it’s 

really well cooked, chicken soup and it just kind of flakes off the fork. You might be ok with that. But in 

general, you’re going to need more digestive juices to break down that meat. So it’s better to kind of 

extend it and get your digestive juices flowing well again.  There have been cases where people have 

gone out and they want the big steak because they just did this 4 day fast. And then they’re throwing up 

later in the day. They feel awful. 

 

 

Resources for Jeremy Hendon: 
Co-founder of Louisa’s Foods and The Keto Summit 

https://cobionic.com/  

https://jeremyhendon.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Detoxification Support During a Fast 
With Dr. Michael Murray, ND 

 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● The greatest threat to human health today is not some super virus or even eating too much sugar or junk 

food. The biggest threat to human health is the ever increasing environmental toxin load. And we are the 

top of the food chain and therefore have the ability to increase the concentration of these toxins in our 

body especially as we age. We are bio-accumulators of these toxic compounds.  And it’s really important 

these days to do everything we can to avoid and then support our body’s ability to get rid of these toxic 

compounds. 

● Detoxification is a complex series of events in our body and we require an unbroken chain of events to 

effectively rid our body of toxins.  We have to support our body properly day in and day out, but I think 

especially during a fast.  One of the great basic tenets of naturopathic medicine is to remove the obstacle 

to cure.   

● 1000’s of years ago when they were doing fasting for healing, they were mainly concerned with water 

soluble metabolic toxins, the toxins that our body naturally produces. And I think water fasting was really 

a great way to kind of flush all these compounds out. These days, the toxins that we’re most concerned 

https://cobionic.com/
https://jeremyhendon.com/
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about are fat soluble toxins, pesticides, herbicides, flame-retardants, solvents, heavy 

metals. And these compounds are stickier and harder for our body to get rid of. And we 

need different types of strategies along with making sure that we’re well hydrated to get rid of these 

toxins.  There is a lot that we can do to assist the body to get rid of these persistent organic pollutants that 

are really harmful compounds to our health. 

● We store these pollutants in our fat cells.  When we start to fast, our body starts to break down those fat 

cells to use for energy. And therefore, those toxins can start to get out into the bloodstream. We need to 

help our body reduce the toxic load in the system. 

● Auto-intoxication is a reaction to the release of toxicity in your body or a cleansing reaction.  A lot of 

hydroxyl free radicals are produced that can make you feel sluggish, light-headed, break out in rashes or 

hives.        

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● Any fool can fast, but only a wise man knows how to begin and end one.  Prepare your body by eating 

clean prior to any form of fasting.  Some people that are capable of enduring and doing well on a water 

fast or a juice fast. But then there are also people that are probably just getting started and they really 

need to be a bit more careful, especially if they’re carrying a lot of excess body fat since fat cells is where 

these toxins are stored.  You want to ingest things that can help our body get rid of those toxic 

compounds. Good clean food with a focus on high fiber, high water content vegetables. Vegetable broths 

are great and there is no real wrong way to ingest vegetable broth.  Adding high sulfur content vegetables  

Detoxification Support During a Fast 
With Dr. Michael Murray, ND 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
such as garlic, onions, cabbage and kale help prepare our body ready to get rid of these toxic 

compounds, and continue to utilize vegetable broths during a fast, with moderation. We want to keep 

calorie content low, and we want to make sure we’re breaking down those fat cells but we also want to 

make sure that we’re giving our body the proper support. A potato based vegetable broth is okay as well 

as it is going to provide some starch and some sustenance with some electrolytes such as potassium.   

● I’m a big fan of juicing and it has been a part of my lifestyle for the last forty years.  It is a fantastic way to 

kind of flood your body with these important phytochemicals that can help detoxify our body.  I tell people 

to spice it up with fresh ginger, fresh turmeric root, parsley, basil, mints. These are powerful concentrated 

sources of detoxifying agents.  These are great in broths as well.       

● I encourage people to experiment with juicing and combinations. The key is to enjoy what you are doing. 

● If you are preparing for a water fast or doing a juice fast, I generally would recommend 8 to 12 oz of fresh 

vegetable juice, up to 3 to 4 x’s a day. And some of my favorites for fasting, carrots are readily available, 

beet juice which I refer to as the vegetable Viagra as it has so many benefits and very beneficial to our 

heart and vascular system. But it also supports the liver, as you said, adding ginger to just about 

anything. Regarding fruits, I like pineapple ginger,  apple ginger.  Straight ginger shots are super. But if 

people aren’t used to that, I recommend diluting it with a little bit of apple juice or pineapple juice. It 

makes it a little bit easier to get down for some people. 

● Preparing for any sort of 3, 5 or 7 day juice or water fast, is at least 3 days prior to starting, to do just raw 

foods and with a focus on vegetables, eating or drinking some vegetable broths and soups.  Raw foods 

are as simple as a premix of salad greens.  This will set the stage for giving your body some tools to help 

detoxify, and also kind of getting used to a lower calorie intake.  This is the also best way to spend those 

first 3 days coming off of a fast.  
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● Mix up your foods, juices and veggies and keep yourself interested in good foods.  Try 

microgreens.  Variety is very key in life and especially in diet.  When preparing for a fast, 

make it fun.  Go to the store and see what interests you.       

● Jicama is basically a free food. It doesn’t have any calories. It costs more calories to ingest it in terms of 

we use up all this energy to break it down and utilize what the jicama has in its content.  What I like to do 

with jicama, eating it plain is fine, but I love mustards and I’m kind of a mustard connoisseur. Dipping the 

jicama in different types of mustards, it mixes things up. And it’s a simple thing. A daikon radish is the 

same thing. I like dipping daikon radishes into mustard. 

● If you have a heavy toxic load and to avoid a heavy auto-intoxication, then cleansing with a small amount 

of clean food can help you avoid symptoms such as feeling like you have the flu, headache or migraine, 

dizziness, joint pain, fever, rash.   Some may benefit by eating a little bit of raw foods to kind of 

take that process back a little bit and give some support to detoxifying.  For someone who’s done multiple 

fasts and probably does intermittent fasting as well, your body is well attuned and you’ve probably 

significantly lowered your toxin load. And these sorts of cautions wouldn’t really apply to you. But for a lot 

of the people that I’ve seen and who want to make drastic changes in their lives, they’ve got to sometimes 

use training wheels before they get to pedal on their own. 

● You need to get the liver moving well for detox.  A lot of people have very, very sluggish phase one 

through three liver detox, sluggish colons and those drainage pathways need to be opened up. We want 

our body in a sense to be like a river, flowing like a river, not just stagnant like a pond, or else in a sense 

we get that auto-intoxication and this can cause significant problems to occur.  Additional support for the 

liver would  

Detoxification Support During a Fast 
With Dr. Michael Murray, ND 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
be to take various lipotropic factors such as choline, methionine, s-adenosyl methionine, so SAMe, 

special herbal compounds like milk thistle extract, n-acetyl cysteine. 

● When detoxing heavy metals, B vitamins, essential nutrients and minerals are effective at pushing out 

lead, mercury, cadmium and arsenic.       

● Taking a water soluble fiber supplement at night before bed helps the cleansing process and keeps things 

moving.  Water soluble fibers bind toxins and help escort them out of the body.    

● Digestive enzymes are very helpful especially for those dealing with chronic digestive issues, irritable 

bowel syndrome, gas, bloating, indigestion, small intestinal bacterial overgrowth. And a lot of times it’s not 

the food that’s giving them problems. It’s their inability to break down the food.  The enzymes that 

we’re using therapeutically these days, these are even more powerful than our body’s own enzymes and 

include plant sources and microbial sources. And they exert more powerful effects, and they are effective 

in a broader range of pH. 

● More probiotics is not necessarily the key to altering the microbiome.  It is more about the terrain.  

Enzymes will help “rebiotic” our system.  A lot of times people with chronic digestive issues, for example, 

they have a lot of biofilm. And these enzymes are great for breaking down that biofilm and allow 

repopulation of good bacteria.    

● Purify is a product I developed for Enzymedica that is a 10 day nutritional cleansing system.     

● To transition off the fast, I’m going to go right back to raw foods, and try to do that for three days. And 

then the 3rd day maybe have some steamed vegetables. I do consider those vegetable broths somewhat 

of a raw food. I look on them as being concentrated sources of minerals and electrolytes. And I think that 

really helps our system during recovery from the fast.      
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● I would stay away from pickled and fermented foods during that prep period and also 

immediately after. And the reason is that they are rich in nitrates and nitrosamines. And 

our body is still in that process of getting rid of toxins. And I do think it may put a little stress on certain 

detoxification processes with fermented foods during or too close to a fast. 

● Hydration is so important at all times and especially during any type of fasting.  In fasting, you need a big 

bolus of water or juice, because that activates the digestive system and causes the gallbladder to contract 

and the pancreas to kick in. So just stay really well hydrated. And it’s okay to really fill yourself up. I think 

it’s really important to keep things moving in that digestive tract. And these digestive secretions are critical 

for that to happen. So just a little bit of words of wisdom there. 

 
A lot of people think fasting is for long term benefits but getting on an effective cleansing program or an effective 
fasting program can produce dramatic results immediately. And it’s almost like changing your shirt or taking a 
shower and getting all clean. And you just feel better. And when people feel better, they have a renewed vigor and 
vitality and enthusiasm for life. And if you don’t have that enthusiasm, then I want to encourage you to follow these 
recommendations that David and the other experts have been giving you on really transforming your health and 
your life through fasting. I think that it can be dramatic. It could be immediate. And it’s something that can really 
catapult you to a life full of passion for the rest of your life. 

 

Resources for Dr. Michael Murray: 
Published over 30 books including The Encyclopedia of Healing Foods, Chief Science Officer for Enzymedica and 

faculty member of Bastyr University.  http://doctormurray.com/ 

 

 

 

 

Juice Fasting and Intermittent 
Fasting for Women 
With Erin Elizabeth 
 

Interview Summaries:    
● We are inundated with products: makeup, face, hair, products everywhere.  

● Women are nurturers and sometimes they’ll expend too much of their energy to help other people, 

especially their children or family members.  

● Societal pressure to be a certain shape or size or look a certain way can create unhealthy eating habits 

and even emotional eating, stress eating.   

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● The first suggestion I make is to go organic with products I use.  Find products that are nontoxic, phtalate 

free, paraben free and better yet find plant based products.   

● Take time for yourself.  The societal push is to work so hard and do for others so much and it is so 

important to refill our own tank. Take the time to slow down, learn healthy eating habits.  

● If I am doing a hardcore detox cleanse, then I stick with green juices:  celery, kale, green apple, 

cucumber, wheatgrass, sprouts.  I may start with some beet or carrot juice and then wean off to just doing 

green vegetables.  Dandelions are very detoxing but not great tasting so mix those in.   
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● When using wheatgrass, I usually start off on a smaller amount and over a week or 10 

days a can consume a bit more ounces.  If my body is too toxic, it will not tolerate 3-4 oz 

of wheatgrass until the end of the fast when my system is cleaner. Wheatgrass has so much chlorophyll 

and trace minerals, with biophotons that have been absorbed and are housed inside of that grass. You 

liberate these biophotons, break down the cellulose and fiber and all these micronutrients through the 

juicer. When consuming this juice, it is going to have tremendous impact on your cellular energy systems, 

your detoxification systems. 

● 4 categories for juicing: 1) Low carb juice or liquid producing foods: cucumber, celery, bok choy. 2) High 

carb liquid producing foods: carrots, beets.  3) Dark greens:  collard greens, kale.  4) Bitters: parsley, 

ginger, cilantro.   

● One of my favorite combinations is celery, cucumber, dandelion, kale and a bit of cilantro.   

● I like juicing sprouts because you are able to consume more.  Sprouts are enzymatically active and alive 

and very low calorie so there is not much cost on the digestive system.   

● I will either follow a juicing schedule or put a whole lot of ingredients together and have even done 15 or 

20 greens in one juice.  Sometimes it is just what the farmer has available and in season.   

● Push past day 1 or 2 when you may not be feeling very good with headaches or lethargy.  Your body is 

adapting and once you pass through this, you are detoxifying.   

● Incorporate colonics or enemas to help further detox.  Doing a wheatgrass implant after a colonic will give 

you amazing energy.  The benefits are passing right into the bloodstream adding oxygen and detoxifying 

the colon.      

● Take psyllium husk or something to help cleanse your body.    

Juice Fasting and Intermittent Fasting for Women 
With Erin Elizabeth 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t:   

● 4 categories for juicing: 1) Low carb juice or liquid producing foods: cucumber, celery, bok choy. 2) High 

carb liquid producing foods: carrots, beets.  3) Dark greens:  collard greens, kale.  4) Bitters: parsley, 

ginger, cilantro.     

● I recommend a slow juicer, a masticator with a low RPM.  This does not heat up the greens which 

destroys the enzymes.  You can also use an old fashioned presser.  A masticator juicer may be more 

expensive and a bit harder to clean, but it will last longer, produce more liquid and keep your juice alive 

and enzymatically active with more nutrients making them a good investment for your health.   

● My significant other, Joe Mercola, does intermittent fasting after dark and sometimes stops eating at 3 or 

4pm. That works for him.  I do better fasting and skipping breakfast.   

● Create an eating window based on what’s going to work best for you schedule wise. And also socially, 

and with your family and whatnot. So if you say, we’re going to do our two meals earlier in the day. Great. 

You just kind of customize your lifestyle around that. Or if you’re going to do it in the evening, afternoon or 

evening, you can customize it around that. 

● I love the European tradition of a long, slow large lunch and then a lighter dinner.  Everything closes in 

the village or city for 2 hrs and they relax, savor their food and even have wine.  European wine is very 

clean without pesticides or sulfates.  

● Fast food is terrible for our digestive system. We need to be in a relaxed state to activate our 

parasympathetic nervous system so we can secrete the right amount of stomach acid, digestive enzymes, 

and bile. Consume that larger meal when we’re in our most relaxed stress-free period of time during the 

day. 

● Create an eating window based on what’s going to work best for you schedule wise. And also socially, 

and with your family and whatnot. So if you say, we’re going to do our two meals earlier in the day. Great. 
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You just kind of customize your lifestyle around that. Or if you’re going to do it in the 

evening, afternoon or evening, you can customize it around that.    

● When I have adrenal fatigue, which I’m still overcoming, then I’m a little more careful and I don’t do as 

well for strict or long term fasting.  This could be the same for someone who has really exhausted 

adrenals, thyroid challenges, or maybe they’re going through major hormonal changes. Intermittent 

fasting would be more comfortable to work with what your body will allow without pushing it too far.  

Women who are very very lean may also need to take it easy with fasting.   

● Going to bed early is key for adrenal exhaustion.   

● Eat dinner earlier when the sun is going down and relax after.  Have some tea after dinner if you feel that 

you are craving something else.  You can add organic stevia if you need a sweeter fix.    

● Cravings take discipline.  Do not keep foods you crave around the house.    

● I drink a lot of water when I first wake up and take some supplements.  People are chronically dehydrated 

and not good about hydrating.  Recovering from chronic dehydration can take some time, but it is easy to 

do.  Start to develop the hydration skill of saturating your body with water, especially early in the day.  It 

will flush the bowels, get things moving in your drainage pathways of the lymphatics and kidneys, can 

also push off the hunger and help you expand your fasting window. Sipping water throughout the day will 

also help your body absorb it better.  So do both.  Measure your water and carry it around with you 

wherever you go.  Drink 2 to 4 oz every 15 to 30 min.  Set a timer.  You are going to see that your energy, 

your stamina, endurance, mental clarity stays high. And again, it will help protect against unnecessary 

hunger. A lot of times in our society, we’re having cravings. We’re hungry but we’re really thirsty. And so it  

Juice Fasting and Intermittent Fasting for Women 
With Erin Elizabeth 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t:  

can help protect against that. So you really only eat when you truly do need to eat.  If you can get it to 

where you’re fasting for 14, 16, even 18 hours every day, you’re going to get tremendous health benefits. 

And the hydration will really help.  It is simple and does not cost money to do.   

● Cravings take discipline.  Do not keep foods you crave around the house.  Dealing with my cravings and 

water were 2 of the keys to my weight loss.  I went from a 39” to a 26” waist.  Understanding when we 

really do need to eat versus when we’re just kind of emotionally craving something because we want a hit 

of dopamine to make us feel good. I think those are kind of the biorhythms that we want to be able to 

understand and master. 

● The path to getting well and staying well is kind of like getting a master’s degree in your own health. It’s 

really a self-study. And it doesn’t happen overnight. It doesn’t happen in a month. It happens over the 

course of your life. Typically, if you were to go and get an advanced degree, it’s going to take you 6 

months, a year, two years. Sometimes longer to get that degree. You’re going to spend a lot of time, 

money, and energy in order to do that. But at the end of the day, you have something you can carry with 

you for the rest of your life. When it comes to your health, you have a level of master in your physiology 

and the unique biorhythms that you have. And how to attune those so you can experience incredible 

health, energy, and mental clarity. You can bring that with you for the rest of your life. 

 

People that are struggling so much with their own health. Or maybe a family member is. I always want people to 

remember, not only can you take a step back, but that doesn’t mean you can’t go back and take a step forward. 

But to keep the faith and to know that there’s always light at the end of that tunnel. Now I can understand so much 

more, having had multiple fractures and injury and an accident. Whether you have pain, or whether you’re 

struggling with weight, chronic fatigue, or an autoimmune disorder… Whatever it might be that you have faith, and 

that you know that there is light at the end of that tunnel that you can get through it, and sometimes just slowing 
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down.  Which you might feel like you want to rush, rush, rush and fix everything. But slowing 

down and really figuring out what you’re going to do. And know that you will make it through. As 

difficult as it might seem sometimes, that has been really lifesaving for me a few times.  

 

Resources for Erin Elizabeth: 
Award winning journalist, The Girl with the Half Crooked Smile, passionate health blogger and health freedom 

advocate.  

https://www.healthnutnews.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creating a Fasting Lifestyle for 
Hormone Optimization  
With Dr. Daniel Pompa, Psc.D 

 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● Let’s discuss ketosis.  Ketones are made by breaking down fat.  When you get your carbohydrates low 

enough, you actually force the cells to use fat as energy. And when it burns fat, it makes these things 

called ketones that your brain can use. Your brain can’t actually use fat like the rest of your cells in your 

body. It needs to use either glucose or these things called ketones.  It takes 2 to 4 wks to get fat adapted, 

for your body to begin making its own ketones.  When we fast, we make a much higher level of ketones.   

● Benefits of ketones: 1) They burn extremely clean.  2) Lower inflammation of the cell. 3) Help heal the 

brain.  4) Turn off bad genes that get turned on.  5) Healing effect on our gut and microbiome.     

● When you are just doing a low-carbohydrate diet a long time, the body starts to slow down fat 

metabolism.  If you force the carbohydrates down enough into a state of ketosis, your body recognizes 

that its #1 fuel is fat.  Adding a day of feasting reminds the body that it is  not in starvation mode and 

therefore will continue to use the fat stores instead of trying to hold onto them.    

● Autophagy is to put the body into a fasting state and the body automatically gets rid of the bad tissue first.  

The bad cells, the bad DAN, the bad protein, the trash, the cellular rubish. Even 23 hrs will do that.  

Adding this one day of fasting will put you in a state of autophagy as well as producing a therapeutic level 

of ketones.   
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● Doing an extended 5 day water fast greatly increases the amount of autophagy in the 

body and can give a dramatic effect for muscle gain after.  There is also a high level of 

stem cell proliferation that occurs.  Your body raises up stem cells to replace the tissue, the bad old cells 

and bad DNA and the other is that it replaces the bad protein in our muscle that was removed in 

autophagy.  The body literally eats up the bad tissue and bad proteins.  If you lose any muscle, it is only 

bad muscle that is not performing as it should as far as recovery.  With elevated stem cells, you get 

muscle that recovers faster and this occurs with your organs as well.  People pay a lot of money for stem 

cells and your body produces them for free during a fasting state.   

● A lot of people are concerned they’re going to lose too much weight, too much muscle. But basically that 

human growth hormone sends that signal to preserve lean body tissue.  

● We are becoming more hormone sensitive at the cellular level.  This process of autophagy and ketone 

production will greatly down regulate inflammation.   

● The feast/famine cycle helps with hormone optimization.  When you do a feast-famine cycle, you’re 

making the body adapt to large amounts, small amounts with a fasting state, feast state. The body 

optimizes your sensitivity to your hormones. Which means you’re hearing testosterone more. You’re 

hearing estrogen better. Your cells are hearing it better. So it’s not about how much hormone you have, 

it’s about how well the cells hear them. And that is really a state of health. You become more hormone 

sensitive at the cell. And you get results. 

 

Creating a Fasting Lifestyle for Hormone Optimization  
With Dr. Daniel Pompa, Psc.D 

 

Interview Summaries con’t:   
● Forcing adaptation is like exercise. If you do the same exercise in the gym day in, day out. The body gets 

used to it, and you don’t get results. But when you change it up, now the body has to adapt, and the 

adaptation raises up growth hormone.  Our DNA is set up for forced adaptation. We’re mimicking what 

our ancestors were forced to do by mimicking times of feast and mimicking times of fasting. When they 

had it, they ate it. They didn’t count calories. They didn’t count carbs.. But when they didn’t, 

environmental stressors, droughts, whatever it was. They were fasting.  They were forced into fasting 

states. 

● Hot-cold therapy stimulates weight loss by breaking down weight loss resistance. This is going from very 

cold to hot to very cold to hot, etc.  When you put yourself in a cold pool of water, or a cryochamber and 

drop the temperature down to 150 below zero for three minutes, your body literally thinks it’s going to die. 

And then you step out, and it doesn’t. This is adaption and your body raises up growth hormone 

dramatically. It makes your cells very sensitive to your hormones.  It also raises up another hormone 

called norepinephrine. And what that does is it has a massive anti-inflammatory effect for hours after the 

hot and cold chamber.  Feast/famine does the same thing by breaking weight loss resistance.  This all 

works for hormone conditions, gaining muscle, losing fat.  Whatever your desire is, it works.   

● 7 Benefits of Extended Fasting: 1) Autophagy - eating the bad stuff in our body.  2) Stem cells raise up 

and heal.  3) Energy diverts from digestion to healing.  4) Your body uses innate intelligence to focus on 

healing.  5) Resets your microbiome which is the balance of good and bad bacteria.  6) Hormone 

optimization.  7) Elevated ketones that heal the body.    

● Fat adaptation begins to occur at 3 days.  I recommend a 4 day extended fast at a minimum because that 

is when the major benefits start and the highest level of autophagy.     

 
Tips for Successful Fasting: 
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● 5-1-1 strategy is to do 5 days of ketosis through intermittent fasting with 1 day of feast 

and 1 day of fasting.  That can be not eating all day or waiting to eat 24 hrs after eating 

dinner on your feast day.  Do not feel about about your feast day because it is actually not a cheat day, it 

is extremely beneficial to your metabolism.  If your health is challenged, I would not recommend pizza or 

ice cream, more of healthy carbs.  Elevated calories have the body saying, ok, we have plenty. Elevated 

protein can work instead of carbohydrates. If you say, I just don’t do well with carbohydrates for other 

reasons, great. Do protein. It works too. Or, elevated carbs. Your choice. Just remind the body it’s not 

starving, and the magic happens. 

● 4-2-1 is when you add 2 days of fasting in your week.   

● I typically fast 2 or 3 days a week where I will fast dinner to dinner and just eat 1 meal that day.  I always 

have 1 to 2 feast days.  My wife does feast/famine cycling with 2-3-2 where she fasts 3 days a wk by 

fasting dinner to dinner and feasting 2 days a wk.  She also does extended fasts periodically with a 5 day 

pure water fast.  And she is gaining more muscle.  The amount of autophagy that happens with an 

extended fast is magical.     

● If you had an old injury, you may feel a bit of pain in that area during fasting.  Your body is literally 

retracing and going back with stem cells to heal that area.   

● I recommend a 4 day extended water fast at a minimum because that is when the major benefits start and 

the highest level of autophagy.  Fat adaptation begins to occur at 3 days.  Day 4, autophagy pushes your 

body to burn mostly fat as energy.  Your hunger disappears at day 4 and it becomes a lot easier and you 

are experiencing the highest level of autophagy.  If you can go 1 more day and go to 5 days, you get a  

 

Creating a Fasting Lifestyle for Hormone Optimization  
With Dr. Daniel Pompa, Psc.D 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
very high level of autophagy occurring as well as the highest level of stem cells and major hormonal 

shifts.  A peak happens at day 5 and it is magical for healing.    

● If you are new to fasting, electrolytes will help you.  Not the ones you buy in the store with chemicals and 

sugars, but good, quality, clean electrolytes.  Sea salt helps you maintain potassium.  This is simply a big 

glass of salt water and it will taste like soup while you are fasting.  If you are getting muscular cramps, 

add extra magnesium.   

● I tell people to try not to take their supplements with the exception of electrolytes.  I want the body to rely 

completely on its innate intelligence.  Herbal products can push your body in one direction or the other.  

There is a product called Bind that stays in the gut and can minimize some of the detox symptoms that 

may occur.  Also a molecular hydrogen that downregulates a lot of the hydroxy free radicals.  It is a redox 

and doesn’t push the body to the left or right.  Otherwise, stick to water only.   

● A dry fast is done without anything and is typically 24 hrs and can be more but I would recommend 

getting good at a water fast first.  The body gets water from your bad cells during a dry fast so you do get 

a 3 x’s the autophagy.  So 1 day of dry fasting could equal 3 days of water fasting.  You do not even 

shower during a dry fast.   

● Partial fasting is diminishing the amount of food that you eat 5 days a month.   

● Use caution when fasting if you are on medication and work with a doctor.  You will need far less 

medication during fasting.  An example would be if you are taking insulin, then you will need much less 

insulin during a fast.  This is the same for thyroid medication and antidepressants, etc.     

       

It’s not necessarily adding something that’s going to be your miracle. It’s taking things away. Even so much as 

taking all your food away. And giving your body time to heal.  We live in a society where we are overfed.  Even on 
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healthy food.  “If you want to live longer healthy, the key is not eating less. It’s eating less often.” 

And there lies the magic. When you look at ancient cultures, they don’t count calories. They don’t 

eat half their meal and push it away. No, they just eat less often. 

 

Resources for Daniel Pompa: 
Cellular Healing TV 

https://drpompa.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fasting Strategies for Weight Loss 
and Metabolism 
With Dr. Jason Fung, MD 

 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● The most common reason for kidney failure is type 2 diabetes and type 2 diabetes is a reversible disease.  

It is not a chronic and progressive disease like we have been taught, but it is reversible.  Taking the drugs 

and insulin for type 2 is not going to get you a lot better, you just take them year after year. It’s not the 

disease. It’s the treatment of the disease that’s completely wrong.  This is a diet disease.  It is common 

knowledge that if you lose weight, type 2 diabetes almost always goes away.   

● From a physiological standpoint, the body does not count calories.  There are no calorie receptors.  Your 

body has no idea how many calories you are eating.   

● Our whole body works on hormones.  Your body communicates with hormones and our responses.  

● Hormones do not stay at a certain level.  They all pulsatile or go up and down.  If you are constantly 

exposed to something, the response to it goes down and down.  Just like when you put on headphones 

and listen to very loud music.  Your body adapts to the loud music by becoming a little deaf.   

●  When looking at weight, the hormone the body communicates with is insulin.  When eating all of the time, 

this makes insulin stay high and it is no longer doing the up and down it was designed to do.  This is why 

the body begins to be insulin resistant and just starts ignoring the insulin.  You have to have a period of 

https://drpompa.com/
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low insulin in order to prevent that resistance.  One of the ways to really reduce the insulin 

is to use something like fasting and intermittent fasting because it’s not just about the 

foods that you eat. It’s also about giving your body enough time to digest and let those insulin levels fall 

back down. Otherwise, you’re going to develop insulin resistance which leads to higher insulin and leads 

to more weight gain. If you don’t eat, your sugars will come down. And then you don’t have to take so 

much insulin. 

● It is not just the foods you eat, it is also the way you eat them that can impact your hormones.   

● Some of the smartest, most influential people in the world were huge proponents of fasting. So you go 

back to say, religion, for example. And almost every single major religion in the world, you see fasting all 

throughout. So whether it’s Catholicism, Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism. I don’t think you could actually 

find a major religion that doesn’t have fasting as part of its core beliefs. So you know that people have 

been doing this for 1000’s of years without any problems. The ancient Greeks, people like Hippocrates 

were big believers. And then you get into the modern American era. You have Benjamin Franklin and 

Mark Twain and people like this. And they’d have quotes like, “The best of all medicines is resting and 

fasting.  It’s literally the oldest dietary intervention in the book.  The human body is the same as it was in 

the time of the ancient Greeks. 2000 years ago, minimum, every major human religious group, figured out 

that, ‘Hey, fasting is pretty good for you.’” 

● Fasting disappeared in the last 30 or 40 years.  In the 60’s and 70’s, they did extreme fasting studies that 

were dangerous and fasting fell out of favor.    

● Basal metabolic rate is the amount of calories you burn at rest.  The amount of energy it takes to 

generate body heat and keep the liver, kidneys and the brain working in a relatively normal fashion. 

Fasting Strategies for Weight Loss and Metabolism 
With Dr. Jason Fung, MD 

 

Interview Summaries con’t:    
● If you take somebody who is fasting for, say, up to 4 days and measure their metabolic rate at the 

beginning and at the end, you’ll see that the metabolic rate is actually 10% higher at the end of four days 

of not eating. This is because you have something called a counter regulatory hormone.  When you eat, 

insulin tends to go up. When you don’t eat, insulin falls. But then there are other hormones which run 

counter to that. So they’re opposite. Insulin falls and these other hormones go up. So it’s a sympathetic 

tone which is our fight-or-flight response, so something that’s energizing. Noradrenaline goes up. Free 

fatty acids go up. You’re depleting your body of the sugar, it’s sending out fatty acids so that you can 

have a source of energy. So some people worry about that. But that’s actually a natural, normal 

response.  Cortisol does go up. So if cortisol is your problem, fasting is a stress on the body, of course. 

But just like exercise, low amounts of stress is actually good for you. That’s the principle of hormesis.  So 

those are the counter—and growth hormone. Growth hormone is also a counter regulatory hormone. So 

those are what keep the metabolism raised up—the adrenaline and so on. And then the growth hormone 

is there. And it keeps your lean mass. 

● When using fasting for weight loss, the skin tightens up and our patients are avoiding having to do skin 

removal surgery.  Your skin is smart and if you do not need that protein, your body breaks it down and it 

is a good thing because it rebuilds new skin.  If you lose a lot of weight without utilizing the power of 

autophagy, there is a lot of excess skin that was never metabolized or catabolized meaning it was never 

broken down for energy.  Skin removal is very invasive.  It is not just skin, its fat, protein, connective 

tissue, a lot of blood vessels.       

● Autophagy is the process of breaking down and then rebuilding.  It is a renovation cycle that is 

rejuvenating and anti-aging.      
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Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● The biggest worry for people is that they will be so hungry that they cannot deal with it.  It 

is only going to be an hour.  Prepare for your hunger waves.  They are going to come, but they will also 

pass.  If you measure something called ghrelin, which is the hunger hormone, over 24 hours, what 

happens is that the ghrelin goes up at breakfast, lunch, and dinner. So there’s a learned component to it. 

But then if you don’t eat, ghrelin actually just falls back down to baseline.  But by the time 4 o’clock runs 

around, you actually feel the same whether you ate or whether you didn’t eat. There actually is no 

difference. The ghrelin is back down to baseline. Your hunger level is back down to baseline.  Both the 

physiology and the clinical experience show this.  Prepare by having some of your favorites teas with you 

and just ride out the wave.  

● The hunger hour is easier to pass over when you are busy.      

● When you’re doing these alternate daily fasts, short fasts, it’s not difficult in a working day because if you 

don’t eat breakfast, mostly people don’t notice. If you don’t eat lunch once in a while, mostly people don’t 

notice. Skipping dinner is sometimes a bit harder because it’s family time and all this sort of stuff. And 

that’s why a 24 hr fast, dinner to dinner, is often very easy to slip right into a working schedule without 

even anybody knowing particularly that you’re even doing it. 

● Forming habits is very important because it puts you on autopilot so you do not have to think about it.  

You do not have to keep making choices.  It is no longer willpower, it has become your baseline.  You 

only have so much willpower to use and automatic is much easier.   

● You can derive the same benefits of from 7 days of a 24 hr fast as you can from a 7 day fast.  A 7 day 

fast is a lot more disruptive to habit formation.      

Fasting Strategies for Weight Loss and Metabolism 

With Dr. Jason Fung, MD 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t:    
● For type 2 diabetes, we have patients fast a little longer because they have a more severe disease and 

we want to reverse the disease before they develop a lot of organ damage.  A 36 hr fast is a little more 

disruptive.  This is where they have a balanced dinner, skip breakfast, lunch and dinner and do not eat 

until the next day.  It is not that long and we do not have to worry about refeeding syndrome or 

arrhythmias.    

● We talk to people and then make a recommendation.  We usually start with 24 to 36 hrs depending on the 

situation.  If a patient is older, we go a little less intensive to start.  If you are younger and sicker, then we 

go longer.  We have counselors that work with patients throughout the process.  Let us do what we can to 

make it easy for you so you can derive the benefits, whether it’s weight loss or type 2 diabetes. You can 

either build up gradually.  Or you could try going to a very low carbohydrate diet and then fasting, for 

example. So when you do that, of course, it makes it easier because your body is actually used to using 

dietary fat which is the same metabolism as body fat. So whether your body uses fat that you eat or fat 

from your body, it’s actually the same metabolism. So doing that can make it a lot easier.  Or you could 

just jump in and do a three-day fast or a five-day fast and just get your body used to it in a hurry. And I 

always say it’s like a pool. There are some people who like to go in the shallow end. And other people will 

cannonball in the deep end. One will work for one person. Another will work another person.  Always give 

it a couple weeks because you can’t tell if this is something you’re going to be able to do. Don’t give up 

after the first three times because it is going to be hard.    

● The biggest success for fasting is support.  We put people into groups in our IDM Program and they get 

extra peer support for the fasting.  It is not fun and we let them know upfront.  You know what? The first 

couple of weeks are going to suck. You’re not going to be used to it. The hunger is going to be high. 

You’re going to have a lot of trouble. But you have to try to just get through it.  We tell people what to 

expect, how to deal with hunger waves and tips to push through.          
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● We recommend green tea a lot.  It has 0 calories, 0 sweeteners, antioxidants called 

catechins which is thought to be good with appetite suppression.  It is the perfect addition.  

  

● A fasting tea we recommend I helped develop for fasting is made by Pique Tea.  

● Some people go a little low in salt and actually get a bit dizzy and so on.  Some will actually take salt and 

water, for example. For people who are on it longer or whatever, we tell them to use bone broth, which is 

not truly a fast because that’s not water, sort of thing.  I am not interested in “Oh you broke your fast… I’m 

interested in, are you getting better?”   

● Fit fasting into your lifestyle.  Do not try to change your whole life.  Remember that fasting is flexible and 

you can do it whenever you want.  Do not try to force it where it doesn’t fit because you will never be able 

to keep it up.  So always make sure that this is something that you can do because we’re not interested in 

the short term. You can lose weight with all kinds of things in the short term.  We want long term health.   

● Fasting is not about when you break you fast and focusing on that.  It is about lowering insulin.  If you’re 

doing great with your sort of cheats—whether it’s bone broth or even food or whatever it is that you want 

to cheat with—but you’re doing well, hey, why do I care? I’m not interested in being right. I’m interested in 

you getting better, reaching your goals.You can give the same diet to two people. One will lose 50 

pounds. And one will gain 20 pounds. We know that. Everybody is different. So why would I obsess about 

following this diet to the letter? You do it. You make some changes. You see what makes you better. 

As with anything, get the right information. Get the right support. Give it a try! What do you have to lose? It’s free!

 Resources for Dr. Jason Fung:   

Author of the bestsellers The Obesity Code and The Complete Guide to Fasting.  

https://idmprogram.com/   Youtube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpqCiTl-

10WpSUuGSLgk4BA/featured  

 

 

 

 

Shifting Your Mindset and Cellular 
Health  
With Robert Scott Bell 

 

 

Interview Summaries:    
● The realization that the birthright we have was in healing and in accessing all the information has been 

long lost seemingly and is now coming back.  The recognition that the power to heal was mine and it was 

a gift from a place far higher than any medical school or medical doctor that it went right to the heart of 

God and I had to recognize and embrace that. This took me out of the victim mentality that I wasn’t just 

unlucky, or I had the victim of bad genes, or anything like that, that I had actively co-created my condition.  

If I was going to come out of it that I had to actively participate. But the power was always mine, I just had 

to reclaim it. 

● Vital life force is what animates all of the cells in our body.  Optimizing this life force helps our body to 

heal and regenerate itself.  Ancient healers had more of a vitalistic health approach that was very vitalistic 

https://idmprogram.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpqCiTl-10WpSUuGSLgk4BA/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpqCiTl-10WpSUuGSLgk4BA/featured
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and holistic as opposed to, in our society, the allopathic professionalism which is more 

mechanistic and reductionistic.       

● Modern medicine uses molecular reductionism where everything could be adjusted by a molecule 

manipulation. If I had an infection, they gave me a chemotherapeutic drug called an antibiotic. Never 

asked a question as to what went wrong, other than to say, “We can blame a germ that we think you 

had.”  If I had an inflammation disease or an ailment, which I did, skeletal inflammation, then it was a 

deficiency of more chemicals, synthetic as they were, like non-steroidal or steroidal anti-inflammatory 

drug molecules. And so it reduced the body to just tweaking chemistry.      

● When we talk about molecules, I was going in the other direction in terms of energy. And we bring up the 

term vital force and homeopathy. And there’s concept of vitalistic perspectives on health and healing that 

we have spirit, holy spirit, divine spirit that imbues us with life. And the vitalist will look to that and say, 

“How do we free that energy that is yours by virtue of your birthright, right, and the fact that you’re alive? 

How do we free up, well, remove the blockages? How do we allow that flow to happen? Where does that 

originate?”  You’re looking at life as a fluent, energetic, a living system. And it’s so much more 

comprehensive than this molecule and that molecule. And this is not to negate the reality that we break 

complex substances from food down in a base-level molecule, but even that is not far enough because 

ultimately the molecules have to be released in energetic forms for utilization fully. So it’s a complex 

combination of the two. But without the vital force, life doesn’t exist, you can throw all the molecules you 

want at it.  And utilizing food as our medicine or the removal of food as our medicine is a fascinating 

concept to be utilized appropriately to free that vital force up that had been gummed up, blocked up 

because of, maybe there were molecules in the way, but it blocked the vital flow. 

● Holism and holistic, the concepts mean that everything is connected to everything.  It’s about every 

aspect of life connected to every aspect of life. And again, the vital force, the Holy Spirit connects us all.  

If you impact one part of the body, you then impact another. And if you see a symptom in one part of the 

body, it doesn’t mean that that specific area of the body is in any way, shape or form, diseased.  It means  
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it is communicating to us. So we have to go very deep and broad to see where can we track back these 

original or find these original starting points, the origin points. 

● In allopathic medicine, it is a disintegration of the body. You break it into little parts. And you can go to 

one doctor and another, and they all have their specialty, and they never see the whole forest through the 

trees, and will look at your toe, your heart, your skeleton.  All of that disconnect means you can be 

controlled or manipulated because one doctor says it’s this, the other doctor says it’s that. And you’re left 

in a state of confusion and you’re more victimized than when you began. 

● Changes in our diet began when we were marketed to.  People did not have the long term view to 

understand that quality would suffer and that what makes food, food would be removed.   We were sold 

that, “Wow! fast food, easy food, it’s always available.” Because the food was altered, refined, processed, 

we lost the mineral content primarily from those foods.  This caused a deficiency syndrome to materialize.  

And at that point, we became more hungry than ever. We had more food than ever or we perceived that 

we did, that we couldn’t go an hour without eating.  We were marketed in this idea: fast food, cheap 

food, easy food, food unfortunately devoid of the vitamins, minerals, and trace minerals necessary for us 

to sustain when we eat.  We lost the ability to go for hours if not days without having to eat like some of 

our ancestors. We were sold this by marketing. And then, the marketing fed into the desire. And it fed 

into ultimately the need. It became a need artificially. And so we were stuck. 
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● The idea of eating smaller meals more often came from developing hypoglycemia from 

eating “food” that does not have the ability to sustain us.  For instance, going an hour 

after a meal and suddenly feeling like you are crashing.       

● Food obviously has addictive properties. It boosts up dopamine in our hypothalamus, which makes us 

feel good. It’s a great thing. But when we’re constantly going to that, we’re constantly stimulating that 

pathway and then we crave the feeling and reach for the food.       

● We developed a pattern of frequent eating of food that was devoid of the essential minerals that we 

needed.  Now, we’re also utilizing a system called the digestive system. When you put it in your mouth, 

hopefully you chew it up, you bring it down, you’re activating a system that’s different from movement. In 

looking at how energy works in the body, a lot of our energy would be robbed constantly as it is redirected 

towards the digestive system, which is an energy-intensive system to break down the things for the 

energy where we need or to store it for later use. It then robs our ability to do things when we needed to 

do them. Let’s say when you needed to be in a fight or flight mode, you didn’t have the energy to do it 

because you’re always in that mode, in a sense. Your body was having to work to break down constantly 

all of this and finding little or nothing of true benefit in terms of that long-term sustenance. So we got stuck 

in the pattern of energy drain, energy drain.  We’re supposed to be bringing energy in and it’s only 

draining us ultimately. It makes no sense, but you’re feeding yourself.  When we have all of that energy 

being utilized for one thing, it’s not able to be used for other things.  It wasn’t just devoid of vitamins, 

minerals, and trace minerals in the processing era of the 20th Century.  The 21st century is also adding 

synthetic compounds that never before were in the food supply, ever in the history of man, in our 

recorded history. And so now we are having to defend against, trying to find the good stuff, but defend 

against the things that don’t belong there, that takes energy, as well. So your cells that would 

normally be an engagement in receptive mode are now in protective mode which takes energy as well.  

This cycle depletes more and more energy over time. You’re still eating. You’re still accessing what you 

call food. And over time, you’re depleting your life force, your vital force. 
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● When we are constantly eating, our digestive processes are going to suffer.  We’re going to have 

undigested food particles, more inflammation in the gut, leaky gut. 

● We are not only constantly eating, but also constantly moving which is where the concept of fast food 

came from.  We have removed ourselves from the concept of sitting down, relaxing and enjoying a meal 

and allowing our body to digest the way it was designed to do.   

● When we eat foods devoid of minerals such as refined carbohydrates—you’re going to trigger, by 

necessity, a response for your body. Normally, it would break it down from whole foods. And there would 

be an ease with which there would be a transition time. But now your body has a massive influx of refined 

sugars and our bodies are designed ultimately to deliver sugars to the cells or even relinquish them from 

cells that have stored them, but not in this way. This was not normal. You even hunted for an animal, you 

were not going to ever get a sugar rush no matter what part of that animal you ate. We’ve taken these 

refinements and made them staple. And they become very dangerous. The response to the body, of 

course, is to pump out more insulin in response to the sugar, which we know insulin can be a very pro-

inflammatory component. It can impact on cell division or reproduction. And that’s why it can be linked to 

cancer later.   

● Sugar cane in its natural state has loads of minerals and particularly the mineral known as chromium, And 

it has the highest concentration of any food in the world.  If you don’t have that coming in, you don’t have 

a way to process the sugar.  The concept of insulin resistance is also an apparent deficiency of minerals 
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particularly the chromium because without the GTF chromium molecules, you can’t 

offload what the insulin is carrying with sugar. It’s like the trucks are the insulin. You get it 

to the loading dock and there’s no chromium, you can’t offload it. And then it looks like there’s resistance.  

We need nutrient-dense foods. Even if foods are not containing a lot of nasty toxins, ultimately it can 

poison our body because other systems have to overreact or underact to compensate. And that can only 

go for so long until you utilize your stores of minerals, whatever you had in the body that was being 

depleted.      

● The animal kingdom figures out a way to heal in the wild with no doctors. And very often, they will fast. 

They will shut down the system that requires energy to process. And they’ll start dealing with what’s in the 

body. And at that point, it converts that energy or allows that energy to be freed up to direct whatever else 

it needs to go. And in many cases, it’s a promotion of detoxification that occurs, right, accumulated waste 

or environmental toxins that have just gotten stuck because the body has never gotten an opportunity to 

focus there. It’s always having to protect, defend against what’s being brought in because we didn’t know. 

And so the fasting concept takes that out of the equation and allows that innate intelligence chiropractors 

talk about or the vital force homeopaths talk about to begin to operate without obstacle or reduce the 

obstacle because it knows what to do. It’s our own mental constructs or lack thereof that get in the way. 

And so at that point, the energy is shifting, again a vitalistic approach.      

● Clarity that comes from fasting is about removing the obstacles for the free flow of energy that are 

associated with your mental abilities, right, clarity to think clearly. 

● Addiction causes pancreatic insufficiencies and a lack of chromium.  We can be thrown off again by the 

indulgences that lead to that quick endorphin hit of that refined carbohydrates, right, instant gratification. 

Who needs to focus on spirit? “I feel great.”  Then, you crash.  And then, you get it hooked up in that 

addictive cycle. And I’ve seen the addictive cycle is fed by the food that is devoid of these minerals.  

● The food that we choose can take us off that spiritual path and that’s why I always talk about the body as 

a temple. What a great gift this body is. It allows us to be here and do some extraordinary things.   
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● Think about the warriors in history vs our fast-food culture.  We would not survive because we can’t go an 

hour without eating sometimes. And these warriors, as you describe in history, they would fast all day. 

They would work out their bodies. They would physically push themselves to extremes that we can’t even 

conceive of today. And then, they would eat tremendous amounts in a setting, maybe even in the 

evening. And they would do these tremendous feats of strength and vitality and fast. This is an example 

of training the body and the body’s cells that when you’ve got that input, when you got that inflow, you 

were efficient, you would use every bit of it, you would store that which you need. And your body knew 

exactly how to take that stored energy and convert it in a battle, for instance, that could go on for hours or 

days or longer. And you would constantly have access to that stored energy. 

● A lifestyle inclusive of fasting is one that enhances what we call the metabolic Kung-Fu of every cell in 

your body, efficiency, the law of economy. Nature doesn’t waste a thing. Man, in his arrogance, wastes 

plenty. And because of that, we end up in trouble. But the fasting re-teaches more our conscious bodies 

because the cells know what to do, but they have to gain confidence because we’ve gotten them fat and 

lazy, right, in a sense, they can snap back into it faster than our minds can. 

● Fasting reteaches our conscious body. Our cells can snap back faster then our minds can.  

   

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
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● The litmus test for fasting to become a lifestyle is when you wake up, do not eat until 

dinner and you were never even bothered by it.  Versus if you cannot go 1, 2 or 3 hours 

without needing a snack.   

● Hypoglycemia homeopathic remedies can be lycopodium and iris. And we can see a modulation or 

reduction of intensity of symptoms, yet, there were still mineral deficiencies that had to be addressed 

simultaneously. 

● Get out of the way and stop that subconscious or unconscious fear that says, “Well, I got to think about 

this... I’ve got to make sure it works right.” No, get out of the way, allow it to work. And that fasting 

suddenly gets the mind out of the way, gets the things that we’ve corrupted out of the way, and allows for 

that vital force to take its proper role and start flowing like it wasn’t before. 

● Try a mental fast. Focus on something you love.  Something that uplifts you spiritually, whether it’s Jesus 

or God or an angel. Something that uplifts you and keep that in your consciousness constantly throughout 

just a day, it will be a lot harder to do if you just start that and not eating.  But when you fast from food, 

this mental clarity and shift of perspective comes with it.   

● You can subsist and get nourished from the sun. You can be nourished by being out in the natural world, 

by breathing deeply and pulling the prana as it’s called in certain cultures, a life force, in from the air itself, 

from the sun. And, in fact, the source of that energy is interestingly enough hydrogen of which we also 

have another source of energy beyond sugars is hydrogen in the body. And where that’s produced most 

is in the iris of the eye in conjunction with sunlight 

● I speak on my show about the need to be prepared for times of feast and famine because it has always 

occurred throughout history.  You can read it in the Bible.  We are so ill- prepared for that that if a 

hurricane comes through and the shelves become bare in 24 hours, people are starving. They feel like 

they’re going to die because they’ve never gone a few hours without food. So I feel like an obligation or 

responsibility to communicate this to a culture that has lost it much like I had lost it in my life.  We prepare  
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by fasting.  Ultimately this creates greater resiliency which will help us in a stressful season. Improving 

your mental, physical, and spiritual resiliency to the stressors of life. 

● Replenish the minerals, detoxify the body, go organic and eat whole foods, and sleep well at night.  I’m 

over 50 and I’m doing things energetically that I couldn’t do in my 20s because of adopting these 

principles that are sages. Our ancient ones knew and we had lost and abandoned due to technology and 

cellophane wrappers and fast-food drive throughs.. But we can change this within our lifetime.  It can take 

a matter of time.  Well, how old are you? How many years have you been at it? The good news is that it 

won’t take the same amount of years to get out of it if you apply these principles. That’s the beauty. That’s 

the miracle, right. But we have to be willing to apply it. 

● Ultimately that creates greater resiliency. Like I love those terms, which will help us in a stressful season. 

And so how important is it for people to do things like fasting to help improve their mental, physical, and 

spiritual resiliency to the stressors of life? 

● You can do it with a little bit of discomfort because with any change, we can resist it. But there are ways 

to navigate it to minimize that for those that are willing to do so.  The concept of integrating any type of 

fasting into your lifestyle enhances the Kung-Fu of every cell in your body and its metabolism. And this is 

not just fat metabolism or sugar metabolism, it’s every metabolic function that exists and some we don’t 

even know about yet. 
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● Tapping into these principles that are shared here, you can achieve things that you 

thought were impossible.  It is very exciting to know that the power to heal is yours. To 

one day wake up, and recognize it, and embrace it, and that your cells know exactly what to do if you get 

out of the way. And part of getting out of the way is giving it a chance to recover and to stop the input. 

The input has been too much, overwhelming. The abundance we have has not been of a positive nature, 

but the abundance you will receive from the fasting will far outweigh and far out energize anything you’ve 

experienced with the way you used to eat. 

      

We’re tapping into principles that belong to us because we are born of creation, of a creator that gave us all of the 

tools we need to be well, to get well. We’ve just got to relearn that which we’ve forgotten. And this is the time, this 

is the opportunity. And it’s a very exciting time. And I’m excited for you on your journey because you can do this 

and even more. 

 

Resources for Robert Scott Bell: 
The Robert Scott Bell Show 

http://www.robertscottbell.com/ 
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● Whether it’s an emotion, a toxin, a vitamin, a mineral, a drug, you name it, or a behavior, all of those 

things affect your receptors which is how your body communicates.  The study of pharmacy really ends 

up being how do you affect a receptor? Sometimes people need monodrug therapy. It does save lives.  I 

just got really passionate about how can you really make a difference in someone through changing their 

lifestyle, 

● When you take a single therapy agent like a drug, it’s affecting one little aspect of a receptor or a function 

that you are trying to address in your body. Versus when you’re taking a botanical usually there’s a family 

of compounds in that botanical. And you think of it as playing almost a chord or a harmony to help your 

body get through that situation or condition, versus just a single note that is trying to do the same thing. 
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● Allopathic medicine is the greatest healthcare system in the United States for urgent care, 

for accident care.  But not for chronic diseases, we are not doing too good in that area.  

    

● Cancer is the number two killer in the United States. As a matter of fact, when President Nixon had his 

second inaugural speech, I believe it was 1973, he declared war on cancer. I remember that. And he said 

at that time, 1 in 7 Americans were going to be diagnosed with cancer and succumb to this dreadful 

disease. “And we’re going to fight.” Fast-forward over 40+ years, it’s 1 in 3 women, and 1 in 2 men will get 

cancer. So we’ve spent all this money where we are looking for the cure for the Big C. It doesn’t even 

exist because cancer is multi-factorial. The studies show that a 48-hour fast, which is hard obviously, it 

actually helps mitigate 50% of the damage from chemotherapy. See, chemotherapy is an amazing drug to 

kill cancer cells. But guess what it also does? It has collateral damage at the body. And this is what you 

have to understand. It’s about going after the cancer and then repairing, as well.   

● The biggest impact on chronic disease is teaching people how to eat. In general, people eat too much. 

They eat the wrong things. They eat too often. And they eat too late. And then they don’t move enough. 

And they don’t sleep enough. Getting that impact of the value of the food and understanding how much 

food you really need. We all go to the gym for an hour and work out. And we think we’ve got to eat six 

meals a day because we work out an hour of the day. When you look at the average farmer in the early 

1900s, they were eating 1.5 meals a day to work a 14-hour manual labor day. And then we wonder why 

we have an obesity crisis. 

● Sometimes it can be stress that causes us to eat and we have an emotional connection to that food. 

“Hey, I need some comfort food. I’m rubbing that cookie on my head. I’m not even eating it. I’m literally 

trying to fix my brain.” And then there’s that thought of people, like you said, they get taught, “Oh, you 

should eat several small meals a day so that your blood sugar doesn’t drop.” Well, my point to that is 

that’s like putting a Band-Aid on a bullet hole. If your blood sugars drop, then there is another problem. 

● According to the CDC, 30+ million Americans are actually diagnosed with diabetes.  It is no longer adult 

onset as we are seeing 18 yr olds get type 2 diabetes.  About 10% of these have type 1 which is a 

genetic  
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component and there are even viruses that can affect the pancreas.  The CDC is also estimating there 

are a total of up to 80 million total diabetes which means there are 50 million people that do not even 

know they are prediabetic or right at the buffer.  If you have prediabetes, you are going to get diabetes 

unless you intervene and fasting is one strategy that will reverse this.    

● 38% of the US population is insulin resistant.  Nobody thinks that they are going to be the one that has a 

heart attack or has kidney disease or ends up blind. Or one of the biggest things that happens that people 

really aren’t familiar with, but when your insulin resistant and you are diabetic, you are at a way higher 

risk for the eight most common forms of cancer.   

● The more you become overweight, the more visceral fat, organ fat that you pack in. And epicardial fat that 

you pack in around your heart, that fat is a metabolically active organ in your body. It’s actually secreting 

chemicals.  It’s releasing chemicals that are taking you away from health. So, for example, you mentioned 

a term adiponectin for people that are listening. Adiponectin is this compound in your body that turns your 

insulin receptors on. And it’s actually a marker for what your rate of rusting is. So if you want to think of 

how I’m aging, think of it as your rate of “rusting”. The lower your adiponectin, the more you’re rusting in 

the less your insulin receptors are working.  Because the quicker I’m rusting, the more I’m aching, the 

more I’m inflamed, the more my tissues are getting damaged, the more my blood vessels are getting 
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damaged. So it’s creating an accelerated aging process. So adiponectin, when we fast or 

even when we do things like an intermittent fast or look at fasting mimic diet programs, 

there’s an up regulation of insulin receptor sensitivity. And part of that is due to that adiponectin coming 

back on board, that you are actually turning that on. You’re also burning off that visceral fat. 

● You can become leptin resistant. A lot of people that are overweight, they have really high leptin. And 

leptin is supposed to help you satisfy your appetite, help manage your fat mass production, how you’re 

going to be. The problem is, your leptin receptor gets resistant to hearing the leptin. When we fast, we 

wake up our receptors so that we hear that signal. And now our body can start to function the way it was 

meant to. 

● It all boils down to how the body metabolizes. When you have too much sugar, glucose, outside the cell it 

is like having orange juice on a wooden floor. Take your socks off and walk on it. Guess what happens? 

Sticky. Sticky proteins.  The body is “rusting” because of this visceral fat.  Imagine that stickiness. That 

stickiness is happening in your cells. So this is why we’re seeing increase in cardiovascular disease, 

increase in kidney disease, increase of eyesight problems, even blindness, wounds that cannot heal 

properly, and lower immune systems. 

● “You are what you eat,” that’s not true. You are what you digest, absorb, and assimilate at the cell 

because the body needs these nutrients 

● We are born with 100 trillion stem cells.  As we age, we start to lose them.       

● When you go into a fast, you trigger two things to go down in your body. 1)  mTOR.  You can think of 

mTOR as what makes you grow. It makes your muscles get bigger. It’s anabolic. 2) IGF-1, insulin-like 

growth factor. And that goes down.  Now, when those go down, it triggers your immune system to allow 

your body to clean up all the waste proteins basically, or the refuse in your body. Your immune system 

becomes a vacuum, cleans up all these waste proteins in cells, which triggers less inflammation, gets 

your immune system back on board and also triggers the production of stem cells. 

● The research it says in a re-feed state.  If you’re in a 5 day fast, in the re-feed state after your growth 

hormone and your mTOR goes up. You can think of mTOR as being the brick layer. The bricks are  
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branched chain amino acids which are the building blocks for your muscle tissue. Your muscle tissue is 

the currency of your aging process. The more lean mass that you can hold onto, the better your 

metabolism will perform as you’re aging. That’s why these types of tactics like fasting and intermittent 

fasting, fasting mimicking diet, keeping yourself lean, reducing the amount of fat that you’re putting into 

your muscle because we lay fat in between our muscle, it’s critical because your aging process is going to 

be dictated by how much lean mass you retain. 

● Muscle is the currency of aging and the currency of your metabolism 

● When you’re fasting, you’re also triggering mechanisms that help you to get your mitochondria, which are 

the powerhouses of your cells, to function more effectively and to get more of them working. When your 

metabolism gets sluggish, when your insulin resistant, you could have 40% to 60% less mitochondria 

functioning in your body. So of course you feel more tired. 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting: 
● When you eat too late, you throw off your circadian rhythm or the rhythms of our hormones that get 

released during the course of the day and night.  We also have a circadian rhythm of food so that we 

should be taking in food during the daytime hours and not taking in food during the nighttime hours. We 

should be repairing and detoxifying at night. And in the daytime, we take in the nourishment that we need. 
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● Check your minerals.  Make sure you have enough magnesium, chromium and zinc.  You 

need minerals to make the insulin receptors work.  I start people off with minerals so they 

have these on board when we begin fasting.  Minerals are the sparkplugs of life.  

● If you are underweight, work with a professional before fasting.  If you are over 75, time restricted fasting 

is better.      

● To determine what type of fasting to start with, I look at how reactive are they in terms of their type II 

diabetes if they were a diabetic? Are they dipping dramatically if they go more than three hours without 

eating? Are they just slightly hungry? There is a wide scope of that with individuals. 

● Add ketones in the morning if you want and you can do a drink of ketones.  Fat bombs are made with 

macadamia nut and a MCT oil frozen cluster that they can eat. 

● Track your blood sugar especially if you are more fragile.       

● I prefer to have people go gluten free or cut down grains as much as possible.      

● Typically what you’ll see from a morning fast is metabolic benefits. So when you think of intermittent fasts, 

five days of normal feed, two days of a reduced calorie feed, say, Monday, Thursday, you’re at 500, 600 

calories, depending on if you’re a woman or a man. You’re going to lose weight. You’re going to see 

some changes in a lot of your blood values. You may not induce something like autophagy because 

autophagy is the big thing if you are doing 3- to 5-day fasting.  Autophagy is going after cellular renewal. 

But if you’re just trying to gain control of your metabolism and eat less, get that morning meal out. Get 

some lipids or some ketones into that morning meal. And then have a responsible lunch and dinner where 

you’re eating proteins, vegetables. Get some fats in. Avocado is wonderful. Try to get that in twice a day. 

And I try to get people not to eat after 7 PM. 

● Ghrelin is lowest in the morning and highest at night.  The highest level of ghrelin is at 8pm at night. Have 

dinner early before it peaks.  If you are getting light headed, then your sugar is dropping. If you are not 

light headed, you think you are hungry, but you may be thirsty. I try to get people to drink more water  
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because a lot of times your brain is telling you you need to drink.  And instead you’re interpreting you 

need to eat. 

● The next one is I like to try to get people to understand is they may be eating because of stress? Is this a 

stress-induced behavior? Because basically comfort food, you’re going to trigger for stress. So you’re 

going to look for sweet, salty, and crunchy. “Where’s the chocolate covered pretzels dipped in caramel, 

wrapped in bacon?” That’s what people are going to go for.  And so if it’s stress induced, then I have to 

teach them some strategies such as doing deep breathing twice a day for three minutes. 

● I’ve had cases where I’ve corrected for their hormones, corrected for their stress, corrected for their food 

allergies, corrected for their thyroid, corrected for their environmental intoxication. And until I had them 

reduce their food to the point of doing a morning fast are doing a fasting mimic program, I couldn’t break 

the cycle of their fat gain. 

● Fasting is incredibly powerful as a way to break metabolic roadblocks that keep you from getting to that 

fat and getting your weight off and creating a stable weight loss, one that you can maintain over time. 

● The reason you want to take fat in the morning, is that it fools your body into thinking you’re still fasting. 

So when you take it, use MCTs. Use the butyrate ketogenic powders and those types of things. Your 

body still thinks that you’re in fasting mode.  Plus you still get the benefits at the cellular level.  You get 

some nutrients so that your brain can wake up because when you wake up in the morning, your brain 

needs to function. You can use these types of novel lipids and ketones to help fuel the body. 
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● I start with recommending 3 days a week, they do a breakfast. And it will be some type of 

gut repair because most of my folks coming to me need their gut repaired. So they’re 

drinking morning shakes that are gut restorative and healing. But then I have them doing 4 days a week 

where they are trying to eliminate or not to utilize breakfast other than just taking some fats, taking some 

ketones, try to tread lightly. 

● Athletes are a whole different story because I work with a lot of professional teams. We even deploy 

fasting tactics with athletes, especially before the season, and after this season because it actually 

stimulates stem cells and helps them repair their tissues. 

● If you cannot do a feeding window of 12pm to 7pm or 1pm to 7pm, then 2 or 3 days a week to reduce 

your calories down to 500 calories or 600 calories, at least at that start point and you begin to change 

your metabolism over.      

● I have seen great results for difficult metabolic cases with 24 hr fasts 2 or 3 x’s a week.        

● When I do a 24 hr fast, I do have a lot of energy and I like to work out an hour before I break my fast.  

And right at that particular time, you’re just getting a tremendous amount of benefits of not only melting 

that adipose tissue, but your metabolism kind of kicks in. It is ideal because you have better tissue 

anabolism. You get better anabolic drive in your body. You burn fat more effectively. You actually get to 

better growth hormone release when you train in a fasted state.  It’s a very powerful method.  After you’re 

done with your workout, you can take in some fats or you can take in some ketones, you can help 

yourself get the energy and vitality you need to get to that noon hour when you’re going to get your first 

meal. 

● When people are trying to lose weight, they don’t need to drink a pre-workout drink and drink something 

while they’re working out and drink after. You’re never going to get the weight off because you’re telling 

your body “You’ve still got plenty of nutrients here. So no need to get to that fat.” If your goal is weight 

loss, train in a fasted state.   

 

Intermittent Fasting to Build Muscle and Burn Fat  
With Dr. Jim LaValle, RPh, CCN 

 

Tips for Successful Fasting con’t: 
● Supplementation 1) Minerals: magnesium, zinc, chromium, vanadium. 2) Carnitine burns fat 3) MCT oil 

and medium chain triglycerides are a source of fuel 4) Essential amino acids and branched-chain amino 

acids helps your body stay anabolic and maintain lean mass.  5) Adaptogens: ashwagandha helps thyroid 

function, rhodiola, cordyceps improves energy production and helps you hold oxygen in your body.   

● Be realistic about what your goals are. First of all, if you’re sedentary most of the day, chances are you 

probably don’t need to eat a lot in order to get through your day. Establish what you want. I always talk to 

people. What motivates you? If you’re saying, “Hey, I want to lose weight because my wife told me so,” 

probably not the best reason. Figure out what’s important to you. Understand that, no, you don’t need to 

eat six times a day. In fact, the more you eat, the higher you pump your cortisol, the more you’re going to 

make yourself make more insulin. So going six times a day is probably pretty counterproductive. And just 

really start to understand that being a little hungry might be good. It’s okay to feel that hunger a little bit.  

Since the beginning of time, until we had this industrial revolution in farming, people were a little hungry. 

And we didn’t have the problem with weight. 

● Pick foods that are healthy. Get nutrient dense foods as best as you can because you want to be able to 

get those vitamins, minerals, and nutrients that are needed, not necessarily as calorically dense, but more 

nutrient dense. 

● Recommended testing 1) Food sensitivities and intolerances. 2) Intestinal Integrity testing.  3) 

Triglycerides.  4) Insulin. 5) Glucose: Take your glucose often and get to know your body.  You can do a 
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finger stick to get your glucose. You can do your glucose when you are fasting. You can 

wake up in the morning and take it. You can take it an hour or two hours after you eat. 

And the more that number goes up after you eat, the more you know you may either be eating too many 

carbs and sugars, or you may be insulin resistant and you’re not able to take on that carbohydrate load 

that you’ve got.  “Normal” is 65 to 99.  But in a study that they recently, for every point over 84 represents 

a 6% risk for becoming a type II diabetic in the next decade. So if you have a 92 blood sugar and you 

walk into your doctor and they slap you on the back and go, “Good! You’ve done a great job! You’re in the 

normal range,” you’re not diseased yet. But are you at your ideal potential for your health? So at a 92, you 

would have is 7×6, a 42% risk of being a person with type II diabetes in the next decade, just at a 92, 

which is completely “normal” in allopathic medicine. 

● We know now if you’re listening to this summit and you’re 20 pounds overweight and that weight is 

around your belly, and you’re tired midday, and your joints are aching a little bit, and maybe you feel like 

your short-term memory is starting to go on you a little bit—“I’m not as sharp as I used to be;” it’s because 

your brain is not using energy like it should—if you are lining up like that, you’ve got to take action. And 

one of the quickest things that you can do that’s not costly—there’s not a lot of expense to it—is you can 

deploy fasting tactics, whether it’s intermittent fast or five and two. It can be the 16-hour fast, the eight-

hour window to eat. It can be deploying fasting mimic diet, five days a month, and then deploying a 12- to 

16-hour window the rest of the month. But you don’t have to do a thing other than change your eating 

behavior. And you can change the way your body looks, the way your body feels, and the way your brain 

thinks. That’s pretty powerful. 

 

 

 

 

 

Intermittent Fasting to Build Muscle and Burn Fat  
With Dr. Jim LaValle, RPh, CCN 
 

Don’t accept anything other than feeling the best you can. Reach for the best vitality that you possibly can have in 

your life because it’s going to make everything else in your life better. 

     

Resources for Dr. Jim LaValle:  

Dr. LaValle is the Founder of the Metabolic Code and serves on the chair of A4M The American Anti-
Aging Association Academy.  Author of 20 books including The Metabolic Code and Your Blood Never 
Lies 

http://jimlavalle.com/  
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Fasting Questions & Answers 
With Dr. David Jockers, DNM, DC, MS 

 
 

 

Question: “Hey, am I going to feel really awful? Am I going to have die off reactions and things like 
that as I start to fast?” 

● It is case by case.  Everyone reacts and responds differently. 
● I always tell people to just start with a simple fast. If you’ve never fasted before, get comfortable with the 

simple fast, which is simply 12 hrs between your last meal and your first meal. Drink water when you first 
wake up in the morning, 8 to 16 oz of water or more when you first wake up.  And then just see how your 
body feels as you get going here, as you get going with your day. You have different activities. And just 
extend your fast naturally and intuitively as you go. 

● Now, if you’re going to start an extended fast you’re such as a 3 to 5 day water fast, then I tell people, 
number one, it really depends on what your fasting muscle looks like right now. So for me personally, I do 
24 hr fasts every week.  A 24 hr fast is not very hard for me because I’ve trained my body to do it.  My 
hardest of an extended fast is actually from, I would say, roughly at about hour 30.  The full 2nd day is the 
toughest part. It’s when I feel more tired. I feel like I want to eat something. I feel a little bit more deprived 
during that period of time.  And that’s because I don’t train that often. I might do a fast like that every 3 to 
6 months. And so an extended fast is not as trained and built into my system.  
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● Now, will you feel a little bit dizzy at times? Will you feel tired? Absolutely. This is why I 
always tell people it’s a good idea, especially if you’re doing your first extended fast, not 
to schedule anything stressful. Make sure that you’re as relaxed as possible. You’re in a place you can 
rest whenever you need to.  I also recommend you get out, you walk a little bit. Go out to a park. Get in 
nature as much as you can. Ground your body by going bare feet on grass, dirt, or sand. Maybe getting 
some really good sun exposure can be helpful.  Drink a lot of clean water. Maybe take some electrolytes, 
like some salts. And all of that can be extremely helpful. And so most people, by going through that, will 
mitigate any sort of unwanted side effects.  

● If you are experiencing significant side effects your heart is racing. You have this massive, pounding 
headache.  You’re throwing up or whatever it is. You’ve tried the strategies that I talk about in the Fasting 
Transformation Quickstart Guide like drinking water, taking some salts, getting your bare feet on grass, 
resting, taking a nap, things like that.  If you’ve tried those things and it’s just not going away, you can 
break your fast. It’s okay. You may have said, “Hey, I’m committed. I really want to do this 5 day water 
fast.” And you break it on day 3. That’s okay. Don’t get down on yourself 

● Doing three days of fasting or even a full 24 hr fast is a remarkable accomplishment. You should be 
really, really proud of yourself for being able to do that, especially in today’s society. It’s not easy. So just 
be proud of yourself wherever you get. Be proud of yourself. Follow the strategies that I talk about when it 
comes to trying to mitigate side effects. 

● It’s not a terrible thing if you do break the fast because, guess what? You can try doing a fast next week 
or next month or when you’re ready to do it the next time. And you’ll better. You’ll get stronger. You’ll 
develop the fasting muscle. And you’ll develop a level of fasting fitness. And you’ll be more equipped to 
do it next time. 

 

Question: “Can I drink coffee and still get the benefits of fasting?” 
● Again this depends on the individual.  Some people drink black coffee and do not have an impact on their 

blood sugar or ketones.  Others drink black coffee and their blood sugar will go up.  Their adrenals will 
produce a lot of stress hormones and they end up jittery, with more cravings, and they will just not feel as 
good.  

● There should only be no more than a 10 pt difference when you test your glucose after drinking coffee.  If 
your blood sugar was 80 when you woke up in the morning and you drank coffee, and it jumped to 100 an 
hour later, then you are having a bad response to coffee.  For a lot of people, the blood sugar is going to 
stay around the same.   

● If you are testing ketones, they should not drop more than 0.3 millimole.  If your waking reading was 1.0, 
then they should not drop below 0.7 after coffee.  If they drop more than this, you are having a bad 
reaction to coffee.  Even though black coffee does not have calories, it may not be the best for fasting 
results if you are reacting.  

● Even if you are adding butter or MCT oil in your coffee, you want to test your response.  Do a pre and 
post blood sugar or ketone analysis to see what impact your body has had.   

● Most people do fine on coffee.   
● Those who react are either slower metabolizers or have a sensitivity which is an inflammatory reaction 

that occurs when they consume it.   

 

Question: “Can someone take in any calories on a fast and still get the benefits?” 
● Research has shown when you go periods of time consuming less than 25% of your calorie needs, you 

can get significant benefits.  
● When you want to get maximum benefits, do a water fast, maybe water and salt.   
● Valter Longo and the researchers at University of Southern California have actually shown using the 

fasting mimicking diet which is anywhere from 800 to 1100 calories. Now 25% of our calorie needs is 
usually 400 to 600 so 800 to 1100 is more like 50% of our calorie needs. They have shown incredible 
breakthroughs with autophagy, stem cell regeneration, preventing chronic disease, weight loss, and 
improving insulin sensitivity with doing a calorie-restricted diet roughly about 50% of our calorie needs. 
Again, for their program, it’s 800 to 1100 calories for 5 straight, consecutive days. 

● If a water fast is intimidating, then a fasting mimicking diet from Prolon, a green juice or smoothie fast or a 
bone broth fast are all options to consume fewer calories.  If you replace one of your meals for example 
breakfast with a big green juice, then you’re going to have a lot fewer calories than you would if you ate 
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oatmeal or something like that.  You could do bone broth throughout the day or for 
multiple days and get a lot of the benefits. 

● The whole goal here is to rethink the way you’re looking at food, to rethink the way that you’re consuming 
food, and to start to extend the amount of time where you are going without food or going with very 
minimal amount of food. 

 
Question: “Can I do an extended fast while on my medications?” 

● There are certain medications interfere with your ability to do an extended fast for 2+ days such as 
diabetes, steroid and heart medications.  It is always advisable to talk with your prescribing doctor.  If you 
have a functional health practitioner, you can converse with them and create a team to help you.   

● A simple 12 hr fast between your first and last meal is very safe for just about everyone.  Times I would 
not recommend this is if someone has severe cancer cachexia.  In this case, I may do a good form of 
liquid nutrition every 1 or 2 hrs to keep nutrients in their system.   

● Even while my wife was 9 mths pregnant, she was able to do a 12 hr overnight fast because she was 
resting this time and still consuming a lot of calories to restore the baby during the day. She did this even 
with twins.   

● Young children can also fast easily for 12 hrs because they are sleeping overnight.  My kids finish dinner 
at 6pm and oftentimes will not eat breakfast until 8:30am.  Fasting is not recommended for newborns so 
they can nurse consistently throughout the day.   

 

Question: “Can I fast if I am nursing a child?” 
● Most nursing women have no problems doing a 12 hr fast as long as they consume a lot of calories 

during the 12 hrs they are eating.  For example, eating a good amount of quality calories from 8am to 
8pm.  They also need to eat until they are completely satiated each time.  Doing this, takes away the 
need for a midnight snack or waking up at 5am to eat.  This 12 hr window is very powerful for taking 
stress of our system, allowing the gut to heal, allowing the liver to go through a complete blood cycle 
cleansing cycle.  

● Newborns can still continue to nurse every few hrs during the 12 hr fasting period.   
● The time to use caution when you are nursing is if you are producing a medium amount of milk or under 

producing milk.  You need to watch your milk supply if you are trying to do a 16 or 18 hr fast.  If you see 
your milk supply diminishing at anytime, then it is time to stop fasting.  You need to make your milk 
production a priority for that year or two that your child is nursing.   

Resources for Dr. David Jockers: 
Founder of Exodus Health Center 

https://drjockers.com/ 
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Fasting Transformation Interview Summaries 

 
 

All rights reserved.  This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed in whole or part 

without express written permission.  The contents of this presentation are for informational purposes only and are 

not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. This presentation does not 

provide medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Always seek the advice of your physician or other qualified health 

provider with any questions you may have regarding a medical condition. 
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